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Information Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Group Manager Planning and Environmental Services

Date:

Wednesday, 5 September 2018

File reference:

Document: M 2446156

Portfolio holder:

Cr Paul Milner

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Planning and Environmental Services Monthly Report – August
2018

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and

Summary
Over this month we have the Customer Services Team featuring highly in the phone survey
and Contact Centre industry awards. The Rule Plan Change progresses towards notification.
There are brief updates on the Kaimai Windfarm and Project Martha Resource Consent
applications. Strategic Planning are providing reports on annual planning for 2019/20; there is
an update on the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan; along with the Treaty
settlement readiness survey and an early look at the 2017/18 annual report and the revocation
of the Council’s fire bylaws

Customer Services Team
August was a very busy month for Customer Services with Rates, Rate Rebates, and the “clean
up” for dog registration
There were 4280 calls offered, of which 3964 were managed successfully and 316 abandoned.
The Service Level was not met at 73.18%. As at 31/08 565 Rate Rebates had been completed
(47% of the total)
The Customer Service Team Meeting focussed on testing for the move to Authority of our
Cemeteries process. This went well, and will continue next month. It is hoped to go live with a
much more efficient process shortly.
The Customer Service Team was delighted to discover that Hauraki District Council had placed
4th in the Annual ALGIM Customer Service Experience survey, across all 78 Councils in NZ. The
exercise involves multiple phone calls made to councils between the hours of 8am – 5pm, on
week days (i.e. from Monday to Friday). Each council is asked a standard question and an
assessment is made of the customer experience received. This result is a testament to the
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hard work of the team in increase the quality of our interactions with our Customers over the
course of the year. This Council was also a finalist in the public sector industry group awards at
2018 CRM/CCINZ Contact Centre Awards along with NZ Post and Christchurch City Council and
NZ Post was the winner.

Development
31 August 2018
Consents Issued

2017/18

2018/19

Year to date

Building Consents

91

67

74%

Subdivisions
Land Use
Designations
Objections
Certificates of Compliance
Variations
Outline Plans
Right of Ways
Extension of Time
Permitted Boundary Activity Certificates

13
23
3
3
42

12
20
4
3
6
45

92%
87%
-%
-%
-%
133%
300%
-%
-%
600%
107%

LIMs

53

98

185%

Consent activity is now showing a decrease in Building Consent numbers for the start of
this financial year with an increase in the number of LIMS.

Regulatory Services Team
Planning Implementation
Processing
For the last month 9 subdivision and 17 land use resource consent applications were lodged and
to date over that period all were processed within the statutory timeframe of 20 working days.
District Plan Review
The draft Growth Strategy and Waihi Zone Plan Changes continue with Iwi and key stakeholder
consultation. Staff met with a representative of Ngāti Tamaterā to discuss the three District Plan
projects. The Rule Plan Change is progressing towards public notification with a section 32
evaluation report being completed.
Healthy Rivers plan change 1
At the time of writing, the opportunity to make further submissions to the Healthy Rivers Waikato
Regional Plan change 1 is due to close on Monday 17 September 2018. A sub-regional position
has been developed by the councils covered by the geographical area. HDC staff have supported
these councils in their advocacy in so far as it is aligned to this Council’s own submission.
Kaimai Windfarm Application
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Council has received an application from Kaimai Wind Farm Ltd for resource consent to establish
a wind farm on the hills south of Paeroa. At this time the application remains on hold in
accordance with Section 92 of the RMA awaiting a significant amount of further information
requested by both Hauraki District Council and Waikato Regional Council. The applicant has
advised in writing that they intend to supply a package of information by 3 October 2018.
A site visit for the technical staff is being organised and our Consents Planner has had discussions
with
with Liane Ngamane of Ngati Tamatera regarding the application.
Building Team
For the last month Council granted 44 Building Consent applications with 11 new dwellings last
month and all except 2 were processed within the statutory timeframe.
Of those 44 applications 5 consents did not require further information requests.

General
Dog Control
Dog Control officers for past month have been issuing infringement notices to those dog
owners with known unregistered dogs.

Communications
E aku manukura, tēnā koutou (to those held in high esteem, greetings). The Council embraced
Te wiki o te reo Māori (Māori Language Week) from 10 – 16 September and set a goal to
encourage and grow our te reo skills, not just during Māori Language Week, but on an ongoing
basis.
New public toilet signs with bilingual headings were installed at Ohinemuri Park, Karangahake
Reserve, Ngatea Main Street and Waihi’s Victoria Park (aka Rocket Park). Over time, this will be
extended to other Council signs throughout the district. Email signatures have also been changed
to inlcude te reo job titles, libraries have added more te reo to their existing programmes such
as Toddler Time, and our customer services teams have new bilingual name badges.
Overall, staff really got behind the initiative and embraced the opportunity to strengthen their
skills. Our efforts caught the attention of media and some staff and elected members appeared
in a NZ Herald Local Focus video clip. In general we had a very positive response from our
customers and the intention is to continue to encourage and support our learning in this area.
In BAU, the communications officer has responded to a number of media enquiries including
questions about the proposed Kaimai wind farm project and the Hauraki Coromandel Business
Awards, helped with staff letters, and developed communication plans for the Council Mark
project and rating revaluations. The Council’s instagram account is now active and so far has
102 followers. Key projects for the upcoming month include progressing the installation of the
Welcome to the District signs and developing a marketing campaign around waste minimisation
and recycling.

Strategic Planning
There are a number of newer planning and policy work items on the go. Many are covered in
separate reports on this agenda, including:
 annual planning for 2019/20
 an update on the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan
 Treaty settlement readiness survey
 an early look at the 2017/18 annual report
 revocation of the Council’s fire bylaws
 the Council’s CouncilMARK application.

Smoke free environments policy
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Council received a letter from the Waikato District Health Board encouraging it to develop a
Smokefree Environments Policy. The letter notes that there are only 6 Councils in the North
Island that do not have such a policy.
A working party consisting of Councillor Spicer, Cr Leonard and Cr Daley has been formed to
consider historical work by our Council on smokefree environments policy, the issues around
developing such a policy and what it could cover. The working party will report back to Council
with recommended actions in due course.
Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan
Following a presentation to the Kaiaua Works and Service Joint Working Party at the end of
August, a separate item will be presented to Council for its consideration at this meeting.
Review of the various Parts of the Hauraki District Council Consolidated Bylaw
The bylaw review working party are meeting with staff on cemeteries and wharves policy matters
on 1 October 2018.
TCDC & HDC Mangrove Management Bill
As previously reported this Bill was referred to the Governance and Administration Select
Committee in August 2017. Submissions on the Bill were considered by the Select Committee
and subsequently ministry staff were directed by the Select Committee to do further work on
the Bill’s draft provisions. Ministry staff met with HDC, TCDC and WRC as part of this process.
The Bill is due to be reported back to the House on 19 October, 2018.

Mining Matters
Project Martha
The notification of the applications occurred on Thursday 16 August and the closing date for
submissions was Friday 14 September.
The notification packs consisted of:
 Notification letter
 Copy of the public advertisement
 Copy of the Summary Assessment of Environmental Effects
 HDC submission form
 WRC submission form.
Tentative dates have been set for the hearing being the two weeks commencing 12 November
2018 and the Waihi Memorial Hall has been tentatively booked. Other venues will be considered
depending on the number of submissions received and the number of submitters who wish to be
heard.
Martha Drill Drives Projects (MDDP and MDDP2)
During the past month the application for consent for an alternative breakthrough into the Pit
(MDDP2) was processed and technical reports were received from the geotechnical and vibration
advisors. The notification report (s95) and the Planners report (s42A) were prepared and
submitted to Commissioner Watson for consideration.
His decisions were that the consent would be non-notified and that consent be granted with
conditions.
Application for a crest raise on Tailings Storage Facility 2 (TSF 2)
The hazard analysis review for this project was received from the Waikato Regional Council and
this has meant that the staff report required by section 42A of the Act could be completed and
forwarded to Commissioner Watson for his consideration and decision-making.
The notification report (s95) and the Planners report (s42A) were prepared and submitted to the
independent Commissioner for consideration.
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His decisions were that the consent would be non-notified and that consent be granted with
conditions.
Annual Peer Review Meeting
The Annual Peer Review meeting was held on 30 August, with peer reviewers undertaking site
visits on 29 August. For HDC the 3 peer reviewers involving Council’s regulatory responsibilities
are Phil Dight (geotechnical), Chris Kidd (hydrogeological) and Craig Ross (Land rehabilitation).
Oceana Gold had distributed its annual monitoring reports to the Councils and the peer reviewers
prior to the meeting.
There were no major issues of concern raised at the meeting although a number of
recommendations will be made by the peer reviewers in relation to monitoring improvements
when they submit their final reports to the Councils and the Company.
There is less than one year left on the Rehabilitation and Closure and Martha Trust Capitalisation
bonds and the Company has been requested to address the bond quanta as a matter of urgency.

Peter Thom
Group Manager: Planning and Environmental Services
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Appendix A : Monitoring Report
Publication of the Annual
The last Annual Report for 2016/17 was adopted on 25 October 2017.
Report.
That the Annual Report is
completed, audited and adopted
by Council by 31st October, each
year.

Special Consultative
Procedure
That all issues subject to a
special consultative procedure
meet the requirements of the
Local Government Act, 2002.

This has been undertaken as required with all Council Plans;
Policies and Bylaws. At the time of writing, the joint sub-regional review
of the Waste Minimisation and Management Plan is currently being
consulted on in the form of the special consultative procedure.

Resource Consents & LIMs
Target

Progress towards success

All notified resource consents
1 July 2018 to 31 August 2018
applications are decided and
issued within statutory
Notified Consents to the end of August 2018
timeframes.
99% of all notified resource
In 0
Out of time 0 (Limited Notified)
consent applications are decided
and issued within 70 working
days.

All non-notified resource
1 July 2017 – 31 August2018
consent applications are decided
and issued within statutory
Total
45
In time
timeframes.
Land Use
20
In time
All non-notified consent
Subdivision
12
In time
decisions, not requiring a
Other
hearing, are issued within 20
Misc/Desig
9
In time
Variations
4
In time
working days.

45

100%

Out of time

0

0%

20
12

100%
100%

Out of time
Out of time

0
0

0%
0%

100%
100%
100%

Out of time
Out of time
Out of time

0
0
0

0%
0%
0%

100%

Out of time

0

0%

Objections

-

In time

9
4
-

Ext. of time

-

In time

-
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Issue
building
consents
within
statutory
timeframes
.

No. of Consents

Aug-17

YTD
2017/18

Aug-18

YTD
2018/19

49

92

44

67

100%

95%

% in time
New Houses

100% of all
building
consents are
issued within
statutory
timeframes 20 working
days

Paeroa

4

4

Waihi

18

15

Plains

5

3

TOTAL

27

22

Number of BC
Processed
60

No. of BC's

50
40
30
20
10
0

Month

2017/18

'2018/19

2018/19 Average Processing Time of BC's

18.00
16.00

Number of Days

14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

2017/18

Month
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No. of LIMs
% in time

Aug-17

YTD
2017/18

33

53

100%

Aug-18

YTD
2018/19

49

98

100%

LIMs by Ward
Paeroa

11

27

Waihi

28

42

Plains

14

29

TOTAL

53

98

# LIMS
2017/18

%in time
Avg
2017/18 Processing

July

20

100%

August

33

September

33

October
November

# LIMS
2018/19

%in time
%
Avg
2018/19 Overtime Processing

5.2

49

100%

0%

6.50%

100%

5.7

49

100%

0%

6.00%

100%

6.5

34

100%

6.7

39

92%

7.1

December

23

100%

5.4

January

28

100%

5

February

39

100%

5.6

March

52

100%

6.6

April

49

98%

6.2

May

38

100%

5.8

June

34

100%

6.9

TOTAL

388

99%

6.05

49

100%

0%

6.25%

LIMS Processed

60
50
No. of LIMS

All LIMs are issued
within statutory
timeframes
All LIMS are issued
within 10 working
days
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Decision Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Group Manager Planning & Environmental Services

Date:

Monday, 17 September 2018

File reference:

Document: 2453025
Attachments: Section 32
including Appendices A – H.

RMA

Evaluation

Report

Portfolio holder:

Mayor John Tregidga

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Adoption of “Plan Change 1: Rule Plan Change” for
public notification

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT the Council adopts “Plan Change 1: Rule Plan Change” to the Operative Hauraki District
Plan as set out in the “Section 32 RMA Evaluation Report - September 2018” (including
Appendices A – H) for public notification; and:
THAT the Council instructs staff to commence the public notification process in accordance
with Clause 5 of the First Schedule to the Resource Management Act 1991.

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to:
 Update the Council on progress with iwi consultation since the meeting on 25 July 2018;
 Seek Council approval for minor amendments to the rule changes that were approved at
the meetings on 26 April 2018 and 25 July 2018; and:
 Seek a Council resolution to adopt “Plan Change 1: Rule Plan Change” to the Operative
Hauraki District Plan as set out in the “Section 32 RMA Evaluation Report - September 2018”
(including Appendices A – H) for public notification.

Background and recommended amendments to the rule changes previously approved by
Council
On 26 April 2018 the Council resolved that eight District Plan Rule Changes be progressed
through the formal Plan Change process under Schedule 1 RMA. On 25 July 2018, following
consultation with the Waikato Regional Council, the Councillors resolved that the provision for
Comprehensive Residential Development (i.e. retirement living) in Ngatea as a controlled
activity, be deleted from the tranche of rule changes agreed to at the 26 April 2018 meeting,
leaving seven rule changes to be progressed through the formal process.
In the interim, Council staff has now completed the Section 32 RMA evaluation of the proposed
rule changes. As a result, staff recommends the following amendments (shown in red text) to
1
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the rule changes previously approved by Council. The reasons for staff’s recommendation are
shown in bold text.
1. Residential Zone: Net Lot Area and Subdivision Standards
a) Reduce the minimum net lot area for “infill” subdivision in Waihi, Paeroa and Whiritoa
to 450m2.
b) Change the activity status applicable to all subdivisions in the Residential Zone that fail
to meet the net lot area and frontage standards from non-complying to discretionary
activity status.
b) Retain the non-complying activity status applicable to all subdivisions in the Residential
Zone that fail to meet the proposed amended net lot area and frontage standards.
Reason: With the reduction in net lot area and frontage now proposed, it is
appropriate that non-complying activity status be retained. The s.32 RMA
evaluation cannot support a change to discretionary activity status given the
lower standards now proposed in lot size and frontage.
c) Reduce the minimum shape factor applicable to all subdivisions in the Residential Zone
to a 150m2 rectangle with no dimension less than 10m.
d) Reduce the minimum lot frontage applicable to all subdivisions in the Residential Zone
to 3.5m.
2. Residential Zone: Development Standards
a) Relax the rear site yards for Waihi, Paeroa, Ngatea and Whiritoa the Residential Zone
in all towns and settlements to a minimum of 1.5m for all rear site yards.
Reason: Applying the relaxation in rear site yards to all areas within the
Residential Zone ensures consistency.
b) Retain the minimum area required for outdoor living areas, but reduce the dimension
of the circle to 6m diameter.
c) Change the definition of “outdoor living area” to enable these to be set aside anywhere
within a lot (including to the south).
d) Delete the requirement for a daylight angle to be maintained between a dwelling and
its accessory buildings internal to a site.
3. Low Density Residential Zone: Development Standards
a) Reduce the “other yard” requirement for the Orchard Road/ Parry Palm Avenue area,
Waihi (where a minimum lot size of 1,000m 2 applies) from the current 6 metres, to a
minimum of 3 metres;
b) Retain the “other yard” requirement for the Old Waitekauri Rd, Waikino area (where a
minimum lot size of 1 hectare applies) at the current 10 metres.
c) Reduce the “other yard” requirement for the other low density areas (where a minimum
lot size of 2,500m2 applies) from the current 10 metres, to a minimum of 5 metres.
4. Additional dwellings – Residential and Low Density Residential Zones
a) For the towns of Waihi, Paeroa and Whiritoa, that two or more dwellings on a certificate
of title be provided for as a controlled activity where each dwelling can comply with all
of the relevant zone development standards, and a plan is provided showing future
subdivision boundaries with each house on a complying lot.
5. Minor Units in the Residential, Low Density Residential and Rural Zones
a) Provision be made for one minor unit accessory to a dwelling on the same site, as a
restricted-discretionary activity, in the following circumstances:
i.

In the Rural Zone on a certificate of title containing at least 2,500m2 up to 40
hectares (excluding the Outstanding Natural Landscape Area or the Piako Flood
Ponding Area).
2
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Reason: The minimum lot area for minor dwelling units in the Rural Zone
was not previously discussed with Council. During the s.32 RMA evaluation
it became apparent that a minimum lot area needed to be identified. The
2,500m2 minimum lot size proposed is consistent with the minimum lot size
provided for in the Rural Zone under the current District Plan rules and is
therefore an appropriate threshold.
ii. In the Low-Density Residential Zone of Waihi, Paeroa, and Whiritoa for each
dwelling that has an associated net site area of no less than 1,00m 2 if connected to
reticulated sewerage or 2,500m2 when reliant on on-site sewerage disposal; and:
Reason: The minimum lot area for minor dwelling units in the Low Density
Residential Zone was not previously discussed with Council. During the
s.32 RMA evaluation it became apparent that a minimum lot area needed
to be identified. The 1,000m2 minimum lot size proposed is consistent with
the minimum lot size provided for in the Low Density Residential Zone
under the current District Plan rules and is therefore an appropriate
threshold.
A minimum lot size of 2,500m2 where sites are not connected to reticulated
sewerage is necessary in order to ensure compliance with the Waikato
Regional Plan permitted activity standards for on-site wastewater disposal.
iii. In the Residential Zone in the towns of Waihi, Paeroa, and Whiritoa for each dwelling
that has an associated net site area of no less than 650m 2 if connected to reticulated
sewerage or 2,500m2 when reliant on on-site sewerage disposal.
Reason: A minimum lot size of 2,500m2 where sites are not connected to
reticulated sewerage is necessary in order to ensure compliance with the
Waikato Regional Plan permitted activity standards for on-site wastewater
disposal.
6. Earthworks: Residential, Low Density Residential, Township, Marae Development, Town
Centre and Industrial Zones
a) That the permitted activity standards for earthworks be amended as follows:
i. Redefine “excavation” as “earthworks”;
ii. Increase permitted earthworks area to 500m2;
iii. Increase permitted earthworks volume to 250m 3;
iv. Increase the depth of excavation to 1.5m;
v. Placement of fill not to exceed a height of 1.5m or 0.5m when within the yards;
and:
Reason: The s.32 RMA evaluation has highlighted the need for tighter
control in the difference in finished ground level at the interface between
two neighbouring properties. This is the case as large differences in
finished ground level can result in adverse privacy and amenity effects
because occupants on the higher land can overlook neighbouring
properties. It is appropriate that consent should be triggered where large
differences in ground level occur on common boundaries so that adverse
amenity and privacy effects can be taken into account and where
necessary, managed by means of consent conditions.
vi. Include as a permitted activity standard an advice note that earthworks have to be
undertaken in general accordance with the Waikato Regional Council’s erosion and
sediment control guidelines for soil disturbing activities.
Reason: The use of an advice note rather than a permitted activity standard
is preferred as the advice note can reference future changes in the Waikato
Regional Council’s guidelines whereas a specific standard can only
reference the guidelines at the time of notification of the plan change, with
future changes in the guidelines triggering a requirement for a full plan
change.

3
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7. Storage sheds: Residential and Low Density Residential Zones
a) Provide, as a permitted activity on vacant sites in the Residential and Low Density
Residential Zones, for one storage building with a maximum gross floor area of 50m2.
b) Change the definition of “temporary uses and buildings” to allow for temporary
accommodation in association with the construction of a dwelling on the same site, for
the duration of the construction project not exceeding twelve months.

Plan Change 1: Rule Plan Change and Section 32 RMA Evaluation
The resource management issue that Plan Change 1 seeks to address is:
To remove impediments to affordable residential development and to provide for affordable
housing options in a sustainable manner that maintains amenity values and the character of
the residential areas and that does not increase natural hazard risks.
The final rule changes (including those outlined above) and the associated evaluation report
are attached to this agenda item. The report comprises of the following nine sections, dealing
with the relevant parts of the plan change and its assessment as required under the RMA:


Section 1: Purpose - provides an overview of the plan change and explains its purpose.



Section 2: Background - summarises how the proposed plan change was developed.



Section 3: Issues and Proposed Rule Changes - explains the issues that the plan
change seeks to address, summarises the proposed rule changes, and defines the
towns, settlements and areas of the District to which the changes will apply.



Section 4: Environmental Results Anticipated - assesses the environmental results
anticipated (i.e. the effects that will arise) from the implementation of the proposed rule
changes.



Section 5: Statutory Assessment - provides the statutory assessment of the plan
change under the relevant legislative provisions in the RMA.



Section 6: Planning Instruments - assesses the plan change under the relevant
national, regional, district-level, and iwi planning documents.



Section 7: Consultation - provides an overview of the outcomes of stakeholder and
iwi consultation undertaken during the formulation of the plan change.



Section 8: Evaluation of Options - evaluates the plan change as compared to the
status quo, under the relevant criteria in Section 32 of the RMA.



Section 9: Conclusion - concludes that the proposed plan change is the most efficient,
effective and appropriate means of addressing the issue of affordable residential infill
development and the delivery of affordable housing options.

There are eight Appendices to the plan change report and Section 32 evaluation, namely:


Appendix A: – comprises a tracked changes version of the current District Plan rules,
with the rule changes proposed under this plan change clearly identified.



Appendix B - D: – provides background to relevant work done by staff and the District
Plan Committee in the lead-up to this plan change.



Appendix E: - contains maps showing the areas to which the proposed rule changes
apply.

4
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Appendix F: - contains a copy of the Draft Hauraki District Growth Strategy 2050,
referred to in the evaluation report.



Appendix G: - provides an assessment of the proposed rule changes under the
Operative Hauraki District Plan’s Objectives and Policies.



Appendix H: - includes a copy of Ngāti Whanaunga’s consultation response, in support
of the plan change.

Update on Iwi Consultation
To date, consultation meetings have taken place with representatives of Ngāti Tara Tokanui,
Ngāti Whanaunga, and Ngāti Tamaterā. Ngāi Tai ki Tāmaki was contacted and has responded
that they will defer to other Hauraki iwi to engage. On 30 July 2018, Ngāti Whanaunga provided
written support for the plan change.
In accordance with Council’s directions, consultation has been ongoing with the remaining iwi,
in parallel with completion of the plan change. In this regard, a further follow-up letter and
summary of the proposed rule changes was again sent to the remaining iwi groups: Ngāti Hako,
Ngāti Pāoa, Ngāti Maru, Ngāti Porou ki Harataunga ki Mataora, and the Hauraki Trust Board,
again extending the invitation to engage as public notification of the proposed rule changes
was imminent. However, at the time of writing this report no other formal responses have been
received from iwi.
Staff will continue in their efforts to arrange meetings with these iwi groups, and a copy of the
plan change will be sent to all iwi groups when the plan change is notified.
Iwi groups that do not respond to staff’s invitation to engage, will still have the opportunity to
participate in the formal plan process, by making submissions to the plan change.

Notification
The recent amendments to the RMA provide for three alternative plan making processes in
addition to the traditional publicly notified process. The alternative processed are a
“streamlined process” that requires approval from the Minister for the Environment, a
“collaborative process” that allows for community participation prior to notification, and a
“limited notified process” where all persons affected by a plan change are able to be identified.
However, none of the alternative processes are appropriate for this plan change.
Therefore, staff recommend that the plan change be publicly notified in accordance with Clause
5 of the First Schedule to the RMA.

Conclusion: next steps
The drafting and evaluation of “Plan Change 1: Rule Plan Change” have been completed in
accordance with the directions previously provided by Council with minor amendments as set
out in this report that have become necessary as a result of the evaluation of the plan change
under the provisions of the RMA.
Staff recommends that the Council adopts for public notification “Plan Change 1: Rule Plan
Change” to the Operative Hauraki District Plan as set out in the “Section 32 RMA Evaluation
Report - September 2018” (including Appendices A – H) attached to this agenda item; and that
staff be instructed to commence the public notification process in accordance with Clause 5 of
the First Schedule to the Resource Management Act 1991.

5
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Should Council adopt the plan change in accordance with staff’s recommendation, then the
actions below will follow:







Public notice of the plan change calling for submissions will be placed in the Hauraki
Herald & Waihi Leader;
Public notice will be inserted into the next Rates Instalment Newsletter;
Public Notice will be given on 1 November 2018 with 30 November 2018 as the closing
date for submissions;
After submissions close, staff will prepare a summary of relief sought;
Public notice calling for further submissions will then be given in the Hauraki Herald &
Waihi Leader (January 2019);
Further submissions will close ten working days after notification, followed by prehearing meeting/s and the formal hearing, prior to Council making its decisions.

Peter Thom
Group Manager
Planning and Environmental Services

Marius Rademeyer
Resource Management Consultancy Ltd
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Decision Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Policy Analyst

Date:

Monday,

File reference:

Document:
Appendix A:

Portfolio holder:

Mayor, Councillor Milner

Meeting date:

Wednesday,

Subject:

Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan

September

September

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT Council accepts the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan project scope.
THAT Council seeks to form the Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan joint working party with Waikato
Regional Council and Iwi to govern the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan project.
THAT Council appoints the Mayor, Crs Gill Leonard, Don Swales and Ross Harris to represent Council on
the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan joint working party.
THAT the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan joint working party investigate costs associated
with undertaking the community plan and report back to Council on the preferred options for;
a) the community plan project (options , , ), and
b) undertaking a natural hazard and risk assessment (options a, b, c).

1

Purpose

This report provides a scoping document for the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan project and
proposes that a joint working party be formed to govern the project. Further, this report proposes that the
working party investigate options for undertaking the community planning process, including a natural
hazard and risk assessment for input into the community plan project, and report back to Council with
detailed costings.
The matter or suggested decision does involve a new project.
2

Background

The community plan project as defined in the Long Term Plan
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The need for community planning has been identified for our local communities with the Kaiaua and
Pūkorokoro / Miranda Coast and Ngatea areas being the first we’ll work on. This planning will look at a
range of issues for these areas such as water and wastewater services, flood protection, economic
development and land use planning, in a coordinated way that will deliver common objectives. The
preparation of community plans is also a work stream of the Waikato Plan and will also tie in with local
civil defence recovery plans that we need to start preparing. We’ll start the Kaiaua community planning in
/ .
An earlier community plan (Kaiaua Wharekawa Coastal Compartment Management Plan
) was
prepared for the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda coastal area when it was part of Franklin District. It was
prepared by Auckland Regional Council, Waikato Regional Council (WRC) and Franklin District Council.
The area studied was the western coastline of the Firth of Thames from Pūkorokoro in the south to
Matingarahi in the north. This plan has a community based vision, objectives and an action plan. Due to
council amalgamation it has largely not been implemented by HDC, but provides a useful base of
information to feed into the development of the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda community plan.
What is a community plan?
Community planning can be summarised as:

Community planning is a process in which community stakeholders identify a long-term
vision for the future for an area and a plan of action to achieve that vision.

Community plans encompass a wide variety of plans (e.g. structure plans, master plans, community
development plans) and can have differing levels of community engagement. They range in scope from
plans that are wholly owned and community driven - “planning for the community by the community” to
plans that may be drafted by Council and then “consulted on”. Community planning processes provide an
opportunity to address a range of issues together (i.e. an integrated plan) and can result in spatial plans,
action plans or both.
It is proposed that the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda community plan takes a “middle of the road” approach
whereby the process of preparing the plan will be run collaboratively by Councils, Iwi and a group of
community representatives. Thus actively involving people in building their own sustainable and resilient
communities that reflect their values and vision while also meeting the Councils statutory obligations.
Councils will also have input into the actions that are identified in the community plan (by the community)
and thereby Councils can manage expectations over which projects and programmes the relevant Council
will undertake and when they are likely to occur.
Project planning
A project scoping document (Appendix A) has been prepared to outline the broad details of the
community plan project, including:
• three key areas of focus for the community plan ( . climate change and natural hazards, . district
plan zoning and infrastructure, and . economic opportunities);
• the physical area covered by the plan (the unprotected area of HDC district northward of
Pūkorokoro/Miranda hot springs, see map below);
• governance of the project (through a joint working party, see discussion in issues and options section
below);
• implementation of the plan (through the District Plan, Long Term Plan, and non-statutory methods);
and
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• legislative mandate for undertaking the project (HDC Long Term Plan
, Local Government
Act
, NZ Coastal Policy Statement
, Resource Management Act
, and Civil Defence &
Emergency Management Act
).
Map showing Hauraki District Boundary, communities, and area of community plan

3

Issue and options

Community planning process
There will be issues that Council is obliged to address in the planning process, for example it is recognised
that a major consideration for the future of the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/ Miranda area is the potential effects of
natural hazards and climate change. This issue will require technical expertise to determine natural hazard
risk and options for dealing with this.
Suggested options for addressing natural hazards and climate change through the community planning
process are:
. To identify the hazard risk and options for dealing with this risk in the community plan. Identifying
a preferred option would then be a future action in implementing the community plan, i.e. to be
undertaken in the next step in the process after the community plan is adopted. This was the
approach taken with the Kaiaua Wharekawa Coastal Compartment Management Plan (Kaiaua
Wharekawa CCMP).
. To provide for the long term and uncertain nature of climate change through providing an “adapt
as we go” pathway, in the community plan, that can respond to the effects of climate change. This
option is in line with Ministry for the Environment Coastal Hazard and Climate Change Technical
Guidance
.
. To adopt a likely climate change scenario (i.e. the middle sea level rise projection), identify options
and then a preferred option in the community plan to address this level of effect.
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The likely costs and benefits of these approaches are examined in the table below:
OPTIONS

COSTS

Option – identify
options for
addressing natural
hazard risk

•

Option – identify
“adapt as you go”
approach to
addressing natural
hazard risk

•

•
•

Option – identify •
preferred option for
addressing a
“likely” natural
•
hazard risk scenario

BENEFITS

Repeats the Kaiaua Wharekawa •
CCMP process.
Requires external resources.
•
Risks that the further action
required to identify the
preferred option will not be
implemented and could fall
into the “too hard basket”.
Requires external resources
•
and has the highest up front
cost of the options.
•
Requires external resources
and imposes more cost up front
that option .
Risks adopting a scenario that
does not eventuate as forecast.

•

Community plan can be
completed faster
Requires less technical
expertise and cost up front –
delays it to a later stage.

Results in a flexible pathway
that can be followed and
adjusted as forecasted effects
become more certain.
Is an approach recommended
in MfE technical guidance.
Gives a higher level of certainty
(though this may be false) as to
the preferred outcome and risk
to be managed.

It is recommended that the working party investigate these options further, including the costs associated
with each, such as adaptive planning expertise, and coastal engineering and economic analysis of options.
It is expected that these costs will be more than the
,
budgeted for the community plan in the
/
year.
Furthermore, all of the options for community planning identified above require a natural hazard and risk
assessment to be undertaken, refer to the following section for more detail.
Hazard and risk assessment
A key input for the community plan is a natural hazard and risk assessment. A coastal processes and
hazards study was completed by Tonkin and Taylor in
, as part of the development of the Kaiaua
Wharekawa CCMP.
This study highlighted:
• Coastal flooding and inundation are key issues along the coast, and are occurring in the low lying
areas of Pūkorokoro, Kaiaua and Whakatiwai. The flooding and inundation is primarily caused by
storm derived northerly winds increasing local water levels over a high tide.
• Coastal erosion is also an issue at locations. The shoreline is generally stable, however, long term
coastal retreat or wave attack affects some areas along East Coast Road. The primary focus of this
erosion is the coastal strip immediately south of Kaiaua. While no infrastructure is current at risk,
the rate of coastal retreat indicates that East Coast Road could be at risk in – years.
• Coastal erosion also puts the East Coast Road at risk in other locations, particularly between Kaiaua
School and Whakatiwai.
It is proposed to use this earlier work in any hazard and risk assessment to be undertaken for the
community plan. There are options proposed for undertaking the assessment:
a) Review initial Tonkin and Taylor coastal inundation risk in light of updated sea level rise predictions,
for the areas (Pūkorokoro, Kaiaua, and Whakatiwai) indicated to be at risk in the earlier study.
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b) Review natural hazard assessment and risk (including river flooding) for the entire community plan
study area.
c) Undertake natural hazard assessment and risk study for the whole of the Firth of Thames, in
conjunction with Thames Coromandel District Council (TCDC) and WRC.
It is recommended that the working group investigate these three options further and bring back a
preferred option to Council, with detailed costings.
Staff have had initial discussions with TCDC and WRC and agree there is merit in working together and
sharing costs for technical information such as hazard assessments. However, there is uncertainty over
timing and costs for this work and how it will fit in with work programmes.
WRC advise they are developing a Natural Hazards Risk Assessment Framework which will identify areas
at “intolerable risk” from natural hazards. These areas would eventually become subject to controls on
development through district and regional plans. Timing of this work is unknown, though the framework is
due to be presented to the regional natural hazards forum this month.
TCDC has recently adopted a Coastal Management Strategy and will be preparing shoreline management
plans to address flood and/or erosion issues for at-risk lengths of coastline. As part of this they will be
undertaking natural hazard assessment work.
Governance
Council already has an established works and services joint working party for Kaiaua, with WRC. This
working party is tasked with considering drainage issues and finding solutions. It was initially considered
that this working party could be broadened to include the community plan project. However, the Mayor
and Chair of this working party had concerns that adding the community plan project may slow down the
outputs of the drainage project. Therefore, a separate governance group will be required for the
community plan project and it is important that the projects inform each other and do not duplicate work.
WRC involvement both at staff and political level is considered relevant because the management of
natural hazards is an important function of both councils, and WRC staff have natural hazard expertise.
WRC may also be able to help fund hazard and risk assessment work required for the project.
It is proposed that iwi representatives be included on the joint working party, as Council is required to take
into account the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral land, water,
sites, waahi tapu, valued flora and fauna, and other taonga, as per the Local Government Act
and the
Resource Management Act
. It is further suggested that Iwi be involved in the collaborative process, in
a manner to be determined by them.
In conclusion, it is recommended that an approach be made to WRC and Iwi to establish a joint working
party to oversee the governance of the project. This group could consist of the Mayor and HDC councillors
(Crs Gill Leonard, Don Swales and Ross Harris), WRC councillors, and Iwi representatives.
It is also proposed as part of the project, to establish a community liaison group. This group would
comprise Kaiaua Advisory Group members, and other community and key stakeholder representatives
such as DoC, business and recreational interests.
It is further suggested that a staff advisory group be formed with relevant staff from HDC and WRC. It is
considered that Waikato District staff be invited to be involved, because the project area borders the
Waikato District at Pūkorokoro/Miranda and this area is subject to the same hazard as surrounding land
within the Hauraki District.
Refer to following diagram for possible governance structure:
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Possible governance structure

4

New deliverable

The Local Government Act
now requires that all local government deliverables (whether it be an
activity, service, project, programme, grant or involve any other form of expenditure) must align to the
purpose of local government as outlined in Section of the Local Government Act.
For Council’s information, the decision involves a new project. It is therefore considered to be aligned with
the purpose of local government as it provides:
• local public service
• other core service as defined by legislation
5

Significance and Engagement Assessment

This decision does trigger the Significance and Engagement Policy Assessment Tool and therefore is
considered significant under the Significance and Engagement Policy
.
The level of engagement considered appropriate for this matter, at this point in time, is to collaborate (i.e.
working together to develop understandings and identify preferred solutions) with Iwi, WRC and the
community through establishing a governance group, community group and staff technical group.
6

Budget Implications

Current project budget is
,
for
/
financial year in
Long Term Plan. The
community plan is likely to exceed this budget through the requirement for technical expertise such as
natural hazard and risk assessment; and council and non-council funding sources need to be investigated.
7

Recommendation

Council should make its decision on which option to choose based on that option being the most cost
effective, and good quality option for the Hauraki District (s of the Local Government Act
).
It is recommended that Council accept the project scoping document for the Kaiaua Pūkorokoro/Miranda
Community Plan and seeks to form a joint working party with WRC and Iwi to govern the project. It is also
recommended that the working party present a proposal to Council on preferred options and likely costs
for the community planning process, including a natural hazard and risk assessment.

Nina Murphy
POLICY ANALYST
Page of
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Appendix
A

KAIAUA AND PŪKOROKORO/MIRANDA COMMUNITY PLAN
Scope of the project
The project as defined in the Long Term Plan 2018-2028:
The need for community planning has been identified for our local communities with the Kaiaua and
Pūkorokoro / Miranda Coast and Ngatea areas being the first we’ll work on. This planning will look at a
range of issues for these areas such as water and wastewater services, flood protection, economic
development and land use planning, in a coordinated way that will deliver common objectives. The
preparation of community plans is also a work stream of the Waikato Plan and will also tie in with local
civil defence recovery plans that we need to start preparing. We’ll start the Kaiaua community planning
in 2018/19.
As mentioned above the Kaiaua and Pūkorokoro/Miranda Community Plan needs to holistically
consider planning for the future of these coastal communities. The project will focus on three key
areas:
1. Climate change and natural hazards,
2. District plan zoning and infrastructure, and
3. Economic opportunities.
1. Climate change and natural hazards
Due to existing, and potentially increasing, risk from natural hazards, there needs to be a focus on
developing a long term strategic planning framework for dealing with coastal hazards and climate
change effects on the communities of the Kaiaua and Pukorokoro Miranda Coast.
The plan will need to identify options for dealing with coastal hazards and climate change,
recognising that risks are changing and there is a high level of uncertainty about the rate of sea level
rise. The plan process needs to ensure that the communities of the Kaiaua coast are informed and
prepared to deal with the challenges of coastal hazards, building community resilience.
2. District plan zoning and infrastructure
An important part of the project is also undertaking a review of the current zoning of the area;
which currently remains under the Franklin District Plan. The community plan will provide guidance
for district plan changes to incorporate this area within the Hauraki District Plan. The hazard work
identified above is also key to determining the appropriate zoning of the area to ensure future
development reflects the aspirations of the community and council and does not increase natural
hazard risk. Infrastructure provision must be considered alongside zoning to reflect appropriate
levels of service for any anticipated development or changes in development in the area.
3. Economic opportunities
Another key part of the focus of this project is considerations of local economic opportunities, in
particular the Hauraki Rail Trail and freedom camping. Māori cultural sites and European and Māori
heritage also require protection from development.
These sit alongside environmental considerations and in particular identified significant
environmental features, which need protection, such as the wading bird habitat and wetlands on
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the shores of the Firth of Thames which are recognised as a RAMSAR area for migratory birds and
the outstanding landforms of the Miranda Chenier Plain and Whakatiwai Gravels.
An initial background research document has been prepared for this project that covers the
physical/natural, social, and cultural features of the area, as well as broadly outlining climate change
and hazard issues ref # 2214243.
The Kaiaua Wharekawa Coastal Compartment Management Plan was prepared in 2010 by the
Auckland Regional Council, Waikato Regional Council and Franklin District Council, prior to this area
being amalgamated through local government review. This plan is considered a community plan
and provides a useful source of information for this project, ref #2447780, 2211587.

Area covered by the project
The area to be covered by the plan/strategy is all the unprotected land (not covered by flood
protection schemes) on the western side of the Firth of Thames, that falls within the Hauraki
District and a small part in the Waikato District. This is an area of land from the Pūkorokoro/Miranda
hot springs northward including the coastal communities of Pūkorokoro/ Miranda, Kaiaua,
Whakatiwai, and Waharau, refer map below.

Map showing Hauraki District Boundary (green line) and communities
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Governance structure
It is proposed that a joint working group be established to work on the project and make
recommendations to Council. This group could comprise HDC Councillors, WRC Councillors, and Iwi
representatives. Further, that a community group be established to collaborate on the project. This
group could include Kaiaua Advisory Group members and other community and key stakeholder
representatives.
It is further suggested that a staff advisory group be formed with relevant staff from HDC and WRC.
Because the project area borders the Waikato District at Miranda/Pūkorokoro and this area is
subject to the same hazard as surrounding land within the Hauraki District, it is also suggested that
Waikato District Council be advised of the project and staff invited to attend the staff advisory
group meetings.

Implementation
Implementation of the plan/strategy will include district plan changes, and changes to the Long
Term Plan to include projects such as the provision of infrastructure and community services,
adaptation to climate change, and natural hazard mitigation or avoidance. Implementation may
also include regional plan changes and changes to the regional Long Term Plan.
Other implementation actions may be the responsibility of other agencies e.g. Department of
Conservation, and/or may be non-statutory in nature, e.g. advocacy.

Work programme
To be undertaken in the 2018/2020 financial years, starting 1 July 2018.

Budget
HDC - $20,000 allocated in LTP for the project, plus staff time.

Rationale for the project
Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Council has identified in the LTP, the need to undertake community planning in the wider Kaiaua
area to look at a range of issues, such as water and wastewater services, flood protection, economic
development and land use planning, in a coordinated way that will deliver common objectives.

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
It is also considered that Council needs to undertake this project as the avoidance or mitigation of
natural hazards is one of the core services to which councils must have particular regard when
performing their roles. The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) requires councils to
consider and plan for coastal hazards risks. Under Policy 24 (1), councils are required to:
“Identify areas in the coastal environment that are potentially affected by coastal hazards (including
tsunami), giving priority to the identification of areas at high risk of being affected. Hazard risks, over at
least 100 years, are to be assessed…”
Without planned response, adaptation could be ad-hoc and limit future options, risks to
communities could also continue to increase over time. Councils are also responsible for ensuring
that the risks of social, environmental and economic harm from coastal hazards are not increased
(Policy 25 NZCPS).
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Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act 2002, Sendai Framework for Disaster
Recovery
The 2016 amendments to the CDEM Act 2002 provides an increased focus to strengthen recovery
planning to ensure that measures are in place to minimize the consequences of emergencies on
communities and help communities recover more efficiently and effectively from emergencies.
The Sendai Framework for Disaster Recovery refers to this pre-event planning as ‘Build Back
Better’. It refers to the fact that communities which have taken actions prior to the onset of a
disaster to strengthen recovery capacity and decision-making effectiveness will ‘Build Back Better’
during the extended period of recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction. This preparation includes
building capacity with the creation of recovery-focused relationships, the establishment of planning
and coordination mechanisms and the introduction of methods and procedures to ensure recovery
activities are adequately informed and supported.
It is the responsibility of the CDEM Group and each member to ensure our communities are wellplaced and supported to recover from any emergencies from the hazards and risks identified in the
CDEM Group Plan. The ‘Strategic Planning for Recovery’ Director’s Guideline is a key reference
document to support recovery planning.

Recent flooding events
A plan/strategy for the Kaiaua and Pūkorokoro Miranda coast is considered necessary due to the
existing, and potentially increasing, hazard risk. The following are examples of flooding/coastal
inundation in this area:
•

•

•

•

During Cyclone Drena (Jan 10-12, 1997) flooding/inundation occurred within the low lying
areas of Miranda/Pūkorokoro along portions of the East Coast Road and Kaiaua. Beach
front properties along the Kaiaua foreshore were also inundated due to wave run up caused
by the wind and already high tide.
On 8 March 2017 heavy rain associated with ex-tropical Cyclone Debbie resulted in wide
spread flooding in the Kaiaua area. The East Coast Road north of Kaiaua School was closed
due to a slip. Around 10 houses were flooded. There was also a slip on a section of East
Coast Road located in the Auckland District, which closed the road north of Waharau.
In April 2017 the heavy rainfall associated with ex-tropical Cyclone Cook resulted in the
Waharau Bridge on East Coast Road over Waihopuhopu Stream being closed to all traffic
because the bridge abutments were eroded by the flooding stream, making it unsafe for
vehicles.
More recently, on 5 January 2018 a combination of strong winds, low atmospheric pressure
and king tides resulted in inundation of several low lying coastal communities to the east
and west of the Firth of Thames. The coastal settlement of Kaiaua was particularly affected
with many low lying homes and businesses flooding. The East Coast Road was damaged
with many streets in Kaiaua under water after the high tide on Friday morning. Further
south in Miranda there was major salt water flooding of farms and debris was washed up on
Miranda Front Road. Overall, 12 houses were deemed uninhabitable, 72 sustained moderate
damage, and were considered partially habitable, and many more received light damage.
Inspections of rural properties revealed at least 3 farms with severe pasture and crop
damage from sea water flooding fields. The remaining 15 farms inspected had varying
amounts of pasture and crop damage.
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Decision Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Strategic Planner

Date:

Thursday, 13 September 2018

File reference:

Document: 2451055

Portfolio holder:

Mayor Tregidga

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Draft Annual Planning 2019/20 programme

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT approval be given for the Annual Plan 2019/20 process to begin in accordance with the
confirmed project approach and timeframe; and
THAT direction be provided on which key matters are to be investigated further for possible
inclusion in the Annual Plan process.

1

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to present to Elected Members the Draft Annual Plan 2019/20
proposed project approach and timeframes and seek initial clarification from Elected Members
of any known proposed divergences from what is proposed in year two of Our Long Term Plan:
2018-28 | Tō Mātou Mahere Roa: 2018-28 (2018-28 LTP)

2

Background

The Council is required to produce an annual plan for each financial year, except for the first
year to which an LTP relates (as the financial statement and funding impact statement included
in that LTP is regarded as the annual plan for that year).
The annual plan enables the Council with some opportunity to adjust its work programme,
budget and funding from that forecast in the relevant year of the LTP. It is restricted in the
extent to which it can make changes outside of an LTP development or amendment process.
The purpose of the annual plan is set in legislation, and is to:
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contain the proposed annual budget and funding impact statement for the year to which
the annual plan relates
identify any variation from the financial statements and funding impact statement included
in the local authority’s LTP in respect of the year
provide integrated decision-making and co-ordination of the resources of the local
authority, and
contribute to the accountability of the local authority to the community.

Project Objectives

The following project objectives are proposed for Elected Members consideration:
•
to adopt a legally compliant 2019/20 annual plan by 30th June 2019,
•
to draw on the 2018-28 LTP community engagement,
•
to retain 2018-28 LTP processes and structures where applicable to provide for consistency
(while recognising that the annual planning process is of less significance, complexity and
resource-intensity than the LTP),
•
to ensure the budgeting and deliverables (services, projects, programmes) are streamlined
and aligned where possible and appropriate (including business unit budgets, fees and
charges review).
The annual plan must be adopted before the commencement of the year to which it relates (1
July 2019). It must then be made available within one month after the adoption of the annual
plan (1 August 2019). Project timeframes are therefore constrained by these end dates.

4

Community Engagement

At this time, the community engagement requirements are not yet known as it will depend on
the nature of the changes proposed as to whether consultation on those are required or
warranted. There are overarching two methods for community engagement. These will need
to be further developed once the required key changes to year two of the LTP have been
identified. In summary the two methods include:
-

-

Method A - minor changes and no subsequent consultation required on annual plan
proposals. The engagement would be in the form of informing the public of decisions
made.
Method B – significant changes as per the Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy or
material changes therefore consultation in accordance with section 82 of Local
Government is required.

The annual plan only requires consultation to be carried out if significant or material changes
are proposed. Timeframes for Method B have been included into the overarching timetabling
on the assumption that wider consultation is chosen to be required.
It is of note within the decision making surrounding the key matters, there is a need to
differentiate between the need to inform versus the need to consult.
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Proposed timeframes

Milestone
Annual plan (AP) direction setting:
1. Proposed programme and approach
2. Council direction setting

Indicative Delivery Date

Significance of proposed changes initially assessed
Budget preparations by staff
Proposed changes and financial impact considered by
appropriate committees and the Council

Proposed changes considered again by appropriate
committees and the Council
Significance of proposed changes reassessed
AP approved for consultation OR adopted
Consultation period opens (if required)
Completion of consultation (if required)
AP document prepared (or revised post consultation)
AP document adopted by the Council
AP decisions notified and document distributed

6

Council – 26th September
Council – 28th November
Council – 26th September
October/November
CS & DC (5th December),
Ward working (11th
December),
Council – (12th December)
A & R (18th December)
Mid-February
Mid-February
Early March
Late March
End May
Mid-June
Late June
Mid – Late July

Potential key matters

Staff are seeking Elected Member guidance as to if there are significant matters that require
investigating into as part of the early budget preparation stage.
Matters that staff propose assessing include:
• Ngatea library development subsequent to the report expected to the Community Services and
Development Committee in October
• pensioner housing development subsequent to the report expected to the Community Services
and Development Committee in October
• matters arising from the Kaiaua Works and Services Joint Working Party plans for additional
catchment management investment, and
• any impacts expected as a result of Ministry for the Environment planning standards
amendments, and
• changes proposed to the Revenue and Financing Policy regarding the decision to shift a portion
of general rate funding from uniform charges to capital value-based charges (noting that this
would need to proceed through a Revenue and Financing Policy amendment process).

7

Recommendation

Approval is sought from Elected Members on the milestone timetable, the project approach
and early indication on any changes the Council would like to be considered for year two of the
2018 LTP (noting that staff will also be seeking direction on the year two plan at the Council’s
November meeting).

Jolene Nelson
Strategic Planner
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Decision Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Regulatory Services Manager

Date:

11th September 2018

File Reference:

M2438155

Portfolio Holder:

Cnr Paul Milner

Meeting date:

26th September 2018

Subject:

Annual report to the Alcohol Regulatory and
Licensing Authority – Period ending 30th June 2018

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT the annual Hauraki District Licensing Committee report for period ending 30 June
2018 be submitted to the Alcohol Regulatory and Licensing Authority, Wellington.

Purpose
Section 199 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 requires a report to be submitted
prior to the 30th September 2018 from the District Licensing Committee (DLC) to the Alcohol
Regulatory and Licensing Authority (ARLA) covering the period ending 30th June 2018.
Overview of DLC Workload
Membership of the Hauraki District Council District Licensing Committee has remained the
same. The following serving members continued:- Councillor Paul Milner, the Chairperson,
Councillor Gill Leonard who is the Deputy Chairperson, Councillor Carol Daley and the three
independent persons Mary Carmine, Denis Taylor and John Goodman.
There were no hearings for the Committee to preside over. However, the DLC Chairperson
was kept busy reviewing and approving uncontested license applications throughout the
period.
One application was referred to the Authority, being the Waitakaruru Store Off Licence
application. This was returned for Hauraki DLC to determine and given the time delay, it
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was forwarded to the client for advice as to how they wished to proceed, and the application
has not been re-submitted.
Local Alcohol Policy
Council’s Local Alcohol Policy is now in full effect. The biggest change is that people can no
longer buy off-licence alcohol after 9pm. There have been no issues with this since the Policy
was implemented.
Manager’s Certificates
It was noted that we were having a proliferation of applications for Manager’s Certificate
applications from one small local outlet (Off Licence). It was decided among the team to
implement a Manager’s Certificate Questionnaire for all new applications, which we have
found to be a useful tool for obtaining information such as who the Managers around the
District are, and where they are based.

On, Off & Club Licences in the Hauraki District
A Premises Inspection Form has been introduced to aid the Licensing Inspector’s with their reporting.
For all other premises information, See Schedule 1.
Statistical Information
The following is the number of Liquor License applications processed over the last 2017/18
financial year.
Table 1- Return to the Alcohol Regulatory and Licensing Authority (ARLA) to June 2018
On-licence, off-licence and club licence applications received:

Application Type

Number

Number

Number

Number

Number

received

received

received

received

received

in fee

in Fee

in Fee

in Fee

in Fee

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very High

On-licence new

-

3

-

-

-

On-licence variation

-

-

-

-

-

ON-licence renewal

-

8

3

-

-

Off-licence new

-

-

-

-

-

Off-licence variation

-

-

-

-

-

Off-licence renewal

-

1

3

-

-

Club licence new

-

-

-

-

-

Club licence

-

-

-

-

-

variation
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Club licence

3

2

-

-

-

3

14

6

0

0

$51.75

$483.00

$310.50

$0

$0

renewal
Total
Total fee paid to
ARLA (GST incl.)

Table 2 - Annual fees for existing licences received:
Licence Type

Number

Number

Number

received in

received in

received in Fee received in

received in

fee Category Fee

Category

Fee

Fee

Very Low

Medium

Category

Category

High

Very High

Category
Low

Number

Number

On-licence

1

14

9

-

-

Off-licence

1

1

11

-

-

Club licence

14

3

-

-

Total

16

18

20

-

-

$276

$621.00

$1035

$0

$0

Total fee paid
to ARLA (GST
incl.)
Table 3 - Manager’s certificate applications received:
Number received
Manager’s certificate new

38

Manager’s certificate renewal

67

Total

105

Total fee paid to ARLA (GST incl.)

$3,018.75

Table 4 - Special licence applications received

Special licence

Class1
1

Class 2
15

Class 3
20
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Table 5 – Temporary authority applications received

Temporary Authority

Number received
1

Table 6 – Permanent club charter payments received

Permanent club charter payments received

Total to be paid to ARLA

Number received
0

$ 5796.00

Conclusion
The District Licensing Committee has continued with the issuing of Liquor Licences in
accordance with Council’s Local Alcohol Policy and the implementation of the requirements of
the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012.

Wendy Harris
Regulatory Services Manager
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Schedule 1

On, Off & Club Licences in the Hauraki District
Table One: Off-Licence Premises, their Physical Location & event number

Paeroa (6)

Paeroa Hotel

Paeroa Four Square

021.2011.00003743.001

The Food Trader,
104 Normanby
Road, Paeroa 3600

021.2011.00003693.001
Mon-Sun, 7am-8pm

021.2012.00003783.001
Samra Brothers
Limited, 15 Minden
Mon-Sun, 7am-9pm
Road, RD 6,
Tauranga 3176 (17
Belmont Road,
Paeroa)

Countdown Paeroa

General
Distributors
Limited, 80 Favona
Road, Mangere,
Auckland 2024 (19
Belmont Road,
Paeroa)

021.1994.00000089.001

Lion Liquor Retail
Limited, PO Box
17306, Greenlane,
Auckland 1546
(135 Normanby
Road, Paeroa)

021.1996.00000712.001

Sapphire Dreams
Limited, c/o PO
Box 88, Bay View,
Napier 4149 (125
Normanby Road)

021.2011.00003754.001

Thirsty Liquor Paeroa

Rob Roy Hotel

Superliquor Waihi

Mon-Sun, 7am-9pm

Mon-Sun, 8am-9pm

Mon-Sun, 10am-9pm

021.1996.00000881.001
Malcolm Kevin
McKernan, PO Box
230, Waihi 3641
(30 Seddon Street,
Waihi)
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Mon-Sun, 8am-9pm

Paeroa Liquor

Liquor King Paeroa

Waihi (4)

Jack & Judy
Young, 4 Belmont
Road, Paeroa
3600

Mon-Sun, 8am-9pm

Sartor Ltd, 11-13 021.1995.00000202.001
Rosemont Road
Mon-Sat, 7am-9pm
Waihi 3610
(11-13 Rosemont
Sunday 9am-9pm
Road, Waihi)
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New World Waihi

Commercial Hotel

Ngatea (2)

Ngatea Hotel

Ngatea Four Square

Kaiaua/

H S Chahal Ltd, 35
Kenny Street,
Waihi 3610 (39
Kenny Street,
Waihi)

021.2011.00003739.001

Commercial Hotel
(Waihi) Limited, C/Alcohol & Liquor
Licensing Limited,
PO Box 36 600,
Northcote,
Auckland 0748 (4
Seddon Street,
Waihi)

021.1994.00000040.001

Jag & Gur Limited,
PO Box 26, Ngatea
3541 (Orchard
West Road,
Ngatea)

021.2010.00003677.001

D.J & S.B
Saunders Ltd, (25
Orchard West
Road, Ngatea
3503)

021.2011.00003752.001

Mon-Sun, 7am-9pm

Mon-Sun, 9am-9pm

Mon-Sun, 10am-9pm

Mon-Sun, 7am-8pm

Bay View Hotel

021.2011.00003729.001
Garcey Holdings
Ltd, 943 East Coast
Mon-Sun, 7am-9pm
Road, RD 3,
Pokeno 2473
(Kaiaua)

Miranda Holiday Park

Miranda Holiday
Park Limited, PO
Box 96, Thames
3540 (595 Front
Miranda Road,
Miranda)

021.2014.00003874.001

Forbidden Fruit
Winery Limited,
23B Moresby
Street, RD 4,
Paeroa 3674
(Karangahake)

021.1995.00000158.001

Waikino Tavern
(2005) Limited,
8541 State
Highway 2, R D 2,
Waihi 3682
(Waikino)

021.1994.00000136.001

Miranda (2)

Karangahake/ Karangahake Winery
Estate
Waikino/
Whiritoa

Waikino Tavern
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Mon-Sun, 8am-8:30pm

Mon-Sun, 9am-6pm

Mon-Sun 9am-9pm
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Store
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Gary Davidson &
Katherine Anne
Frame, PO Box
40017, Whiritoa
Beach 3646 (4
Fisherman’s Bend,
Whiritoa)

021.2011.00003758.001
Mon-Sun, 8am-7pm

Table Two: On-Licence Premises, their Physical Location and Opening Hours

Town

Premises Name

Location

Licence reference

Paeroa (6)

One3one
Restaurant & Bar

GBJ Group Limited,
c/o Private Bag 3077,
Hamilton 3240 (131
Normanby Road,
Paeroa)

021.1996.00000716.001

Paeroa Hotel

Jack & Judy Young, 4
Belmont Road,
Paeroa 3600

021.2011.00003744.001

Cloud 9 Group
Limited, 11 Menzies
Place, Paeroa (2
Seymour Street,
Paeroa)

021.2000.00001794.001

Sawasdee Thai
Restaurant

Preeyaporn Padsri,
30 Thames Road,
Paeroa 3600 (130
Normanby Road,
Paeroa)

021.2013.00003828.001

Kumar’s Something
Special

Santhosh Kumar, (76
Normanby Road,

021.2009.00003460.001

L & P Cafe

Mon-Sun, 10am-1am

Mon-Sun, 8am-1am

Mon-Sun, 10am-1am

Mon-Sun, 11am-11pm

Mon-Sun, 11am-12pm midnight

Paeroa 3600)
Royal Flavours

Waihi (7)

Rob Roy Hotel

Sterling Hotel
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Khurana Holdings
Ltd, 3 Mackay Street
Paeroa

021.2017.00003975.001

Malcolm Kevin
McKernan, PO Box
230, Waihi 3641 (30
Seddon Street, Waihi)

021.1996.00000881.001

The Sterling Waihi
Ltd, (112 Seddon
Street, Waihi) 3600

021.2013.00003831.001

Mon-Sun, 11:00am – 3:00pm,
& 5:00pm until 12:00pm
midnight

Mon-Sat, 8am-1am
Sunday 8am-11pm

Mon-Sun, 7am-1am
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Kava Cafe & Bar

Allan Apperley, 40
Seddon Street, Waihi
3610

021.2011.00003696.001

Commercial Hotel
(Waihi) Limited, C/Alcohol & Liquor
Licensing Limited, PO
Box 36 600,
Northcote, Auckland
0748 (4 Seddon
Street, Waihi)

021.1994.00000039.001

Thai Lemongrass
Restaurant

Bangkok Thai T/A
Thai Lemongrass
Restaurant, (16
Seddon Street, Waihi)
3610

021.2009.00003409.001

Tandoori Chambers

Tandoori Chambers
Limited, 42 Kenny
Street, Waihi 3610
(22 Haszard Street,
Waihi)

021.2013.00003830.001

Waitete Orchard
Cafe

Waitete Orchard Ltd
PO Box 90, Waihi
3641

021.1996.00000888.001

Wonders
Restaurant & Bar

Jennifer Zhang, 44
Rosemont Road,
Waihi 3610

021.2012.00003813.001

Ngatea Hotel

Jag & Gur Limited,
PO Box 26, Ngatea
3541 (Orchard West
Road, Ngatea)

021.2010.00003676.001

Phillippa Jan Brooks,
30 SHWY 25, RD 6,
Thames 3576
(Waitakaruru)

021.2012.00003802.001

Commercial Hotel

Ngatea (1)

Waitakaruru
(1)
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The Corner Stone

Mon-Sun, 10am-1am

Mon-Sun, 9am-1am

Mon-Sun, 12noon-11pm

Mon-Sun, 11:30am-1am

Mon-Sun, 10am-12pm midnight

Mon-Sun, 8am-1am

Mon-Sun, 10am-1am

Summer: Mon-Thurs, 9am-6pm
Fri-Sun, 9am-10pm
Winter: Wed & Thurs, 9am-6pm
Fri-Sun, 9am-8pm

Kaiaua/
Miranda (2)

Bay View Hotel

Garcey Holdings Ltd,
943 East Coast Road,
RD 3, Pokeno 2473

021.2011.00003728.001
Mon-Sun, 9am-11pm
Fri & Sat, 9am-1am, two days
per month
Wed, 9am-12pm, two days per
month

Page 8 of 11
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Kaiaua Fisheries

Karangahake
(1)

Kaiaua Fisheries
2012, 1261B East
Coast Road, RD 3,
Pokeno 2473 (941
East Coast Road,
Kaiaua)

021.2012.00003818.001

Karangahake
Winery Estate

Forbidden Fruit
Winery Limited, 23B
Moresby Street, RD
4, Paeroa 3674
(Karangahake)

021.1995.00000184.001

Waikino Tavern

Waikino Tavern
(2005) Limited, 8541
State Highway 2, R D
2, Waihi 3682
(Waikino)

021.1994.00000135.001

Anthony David
Dawson, 5 Queen
Street, RD 2, Waihi
3682

021.2007.00002872.001

Waikino (3)
Waihi (rural)
(1)
Mangatarata
(1)
Patetonga (1)
Turua

Waikino Station
Cafe

Mon-Sun, 9am-11pm

Mon-Sun, 9am-6pm

Mon-Sun, 8:30am-1am

Mon-Sun, 9am-10pm

(Waikino)
Falls Retreat

Brad King, 25a
Waitawheta Road,
RD 2, Waihi 3682
(Waikino)

021.2011.00003733.001

Waihi Water Lily
Gardens

Great Escape (2004)
Ltd, 441 Pukekauri
Road, RD 2, Waihi
33682

021.2007.00003090.001

Woodturners Cafe

Woodturners Cafe
Ltd, 3815 SH 2, RD 6,
Thames 3576

021.2009.00003538.001

Mon-Sun, 9am-1am

Mon-Sun, 10am-1am

Mon-Sun, 8am-4pm

(Mangatarata)
Oasis Garden
Restaurant

Michelle Mi Sook
Yoo, 6 Tramline
Road, RD 3,
Morrinsville 3373

021.2010.00003671.001
Mon-Sun, 10am-8pm

(Patetonga)

Table Three: Club Premises, their physical Location and Opening Hours

Town

Premises Name

Location

Opening Hours

Paeroa (8)

Paeroa RSA

The Paeroa RSA &
Citizens Club Inc, PO
box 76, Paeroa 3640
(67-69 Belmont Road,

021.1995.00000217.001
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Mon-Sun, 10am-12pm midnight
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Paeroa)
Paeroa West RFC

Paeroa West Rugby
Football & Sports Club
Inc, PO Box 56,
Paeroa 3640 (Corner
Corbett and King
Streets, Paeroa)

021.2011.00003717.001

Paeroa Centennial
Park Board (Old
Boys)

Paeroa Centennial
Park Board Inc, PO
Box 97, Paeroa 3640
(Towers Street)

021.1995.00000624.001

Ohinemuri Club

PO Box, 4, Paeroa
3640 (Normanby
Road, Paeroa)

021.1996.00000916.001

Paeroa Bowling
Club

PO Box 99,
Paeroa 3640
(Te Aroha
Road,Paeroa)

021.1994.00000082.001

Paeroa Golf Club

Paeroa Golf Club
Incorporated, PO Box
152, Paeroa 3640
(524 Rotokohu Road,
Paeroa)

021.1995.00000477.001

New Zealand
Deerstalkers
Association, PO Box
206, Paeroa 3640
(101 Morrison Road,
Paeroa)

021.1996.00000911.001

Thames Valley
Deerstalkers

Paeroa Lawn Tennis PO Box 45, Paeroa
and Squash Club
3640 (Te Aroha,
Paeroa)

Mon-Sun, 12pm noon-12am
midnight

Varied hours – see licence

Mon-Sun, 9am-1am

Mon-Sun, 8:30am-10pm

Mon-Thurs, 10:30am-10pm
(11pm during daylight savings)
Fri-sun & Public Holidays,
10:30am-12pm midnight

Mon-Sun, 10am-11pm

021.1995.00000156.001
Mon-Fri, 12 noon -12 midnight
Sat & Public Holidays 10am-12
midnight
Sundays 12 noon-12 midnight

Waihi Memorial
RSA

PO Box 180, Waihi
3641 (Seddon Street,
Waihi)

021.1996.00000660.001

Waihi Bowling Club

PO Box 50, Waihi
3641 (Clarke Street,
Waihi)

021.1995.00000182.001

Mon-Sun, 8am-1am

Mon-Thurs 8am-10pm
Fri-Sun, 8am-11pm
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Waihi Athletic
Rugby Football &
Sports Club

PO Box 148, Waihi
3641 (Kenny Street,
Waihi)

021.1995.00000165.001

Waihi Golf Club

113 Woodlands Road,
RD 2, Waihi 23682

021.1995.00000143.001

Mon-Sun, 11am-1am

Mon-Thurs, 9am-11pm
Fri-Sun Incl Public Holidays,
9am-12 midnight

Ngatea (2)
Plains (3)

Ngatea Rugby &
Sports Club

PO Box 84, Ngatea
3641 (78 Orchard
West Road, Ngatea)

021.1994.00000003.001

Hauraki RSA &
Memorial Club

PO Box 12, Ngatea
3541, (8 Pipiroa Road,
Ngatea)

021.1995.00000396.001

Hauraki Golf Club

PO Box 59, Ngatea
3541, (SH 2, Ngatea)

021.1995.00000187.001

c/o B O'Neil, 50
Pipiroa Road, Ngatea
3503 (SH 2, Ngatea)

021.1994.00000087.001

Hauraki Bowling
Club

Mon-Sun, 11am-1am

Mon-Sun, 7am-1am

Mon-Sun,11am-11pm

Sun-Fri, 8:30am-8:30pm
Saturday, 8:30am-1am

Whiritoa (1)
Kerepehi (1)

Hauraki North
Rugby Football Club

PO Box 92, Ngatea
3541 (701 SHWY 25,)
Waitakaruru

021.1994.00000002.001

Whiritoa Lifeguard
Service

PO Box 40106,
Whiritoa Beach,
Whiritoa 3646 (Kon
Tiki Road Whiritoa)

021.1994.00000124.001

Kerepehi Bowling
Club

C/ Secretary, Terry
King, 65 Kerepehi
Town Road, RD 1
Paeroa
(9202 Kaikahu Road,
Kerepehi)
1696 East Coast
Road, RD 3, Pokeno
2473 (Pohutakawa
Drive, Kaiaua)

021.1994.00000084.001

Kaiaua (1)

Kaiaua Rural Fire
Force
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Mon-Sun, 11am-1am

Varied – see signed licence

Mon-Thurs, 8am-11pm
Fri, Sat & Public Holidays from
8am-1am
021.2013.00003848.001
Mon-Sun, from 10am-1am
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Decision Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Strategic Planning Projects Manager

Date:

Wednesday, 12 September 2018

File reference:

Document: #2452711
Appendix A: #2451263 - Pare Collective Deed of Settlement summary
Appendix B: #2444089 – Survey results
Appendix C: # 2452244 – Summary of Local Government legislation
relevant to iwi and Maori
Appendix D: # 2452871- Glossary

Portfolio holder:

Mayor Tregidga

Meeting date:

Tuesday, 18 September 2018

Subject:

Report to Council on post treaty settlement organisational
readiness for Hauraki District Council

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT the recruitment of an Iwi/Maori Liaison role be approved, and
THAT the recruitment of appropriate external provider/s to undertake training with key staff
and Elected Members to enhance understanding of local iwi and Maori history and its
implications be approved, and
THAT it be approved to enhance the understanding of te reo and embed te reo into
consultative mechanisms and key documentation.

1

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to present to elected members, the findings from the survey
carried out in February/March 2018, by research company, Oceania Group, and recommend
actions that could be considered, based on the results of this survey, to improve the
organisations post treaty settlement readiness.
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Oceania Group was contracted to develop a methodology and survey questionnaire to assess
Council’s current awareness and organisational readiness post the Pare Hauraki Collective
Treaty Settlement through a direct survey of elected members and key staff.

2

Background- Pare Hauraki Collective Settlement Deed

Included in the report, as Attachment A, is a brief summary of the key matters contained in
the Pare Hauraki Collective Deed of Settlement which provides an initial context to future
relationships with Hauraki iwi. The Summary includes both commercial and cultural redress
but does not include financial redress as this will be determined with each of the 12 Hauraki
Iwi.
For Elected Members information, the full Pare Hauraki Collective Deed of Settlement including
the individual settlements, is included on Airwatch.
The Hauraki Collective Settlement was signed on the 2nd August 2018 by the Crown and the
Collective and enabling legislation is now being prepared.
Although the enabling legislation is not imminent, it is considered prudent that a sound
understanding of the Settlement provisions be identified by Council to be able to confidently
move forward alongside iwi in this post settlement process. As such, in anticipation of this
pending legislation, it is suggested that the Council should not be waiting for the collective and
individual settlement legislation be enacted but should be preparing in advance for the
enactment that is expected to come into effect in 2019.
In due course, a full report on the Pare Hauraki Settlement Deed will be presented to Council.

3

Background – Hauraki District Council

As stated in the Long Term Plan 2018-28, Council has committed to establishing formal
relationships with iwi holding mana whenua status in the district following the signing of Treaty
Settlements, through its level of service and through its commitment to developing Maori
capacity to contribute to the decision making processes of Council. The specific level of
service presented in the LTP is:
How we will measure our
performance

Baseline

Targets

You can expect: the Council to establish formal relationships with Iwi holding mana whenua
status in the district following the signing of Treaty Settlements.
We will work with each Iwi with mana
whenua status in the district to establish
Memoranda of Partnerships as individual
Iwi Treaty Settlements are signed.
We will work with the Hauraki Collective
Post-Settlement governance entity to
establish a Forum following the signing
the Hauraki Collective Treaty Settlement.

No Settlements
signed as at 28
February 2018.
No Hauraki
Collective post
Settlement
governance entity
established as at 28
February 2018.
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Memoranda of Partnerships
agreed and documented
within 15 months of each
signed Settlement.
Forum established within 18
months of the Collective
Treaty Settlement being
signed.
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As Members are aware, there are already existing obligations on local authorities contained in
the Resource Management Act 1991, and the Local Government Act 2002. These cannot be all
listed within the report, but the overarching sections of the Local Government Act, 2002 and
the Resource Management Act, 1991 are listed in Appendix C.

4

Background – Survey

In order to make progress towards these levels of service and be prepared for the post treaty
settlement processes, an assessment has been carried out through a targeted survey. The
survey was aimed at Council’s Elected Members and key senior staff to gauge the knowledge,
understanding, views and perspectives on a range of questions relevant to Hauraki District
Council with regard to iwi and Māori interests. This report provides Elected Members with a
presentation of the summary of the readiness of Council, as whole, to assist Elected Members
make an informed decision on how to make these commitments a reality, when the time is
appropriate.
The focus of the survey included delving into questions to help with the in-house
understanding of:
• the Treaty of Waitangi;
• local iwi history;
• basic Māori concepts relevant to Council business and statutory responsibilities;
• implications of legislation likely to emerge as part of the Treaty Settlement and
• the Council’s readiness for the post Treaty Settlement environment.

5

Summary of survey findings

The full summary report is attached as Appendix B; however, to encapsulate the outcomes of
the survey the following points from the survey are key.
It is of note that the survey measured responses both in a qualitative and quantitative fashion.
This approach highlighted large differences in what individuals generally felt they knew,
(through the quantitative self-ranking) vs the accuracy of qualitative answers respondents
were able to provide. Hence the gap between self-awareness and actual knowledge is
identified as being significant.
Knowledge
• It was identified that within Council there are pockets of expertise and knowledge,
however there is a widespread, low level of understanding in areas relevant to the work
of Council in the post Treaty Settlement environment. There are some individuals with a
good understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi, local iwi history, and Māori concepts
associated with Council business and statutory responsibilities, however the majority of
staff and elected members have low levels of understanding or knowledge in these
areas.
Engagement
• Some strong views were expressed about the need to change the manner by which
Council consults and engages with iwi and Māori with a greater focus on building
relationships.
• The general view is that Council has an openness and willingness to lift its performance
in the area of iwi and Māori engagement and partnership approaches.
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Resourcing
• Respondents saw the improved resourcing of consultation and engagement and training
as the principle areas of focus, while others saw a need for more staff with expertise in
this space – while acknowledging there has been some organisational discussion around
the possible establishment of an Iwi/Maori Liaison role.
Representation
• The issue of iwi and Māori representation was canvassed amongst the Mayor and
Elected Members only and a diverse range of views were evident – most in favour of
the continued reliance on the democratic process to provide representation at Council
while looking for other ways to include iwi and Māori in decision making processes.
Post settlement
• Although most respondents had little knowledge of what to expect from the Hauraki
Collective Settlement, there was an air of confidence that Council is in a good position
to work through the likely changes, subject to the need for more training, better
resourcing and clearer policies and protocols in this area.
Overall, the findings from the survey indicate strongly that more training and professional
development is needed to help Council – at all levels - to be better prepared for engagement in
the post Treaty settlement changes ahead.
There is a widespread willingness to improve and be better prepared for the likely changes to
come from the Hauraki Collective Settlement. The attitudes of most staff and elected members
is positive and highlighted by a willingness to improve the way Council consults and engages
with iwi and Māori.

6

Suggested actions

The findings from the survey indicate strongly that more training and professional
development is needed to help Council – at all levels - to be better prepared for engagement in
the post Treaty settlement changes ahead.
In order to address the issues raised staff are proposing a series of actions that focus on
addressing the issues highlighted in the survey. These include:
Area of focus
Knowledge

Desired outcome
Awareness be raised of staff
and Elected Members on the
understanding of:
• Treaty of Waitangi
• the history of Hauraki
Iwi
• key tikanga and Māori
perspectives
associated with
environmental
management and
legislation
• requirements of the
RMA and LGA
regarding local
government
responsibilities for

Potential action areas
*Contract a specialist with appropriate
expertise and knowledge to provide specific
training to elected members and key staff on
a regular basis, e.g. annually to enhance
Treaty of Waitangi principles, Māori and
Hauraki history and their implications for
today, key tikanga and Māori perspectives
associated with environmental management
and the foundations established through the
Local Government Act.
*Contract a specialist to train elected
members and key staff to engage in Māori
settings through establishing ongoing
learning opportunities within the workplace
(such as tikanga, waiata, mihi, pepeha,
karakia and basic te reo) in order to increase
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the interests of iwi
and Māori
• basic skills required to
demonstrate when
working with Māori

Engagement

That clear policies and
protocols be formulated to
cover consultation and
engagement with iwi and
Māori

the ability and confidence o to use such
skills when working with iwi, community and
external agencies.
*Embed use of te reo and the Hauraki Iwi
worldview into Council’s everyday use, by
building on current initiatives prepared
leading up to Māori language week 2018
including:
• Change corporate signatures to include
job titles in te reo
• Amend signs to include te reo as they
are replaced.
• Te reo to be incorporated more into
website
• Visual displays with te reo prompts in
Council work place
• Non-religious opening to open and
close council meetings
• Customer service greetings to be in te
reo
*Work towards
• determining post-settlement
relationships and agreeing on of
preferred engagement structures
and methods with iwi;
• formulating and implementing policy
regarding preferred co-governance
methods post settlement;
• reviewing the decision making and
reporting processes to the ELT and
Elected Members to more accurately
consider the effects of decisions on
iwi and Māori
• being prepared for a potential Mana
Whakahono
*To embed the use of te reo into everyday
consultative mechanisms through:
• developing organisational guidance on
te reo content in documentation
• all council policies and plans adopted
from this point including at least
bilingual cover page and section titles
before the message from the Mayor
in publications
• including a whakataukī to complement
key messages in plans and
strategies.
• communications specifically targeting
the Māori and iwi audiences be
bilingual
• integrating te reo into recruitment
processes.
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• * Work to: investigate options for iwi
and Māori to be incorporated into
Council’s governance;
• better establish relationships with iwi
and Māori to determine
representation options
• propose a clear position about how iwi
and Māori are to be represented in
Council decision making processes

Representation

Resourcing

Provide appropriate funding
to facilitate greater
awareness and
understanding to enable
staff and Elected Members
to be prepared for post
settlement engagement
processes

*Hauraki District Council staff be active
members of Māori policy development in
local government sector groups as they are
established
*Through the Long Term Planning process,
an extra $77,000 was provided for this
current year, and on an ongoing basis to
help to ensure Council is in a position to
monitor and implement individual
settlements and co-governance
arrangements. At this stage no additional
budget is sought.
*Translation funding be allocated to all key
projects and plans for and preferred users
be determined
* An Iwi/Liaison Officer be recruited to:
• support the development of ggenuine
partnerships between Iwi, Maori and
Council;
• provide advice on partnership
agreements;
• assist Council meet statutory obligations
in relation to Maori

Post
settlement

7

That awareness be raised on
Treaty Settlements and their
implications for Council work
and social and economic
development

• Work to: improve relationships with iwi
and
• focus on individual iwi expectations of
future relationships with the Council
with those iwi holding mana whenua
status);
• determine a clear position for Council
about implications, challenges and
opportunities likely to emerge from
the settlement.

Significance and Engagement Assessment

This decision does not trigger the Significance and Engagement Policy Assessment Tool and
therefore is not considered significant under the Significance and Engagement Policy 2017.
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8 Budget Implications
Through the Long Term Planning process, an extra $77,000 was provided for this current year,
and on an ongoing basis to help to ensure Council is in a position to monitor and implement
individual settlements and co-governance arrangements.
Iwi Liaison budget for 2018/19
YTD
YTD
% of YTD
YTD
Annual
Actual
Budget
Budget
Variance
Budget
(000’s)
(000’s)
(000’s)
(000’s)
Total Cost of Service

7

37

19%

30

150

Of this budget, $27,000 is made up of overheads and $123,000 consists of engagement costs,
resourcing the proposed Iwi Liaison role and organisational training costs. At this stage no
additional budget is sought however the expected organisational training may require the
utilisation of part of the corporate training budget.
As part of the 2019/20 Draft Annual Plan process a review of the Iwi Liaison budget will be
undertaken as, by this stage, staff will have a more accurate understanding of training and
engagement costs.

9 Recommendation
To ensure Council as a whole is prepared to deal with post settlement matters; effective
partnerships between Iwi are made a priority; legislative requirements of the RMA and LGA are
met; and good practise is demonstrated, staff rrecommend three key actions in the short term,
be taken:
1. The recruitment of a Maori policy advisor/Maori liaison officer/ Maori liaison coordinator/
Iwi and Maori engagement officer role
2. The recruitment of an external provider/s to undertake training with key staff and Elected
Members to enhance understanding of local iwi and Maori history and its implications
3. Approval for staff to enhance the understanding of te reo and embed te reo into
consultative mechanisms and key documentation.

Jolene Nelson
Strategic Planner

Mark Buttimore
Strategic Planning Projects Manager
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Appendix A:
#2451263

Collective Redress Deed
BETWEEN THE CROWN AND THE IWI OF HAURAKI

General background
In 2009, the 12 Iwi of Hauraki formed the
Pare Hauraki Collective for the purpose
of negotiating a Treaty settlement. The
12 iwi are Hako, Ngāi Tai ki Tāmaki, Ngāti
Hei, Ngāti Maru, Ngāti Paoa, Ngāti Porou
ki Hauraki, Ngāti Pūkenga, Ngāti Rāhiri
Tumutumu, Ngāti Tamaterā, Ngāti Tara
Tokanui, Ngaati Whanaunga and Te
Patukirikiri.
The areas of interest of the Iwi of Hauraki
extend from the Mahurangi coast in the
north to the western Bay of Plenty and
include the islands of the Hauraki Gulf/
Tīkapa Moana. The Iwi of Hauraki have a
combined population of over 16,000.
The 12 iwi have individual mandates to
negotiate the settlement of their claims.
Each iwi appointed negotiators to negotiate
this redress. All 12 iwi will receive redress:
•

through the Pare Hauraki Collective,
where the iwi have shared interests
and

•

as individual iwi, including joint redress
with other iwi in some instances.

On 1 October 2010, the Crown and the Pare
Hauraki Collective signed a Framework
Agreement which outlined the process for
ongoing negotiations towards settlement
of shared claims and included the potential
elements of a collective settlement. On 22
July 2011, the Iwi of Hauraki all signed iwispeciﬁc Agreement in Principle Equivalents
which expanded upon the Framework
Agreement and included iwi speciﬁc offers
to negotiate further redress.
On 22 December 2016, the Crown and the
Pare Hauraki Collective initialled the Pare
Hauraki Collective Redress Deed (the Deed).
The Deed has been ratiﬁed by the members
of the Iwi of Hauraki. Parts of the Deed are
conditional on the enactment of legislation.
The Office of Treaty Settlements, with the
support of the Department of Conservation,
Land Information New Zealand, Ministry
for the Environment and other government
agencies, represented the Crown in day-today negotiations.
The Minister for Treaty of Waitangi
Negotiations, Hon Andrew Little (and his
predecessor Hon Christopher Finlayson),
represented the Crown in high-level
negations with the Pare Hauraki Collective.

Summary of the collective redress
Overview
The Deed provides shared redress for the collective interests of the 12 Iwi of Hauraki
in the Hauraki region. It also provides certain redress which will then on-transfer to
speciﬁc iwi to form part of their iwi-speciﬁc Treaty settlements.
The Deed includes both cultural redress and commercial redress. It does not include
ﬁnancial redress, which each of the 12 Iwi of Hauraki will receive through their iwispeciﬁc settlements. The full and ﬁnal settlement of historical Treaty of Waitangi
claims of the Iwi of Hauraki will be made through iwi-speciﬁc settlements.

Cultural redress
The cultural redress recognises the losses suffered by the Iwi of Hauraki arising from
breaches by the Crown of its Treaty obligations. The Deed includes a cultural redress
package that recognises the spiritual, cultural, traditional and historical associations of
the Iwi of Hauraki with areas owned by the Crown.
STATEMENT OF PARE HAURAKI WORLD VIEW
The Deed outlines the spiritual and cultural relationship between the Iwi of Hauraki
and their environment, and identiﬁes values and principles that form the base of
meaningful natural resource partnerships.

Co-governance/co-management arrangements
PARE HAURAKI COLLECTIVE CULTURAL ENTITY
The Deed provides for the establishment of the Pare Hauraki Collective Cultural Entity
(the Collective Cultural Entity) to represent the Iwi of Hauraki in relation to natural
resource matters. The Collective Cultural Entity will appoint members to a range of
co-governance bodies in the Pare Hauraki rohe that will provide governance, oversight
and direction in relation to the management of waterways, catchments and maunga
in the Hauraki region. The Collective Cultural Entity will also have partnerships and
relationships with relevant Ministers and ministries.
The Collective Cultural Entity will receive $500,000 from the Crown as a contribution
to its establishment and other costs including funding its own participation in natural
resource co-governance arrangements.
MOEHAU
Moehau Tūpuna Maunga (1,000 hectares) will be vested in the Collective Cultural
Entity as a Government Purpose (Pare Hauraki Whenua Kura and Ecological
Sanctuary) Reserve. The purpose of the reserve will be to protect and enhance the
spiritual, cultural, ancestral, customary and historical relationship between the Iwi
of Hauraki and Moehau. The reserve will be administered by the Moehau Tūpuna
Maunga Board which will consist of 3 members appointed by the Collective Cultural
Entity and up to 3 members appointed by the Director-General of the Department of
Conservation who are to be senior staff members from the Department.
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TE AROHA
The Te Aroha Tūpuna Maunga (1,000 hectares) will be vested
in the Collective Cultural Entity as a Local Purpose (Pare
Hauraki Whenua Kura) Reserve. The purpose of the reserve
will be to protect and enhance the spiritual, cultural, ancestral,
customary and historical relationship between the Iwi of
Hauraki and Te Aroha. The reserve will be administered by the
Collective Cultural Entity.
CONSERVATION FRAMEWORK WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
CONSERVATION
The Conservation Framework aims to establish an effective
partnership that recognises both the mana whenua and
kaitiakitanga responsibilities of the Iwi of Hauraki and
enhances the conservation of natural resources and historical
and cultural heritage in its rohe. The Conservation Framework
co-governance and co-management provisions include
the development of a conservation management plan and
strategy, a decision-making framework and a Department of
Conservation Relationship Agreement.
WAIHOU, PIAKO AND COROMANDEL CATCHMENT
AUTHORITY
The Deed provides for the establishment of the Waihou,
Piako and Coromandel Catchment Authority (the WPCC
Authority) to provide co-governance, oversight and direction
for the management of the Coromandel, Waihou and Piako
waterways. The WPCC Authority will comprise 14 members: 6
appointed by the Collective Cultural Entity; 1 appointed jointly
by the governance entities for Raukawa, Ngāti Hauā and Ngāti
Hinerangi; and 7 appointed by the Waikato Regional Council
and the Thames-Coromandel, Hauraki, Matamata-Piako and
South Waikato district councils.
MANGATANGI RIVER, MANGATAWHIRI STREAM AND
WHANGAMARINO WETLAND CATCHMENTS
The Deed provides for the establishment of the Upper
Mangatangi and Mangatawhiri Catchment Authority (the
UMMC Authority) to provide co-governance, oversight and
direction for the waterways of the Upper Mangatangi Stream
and Mangatawhiri River catchments. The UMMC Authority will
consist of 4 members: 1 appointed by the Collective Cultural
Entity, 1 member appointed by Waikato-Tainui and Waiohua
iwi with interests in the Upper Mangatangi and Mangatawhiri
River catchments; 1 member appointed by the Waikato
Regional Council; and 1 member appointed by the Waikato
District Council. The Auckland Council may appoint 1 nonvoting member.
No later than 5 years after settlement date the Minister for
the Environment will commission and receive an independent
review report in relation to the UMMC Authority. The purpose
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of the review will be to consider the extent to which the
integrated governance and management of the catchments
is being achieved through the existence of both the UMMC
Authority and the Waikato River Authority.
STATUTORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Deed provides a statutory acknowledgement to the
Iwi of Hauraki over the ridgeline Kaimai-Mamaku Range.
This recognises the association of the Iwi of Hauraki with
the Kaimai-Mamaku Range and enhances their ability to
participate in speciﬁed resource management processes in
relation to the Range.
TE REO REVITALISATION
The Deed provides for the Crown to support the Iwi of Hauraki
in their development and implementation of a strategy for
Te Reo revitalisation. This includes meetings between the
Minister for Māori Development, the Minister of Education
and the Collective Cultural Entity to discuss the development
of the strategy and its implementation, and a payment of $3
million after the Deed has been signed.
FISHERIES
The Minister responsible for ﬁsheries will appoint the
Collective Cultural Entity as an advisory committee to provide
written advice to the Minister relating to the sustainable
utilisation of ﬁsheries resources managed under the Fisheries
Act 1996.
The Deed also provides for the Crown to grant to the
Collective Cultural Entity a right of ﬁrst refusal to purchase
certain ﬁsheries quota.
HARBOURS AND HAURAKI GULF/TĪKAPA MOANA
The Deed does not provide for cultural redress in relation
to these harbours at this time. Harbours redress will be
developed in separate negotiations as soon as practicable.

Commercial redress

•

This redress recognises the losses suffered by the Iwi of
Hauraki arising from breaches by the Crown of its Treaty
obligations. The commercial redress is aimed at providing the
12 iwi with resources to assist them to develop their economic
and social well-being.

The Iwi of Hauraki will also have a second right of refusal over
speciﬁed Crown properties not purchased by Waikato-Tainui
as part of the right of ﬁrst refusal included in the Waikato
Raupatu Claims Settlement Act 1995.

CROWN FOREST LICENSED LAND

Minerals

The Iwi of Hauraki will receive the right to purchase Crown
Forest Licensed (CFL) land. This right to purchase covers
the Hauraki Athenree, Hauraki Waihou, Kauaeranga, Tairua,
Whangamata, and Whangapoua CFL lands. The Iwi of Hauraki
will also receive the accumulated rentals and New Zealand
units associated with the CFL land purchased.

Mineral extraction, especially gold, is central to the history
of relations between the Crown and the Iwi of Hauraki. Its
harmful effects are still felt in current times.

COMMERCIAL REDRESS PROPERTIES
Twenty-nine properties currently held in the Treaty
Settlements Landbank will transfer to the Pare Hauraki
Collective Commercial Entity (the Collective Commercial
Entity) soon after the Deed is signed.
The Collective Commercial Entity will on-transfer these
properties to the named Hauraki iwi shortly after the
properties are received from the Crown.
A further 12 Landbank properties will transfer to the Collective
Commercial Entity once the settlement legislation is passed.
The Collective Commercial Entity will on-transfer these
properties to individual Hauraki iwi shortly after the properties
are received from the Crown.
RIGHT TO PURCHASE PROPERTIES
The Iwi of Hauraki will have the right to elect to purchase
speciﬁed Crown-owned properties within 5 years after the
settlement date.

speciﬁed properties acquired by the Crown since 1995 in
the Waikato-Tainui RFR area.

The Iwi of Hauraki will take ownership of any Crown-owned
minerals found in land transferred to them as part of their
Treaty settlements. This does not include minerals covered by
section 10 of the Crown Minerals Act 1991 (ie. petroleum, gold,
silver and uranium).
The Crown will involve the Iwi of Hauraki should it initiate a
review of the ownership of gold and silver.
All land which is currently subject to Schedule 4 protection
will continue to be subject to the same type of protection
once owned by the Iwi of Hauraki. The Deed also provides
for the Collective Cultural Entity to enter into a relationship
agreement with the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment as the Crown agency responsible for minerals.

Questions and Answers
1. What is the total redress package?
The Pare Hauraki Collective Redress Deed provides cultural
and commercial redress only. The Iwi of Hauraki will receive
ﬁnancial redress (as well as cultural and commercial redress)
through their iwi-speciﬁc settlements.
2.

RIGHTS OF REFUSAL

No.

Iwi of Hauraki have recognised interests in Tauranga Moana.
The Deed acknowledges the Iwi of Hauraki and the Tauranga
Moana Iwi Collective have agreed to discuss through
a tikanga-based process how Tauranga Moana is to be
protected and enhanced. The Tauranga Moana Framework will
be provided for in separate legislation if agreement is reached
between the Tauranga Moana Iwi Collective, the Hauraki
Collective and the Crown on certain items.

The Iwi of Hauraki will have a right of ﬁrst refusal to purchase
certain Crown properties if those properties become surplus
to requirements. This right will be for a period of 178 years
from the settlement date. The properties covered by this right
of ﬁrst refusal include:

3.

•

properties owned by the Crown within the Hauraki region
on the settlement date;

CHANGES TO PLACE NAMES

•

Place names recognise iwi associations with geographic areas.
The Deed provides for 52 place names to be altered by the
Pare Hauraki settlement legislation.

speciﬁed properties owned by Housing New Zealand,
Waikato District Health Board, Waikato University and
Maritime New Zealand;

•

speciﬁed properties in Te Puna-Katikati; and

Is there any private land involved?

Are the public’s rights affected?

Generally, no. Where land is transferred with a reserve
classiﬁcation then the relevant provisions of the Reserves Act
1977 (including those concerning public access) will continue
to apply.
4. Are any place names changed?
Yes, a number of existing geographic names will change and
some sites that do not currently have official names will be
assigned geographic names. A full list is included in the Deed.
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What is a statutory acknowledgement?

A statutory acknowledgement acknowledges areas or
sites with which iwi have a special relationship, and will be
recognised in any relevant proceedings under the Resource
Management Act 1991. These provisions aim to avoid past
problems where areas of signiﬁcance to Māori, such as burial
grounds, were simply cleared or excavated for public works
or similar purposes without permission or consultation with
iwi. A statutory acknowledgement does not convey a property
right and is non-exclusive.
6.

What happens to memorials on private titles?

The legislative restrictions (memorials) placed on the title of
Crown properties and some former Crown properties now in
private ownership will be removed once all historical Treaty
claims in the area have been settled.
7.

When will the Deed take effect?

The redress described in the Deed will take effect following
the signing of the Deed and/or the enactment of the
legislation.
8.

Do the Iwi of Hauraki have the right to come back and
make further claims about the behaviour of the Crown in
the 19th and 20th centuries?

The Deed itself does not settle any claims. The historical
claims of the Iwi of Hauraki will be settled through iwi-speciﬁc
settlements.
When these individual deeds are signed and settlement
legislation is passed there will be ﬁnal and comprehensive
settlements of all historical (relating to events before 21
September 1992) Treaty of Waitangi claims of the Iwi of
Hauraki.
These settlements will still allow the Iwi of Hauraki to pursue
claims against the Crown for acts or omissions after 21
September 1992 including claims based on the continued
existence of aboriginal title of customary rights. The Crown
also retains the right to dispute such claims or the existence of
such title rights.
9.

Who beneﬁts from the Deed?

MOJ0030.50_Aug18

All members of the 12 Iwi of Hauraki wherever they may now
live.

This and other settlement summaries are also available at www.govt.nz
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BENCHMARKING SURVEY
HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL – ORGANISATIONAL
READINESS FOR POST TREATY SETTLEMENT
ENVIRONMENT

FINAL REPORT

Richard Jefferies
Oceania Group
April, 2018
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In light of the upcoming settlement of the Hauraki Collective Settlement, Hauraki District Council
wants to anticipate the likely changes ahead as a result of the Settlement and believes that the
development of productive partnerships and dialogue with iwi should be an organisational priority.
Not only will this ensure the Council meets its statutory requirements, but it will help ensure effective
partnerships provide Iwi and Council the opportunity to explore broadening the role of Iwi as partners
in future policy development and decision making.
As the first step in this process, Hauraki District Council commissioned an independent benchmark
survey to assess organisational readiness and identify any issues, opportunities or challenges for
consideration and response. Once identified, these issues can then be addressed in a positive manner
which may include training, team development, workshops and further discussion and review of
progress made. The survey’s findings will also be used to help ensure appropriate business and project
plans provide opportunities for Iwi and Council/staff interaction.
Oceania Group Ltd was contracted by Hauraki District Council to conduct a Benchmark Survey with
Council’s elected members, senior management, and key staff. The survey will help provide a
benchmark establishing the organisation’s readiness for the post Treaty Settlement and co-governance
environment ahead.

Key Findings
While there are pockets of expertise and knowledge, there is a widespread, low level of understanding
in key areas relevant to the work of HDC in the post Treaty Settlement environment. While there are a
few individuals with a good understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi, local iwi history, and Māori
concepts associated with Council business and statutory responsibilities, the majority of staff, ELT,
and council’s elected members have low levels of understanding or knowledge in these areas.
As a general trend, self ranking by respondents in Part 1. of the survey suggested a level of over
confidence about knowledge and understanding when compared to responses to the open ended
questions in Part 2 of the survey. Regardless of this trend, the quantitative results captured in the
tables below provide a useful benchmark against which future progress can be measured.
About a half of the respondents had some knowledge and understanding of the legislative
requirements of the Resource Management Act 1991 and the Local Government Act 2002 relating to
the obligations of Council with regard to iwi and Māori interests and rights in the management of
natural resources and the environment.
These findings align with a strong, prevalent view amongst respondents that a lot more training and
professional development is needed to help Hauraki District Council – at all levels - to be better
prepared for engagement in the post Treaty settlement changes ahead.
There is a widespread willingness to improve and be better prepared for the likely changes to come
from the Hauraki Collective Settlement. The attitudes of most staff, ELT, and Council’s elected
members is positive and highlighted by a willingness to improve the way Hauraki District Council
consults and engages with iwi and Māori.

2
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Some strong views were expressed about the need to change the manner by which Hauraki District
Council consults and engages with iwi and Māori with a greater focus on building relationships – with
some focussed on a partnership approach for the future.
The widely held view is that while Hauraki District Council has an openness and willingness to lift its
performance in the area of iwi and Māori engagement, and there is a lot more work to do – including
more training at all levels, improved resourcing to this area, and the development of clear policies and
protocols to ensure a consistent approach across Council.
Respondents saw improved resourcing of consultation and engagement and training as the principle
areas of focus, while others saw a need for more staff with expertise in this space – while
acknowledging the impending establishment of an Iwi Liaison role. There are few Māori on staff at
Hauraki District Council.
The issue of iwi and Māori representation was canvassed amongst the Mayor and councillors only and
a wide range of views were evident – most in favour of the continued reliance on the democratic
process to provide representation at Council while looking for other ways to include iwi and Māori in
decision making processes.
Although most respondents had little knowledge of what to expect from the Hauraki Collective
Settlement, there was an air of confidence that Hauraki District Council is in a good position to work
through the likely changes – subject to the need for more training, better resourcing and clearer
policies and protocols in this area.

3
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Resource Management Act 1991 and the Local Government Act 2002 include wide ranging
obligations on local government to incorporate and represent the interests of iwi and Māori in their
work. Further acknowledgement of the special and unique position and role of iwi and Māori have
been included in a range of other legislation – including through iwi Treaty Settlements.
In light of the upcoming settlement of the Hauraki Collective Settlement, Hauraki District Council
wants to anticipate the likely changes ahead and believes that the development of productive
partnerships and dialogue with iwi should be an organisational priority. Not only will this ensure the
Council meets its statutory requirements, but it will help ensure effective partnerships provide Iwi and
Council the opportunity to explore broadening the role of Iwi as partners in future policy development
and decision making.
As the first step in this process, Hauraki District Council commissioned an independent Benchmark
Survey to assess organisational readiness and identify any issues, opportunities or challenges for
consideration and response. Once identified, these issues can then be addressed in a positive manner
which may include training, team development, workshops and further discussion and review of
progress made. The survey’s findings will also be used to help ensure appropriate business and project
plans provide opportunities for Iwi and Council/staff interaction.
Oceania Group Ltd was contracted by Hauraki District Council to conduct a Benchmark Survey with
Council members, senior management, and key staff.
Oceania Group Ltd conducted a confidential survey that included both qualitative and quantitative
questions. The questions were designed to establish a benchmark of the level of understanding,
knowledge, awareness and experience of HDC governors and staff in key areas relevant to the work of
HDC in a post Treaty Settlement environment, including:
• the Treaty of Waitangi;
• local iwi history and development;
• basic Māori concepts relevant to Council business and statutory responsibilities;
• implications of legislation likely to emerge as part of the Treaty Settlement; and
• HDC readiness for the post Treaty Settlement environment.
The information and analysis from the survey will provide a starting point from which HDC can:
• build a programme of workshops, training and professional development for council and staff to
ensure HDC is well placed to respond to the new expectations and requirements ahead.
• develop a work programme for changes in policies, protocols, and processes in response to any
recommendations taken on board.
All the information collected by Oceania Group Ltd is held in confidence with them. The report
generated from the survey analysis includes aggregate data only and individual responses or
comments are anonymous.

5
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2.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

The survey tool was developed by Oceania Group in consultation with Hauraki District Council staff.
Both quantitative and qualitative questions were included in the survey in order to gauge the
knowledge, understanding, views and perspectives of staff, executive leadership team, and the Mayor
and councillors.
The quantitative questions were designed to provide a moderation check against the qualitative
questions that followed.
The questions covered a number of key areas of legislation related to the obligations and
responsibilities of local government to iwi and Māori, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Treaty of Waitangi and its principles;
local iwi history and development;
basic Māori concepts relevant to Council business and statutory responsibilities;
implications of legislation likely to emerge as part of the Treaty Settlement;
consultation, relationships and involvement in decision making;
iwi and Māori representation; and
challenges and HDC readiness for the post Treaty Settlement environment.

Richard Jefferies, from Oceania Group, conducted phone interviews with 24 staff, 7 executive
leadership team members, and 13 members of Council.
The survey interviews took between 15 and 25 minutes to complete and were conducted over a three
week period in late February and early March, 2018.

6
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3

UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWLEDGE

There are clear requirements from the empowering legislation of all territorial local authorities –
including Hauraki District Council - in terms of what must be done in relation to working with iwi and
Māori. These requirements spell out their special and unique rights, roles and ways in which it is
expected they will be involved in environmental management processes and decision making.
Survey questions were designed to measure the level of understanding and knowledge amongst staff,
senior management, and councillors in areas that address the key components of the legislation. The
questions cover key knowledge and background areas for which some understanding is required if the
legislation is to be understood and can then be implemented. These include:
•
•
•
•

the Treaty of Waitangi;
local iwi history and development;
basic Māori concepts relevant to Council business and statutory responsibilities; and
implications of changes likely to emerge as part of the Treaty Settlement.

The legislation has been around for a long time (RMA, since 1991 and LGA, since 2002) so there has
been ample scope for those working under this legislation to become familiar with its requirements.
The history and wider debate associated with the Treaty of Waitangi also provides an important
context for the implementation of the legislation. Recent Treaty settlements have also acknowledged
the special role of iwi post Treaty settlement by providing co-governance and co-management
provisions over certain environmental catchments.

3.1

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESULTS

A lot of the same or similar questions were asked in both Part 1 – Quantitative questions, and Part 2. –
Qualitative questions. This allowed a comparison between the self-rating a respondent gave against
the answers the same respondent gave to the open-ended question. This provided a marker for
moderating the quantitative responses – which were rated on a scale of 1. to 7., impression, responses
– against the depth of understanding expressed in the answers to the open-ended questions.
Comparing quantitative and qualitative results this way suggests that initial responses in the
quantitative section of the survey saw respondents - more often than not - giving themselves a higher
rating than was evident when compared to their answers to the same, qualitative questions asked in the
second part of the survey interview.
For example, a clear majority of staff respondents rated their understanding and knowledge of the
Maori world view and key concepts as average or above average. However, when some of these same
respondents were asked to explain basic concepts such as Kaitiakitanga and Mana Whenua, many of
them struggled to accurately answer the question. The same was evident in areas such as knowledge
of the key elements of the Treaty of Waitangi or key legislative requirements under the Resource
Management Act 1991 and the Local Government Act 2002.
This suggests a number of possible things:
- some respondents don’t want to be seen as not being well prepared to operate in these areas of
knowledge – a usual bias for these kinds of interviews;
- some respondents don’t understand the extent of knowledge required for them to gain a good
understanding of the areas in question.

7
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Respondents themselves also noted how the questions in the survey made them take stock of how
much they actually know about these key areas of knowledge when responding to the later questions
about challenges going forward.
Regardless, the point is that the quantitative results – particularly in the area of understanding and
knowledge - may give a somewhat over confident picture of the level of knowledge and understanding
amongst respondents. As a result, the qualitative findings sometimes tend to contradict the
quantitative findings.

3.2

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

It should be noted that the Part 1. quantitative questions in the survey are designed to provide a
benchmark of where staff, executive leadership team and council members are at in March 2018 as a
basis for measuring progress in coming years.
Perhaps the most significant trend is that there are is wide and disparate range of knowledge,
understanding and perspectives across staff, executive leadership team, and Mayor and councillors in
the area of iwi and Māori obligations under local government legislation, including: the Treaty of
Waitangi and its principles; key Māori concepts; legislative requirements; and knowledge of local iwi
and their history.
Staff
An analysis of the quantitative results highlights the wide range of knowledge and understanding
amongst staff of the Hauraki District Council.
Table 1 - Staff Responses – Knowledge of Māori concepts, history and world view
Question

1
Strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

1
2

7
11

1
6

5
2

6
3

4
1

3

2
2
4
7

5
6
5
3

1
10
6
2

11
3
5

3
1
2
1

4
5
6

1
1
11

7
Strongly
agree
1

Don’t
know
1

1
1
1

1

Table 1. shows the self rated knowledge of the Māori history of the area (Q.2) and te reo Māori (Q.6)
were the areas where a clear majority of staff rated their knowledge in this area below average.
While about two thirds of staff rated their knowledge of Māori concepts and the Māori world view
(Q.3) above average in Part 1., the majority of respondents struggled to accurately answer questions
about basic Māori concepts in Part 2. of the survey – which were also concepts included in resource
and environmental management legislation which govern the way in which local government is bound
to act.
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Staff were more accurate with their responses to the question asking whether they had a good
knowledge of the Māori language (Q.6), with the vast majority confirming their knowledge was below
average.
Table 2 - Staff Responses – Knowledge of Treaty, Settlements and Key Legislation
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1
2
1
2
1

7

4
5
5
3
5

2

4

10

7

5
6
3
5
4

9
5
6
5
9
7

11
4
8
3
4
8

3
2
1
6
1
4

Don’t
know
1

5

Table 2. shows that staff generally ranked their knowledge higher in the areas of the Treaty of
Waitangi and its principles and their understanding of the work of the Waitangi Tribunal (Q.s 7,8).
The level of understanding and knowledge in the areas of Treaty Settlements, legislation associated
with the iwi/tangata whenua responsibilities and co-governance were spread relatively evenly across
the range of responses (Q.s 9,10,11,12) with a slight lean towards the low end of the range – with no
staff believing they had a very strong understanding or knowledge in these areas.
There is an above average commitment amongst the majority of staff to iwi/tangata whenua interests
in the work of HDC (Q.13) with almost a quarter declaring a very strong commitment.
Executive Leadership Team
No real patterns are discernible from this small sample group, except that there is a wide range of
knowledge across a small, professional group.
Table 3 - ELT Responses – Knowledge of Māori concepts, history and world view
Question

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

2

Strongly
disagree
1
1
1
1
2

3

4

5

6

7
Strongly
agree

2
1
3

1
2
2
3

3
2
1

2
3
1
2

1
1

1

9

1
1
1
2
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The only discernible points that can be noted is one or two individuals noted no real understanding or
knowledge at all and none of the group felt they had a very strong understanding in this cluster of
questions that covers: Māori history in the Hauraki region, Māori world views and concepts, tangata
whenua decision making processes and knowledge of te reo Māori.
Table 4 - ELT Responses – Knowledge of Treaty, Settlements and Key Legislation
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

7
8
9
10

1
1

11
12
13

7

1

1
2
4
1

1
2
1
2

2
2
1
1

1
1

2

4
4

1

3
1
2

1
6

Table 4. shows that staff generally ranked their understanding and knowledge slightly higher across
this cluster of questions which covered: the Treaty of Waitangi and its principles and the work of the
Waitangi Tribunal; Treaty settlements; legislation associated with the iwi/tangata whenua
responsibilities – with no ELT members believing they had a very strong understanding or knowledge
in these areas.
As with staff above, there is a high level of commitment amongst ELT members to iwi/tangata
whenua interests in the work of HDC (Q.13) with all but one declaring a very strong commitment.
Mayor and Councillors
There was a broad spread of responses from council respondents to the cluster of questions covering:
Māori history in the Hauraki region, Māori world views and concepts, tangata whenua decision
making processes and knowledge of te reo Māori.
Table 5 - Councillors – Knowledge of Māori concepts, history and world view
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
5

7
Strongly
agree

2
1
1
1
4

1
3
1
5
2
3

7
3
1
6
4
1

4
4
9
1
3

10

1
1
1
2
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Of note was that none of the respondents – staff, ELT members, and Council members - believed they
had a very strong understanding in any of these areas – Level 7.
A majority of council respondents were more confident in their knowledge of the Māori world view
(Q.3) although this was often not corroborated by their answers to the qualitative questions asked in
Part 2. of the survey.
A clear majority of council respondents felt their knowledge of te reo Māori (Q.6) was very low.
Table 6 - Councillors – Knowledge of Treaty, Settlements and Key Legislation
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Strongly
agree
1
1

1

7

2
1
1
1

4

3
4

4
2

5
2

4
1
2
2
1

2
4
2
3
2

1
6
5
4
3

3
1
3
3
3

4

There was also a degree of confidence about their knowledge of Treaty settlements and their
implications for governance by TLA’s, but this was also significantly contradicted by the open ended
responses in Part 2.

3.3

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

The bulk of the rest of this section draws on the rich feedback from the qualitative questions in
Section 2. of the Survey.

3.3.1 Treaty of Waitangi and its Principles
Section 8 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) requires that all persons exercising
functions and powers under the Resource Management Act take into account the principles of
the Treaty of Waitangi.
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in
relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources,
shall take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi).
It is important to note the distinction between the “principles of the Treaty of Waitangi ” and
the actual text(s) of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi). The principles of the Treaty
of Waitangi include the duty of the Crown and Māori to act reasonably and in good faith and
the duty of the Crown to actively protect Māori interests and make informed decisions (which
in most cases will require consultation). www.environmentguide.org.nz
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As one of the two most important pieces of legislation associated with the work of territorial local
authorities, the Resource Management Act 1991 requires councils to take into account the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi). This requirement is pervasive and therefore
constitutes one of the primary aspects of the legislation in relation to working with Māori to address
their interest – which in most cases will require consultation and engagement.
Respondents were asked what they thought were the key elements of the Treaty of Waitangi. The
responses were as follows:
- About half of all respondents had no understanding of the key elements of the Treaty of
Waitangi;
- About a third of respondents had a good understanding; and
- The remainder were somewhere in between.
While there are some individuals with a good understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi, there is overall
a clearly demonstrated need for upskilling amongst most staff, managers and councillors of the Treaty
of Waitangi and its principles.
There was a high number of ‘Don’t know/Not sure’ responses or answers that were otherwise
guessing, very obscure, or inaccurate – with nearly half of the staff responding this way.
Staff who have a responsibility for planning generally had a better grasp of the Treaty of Waitangi –
as did most members of ELT. There were just a small number of respondents who made reference to
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, as spelt out in the RMA with its associated duty to consult.
It’s an agreement between the government and the Tangata Whenua for the guardianship of land and resources. It was
a fair agreement that enabled use and access to Māori. I’m reluctant to use the word 'ownership' because that is a
Western term. With guaranteed representation - fair and equitable ownership of resources - in the original times. In
the face of Western encroachment. We are now using the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi to right the wrongs.

The ‘partnership’ principle of the Treaty of Waitangi – the expectation that Māori and Pākehā should
live together in partnership – comes through with some respondents and the sentiment is picked up in
the discussion below on consultation with iwi and Māori.
Partnership, in particular. It’s not one people or the other – it’s about doing things together. All Māori were to retain
an interest in their land, not have it alienated. Interest in land and resources - being equitable in how they are treated.

Others had an understanding that reflects elements of the views of many Māori and iwi and perhaps
recognises the evolution of the Treaty and its principles into the modern context.
Free and uninhibited right to live your life by your values. Guaranteed free and undisturbed right to act as they believe
is their custom. Partnership - not to be subservient. Governance and Rangatiratanga - the right to govern.

Just a few respondents presented a deeper and more comprehensive level of understanding of the
Treaty and its principles, its wider history, and how it has developed.
There were both English and Māori versions. The way it was worded - two copies, two languages, two interpretations.
Not all Māori representatives signed the Treaty. No Pākehā Act was signed. Having said that, it is now acknowledged
that it should be honoured. In the North, the Declaration of Independence gives us an insight into the outcome
expected from Britain. Māori wanted protection, they were not looking for the exploitation from Britain.

Considering the overarching importance of Section 8. of the RMA as it underpins all work covered by
the RMA, and the long length of time this legislation has been in place, the level of understanding is
considered low.
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3.3.2 Knowledge of Key Māori Concepts
All persons exercising functions and powers under the Resource Management Act 1991 are
required to recognise and provide for eight matters of national importance set out in Section
6. This includes Section 6e. - The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with
their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga.
Section 7 of the Resource Management Act sets out 'other matters' which persons exercising
functions and powers under the Act must have particular regard to'. This includes section 7(a)
kaitiakitanga.
The Resource Management Act defines kaitiakitanga as the exercise of guardianship by the
tangata whenua of an area in accordance with tikanga Māori in relation to natural and
physical resources, and includes the ethic of stewardship.
It is distinguishable from "the ethic of stewardship" in that it applies only to the exercise of
guardianship by the tangata whenua of an area. The role of kaitiaki has evolved to
accommodate contemporary resource management processes. Under the Resource
Management Act, the duties associated with kaitiakitanga include:
- Restoring and rehabilitating degraded mahinga kai sites
- Assessing the cultural implications of proposed developments, including through the
preparation of cultural impact assessments
- Lodging submissions and presenting evidence on plan development processes and resource
consent applications
- Forming constructive relationships with environmental agencies, such as councils, the
Department of Conservation and Fish and Game
The outcomes of kaitiakitanga are likely to include avoiding the discharge of waste
(particularly human waste) into rivers and lakes, the management of natural resources in a
way that maintains mahinga kai values, and ensuring that all natural resources are available
for future generations in as good, or better, quality than they currently exist.
To give effect to the concept of kaitiakitanga it is important to consult with the appropriate
people. The Crown has a duty to consult with tangata whenua which arises out of the
relationship of Treaty "partners". While other persons are not under any obligation to do so,
it is best practice to give consideration to the potential need for consultation with tangata
whenua at an early stage for any proposed activity. Consultation in this context involves an
obligation to hear and understand the views of tangata whenua on the exercise of kaitikitanga
and to let those views influence the decision-making. www.environmentguide.org.nz
There are a number of key Māori concepts or terms referred to in the legislation that need to be
understood by councils if they are going to meet their legislative obligations. These terms include:
kaitiakitanga, wāhi tapu, taonga, tangata whenua, mana whenua, mahinga kai, and tikanga Māori.
Respondents were asked to explain their understanding of two of the terms – Kaitiakitanga and Mana
Whenua.
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When asked about the Māori concepts of Kaitiakitanga and Mana Whenua, the results were as
follows:
- About half of all respondents had no understanding of the Māori concepts of Kaitiakitanga and
Mana Whenua;
- About a third of respondents had a good understanding; and
- The remainder were somewhere in between.
Most of the ‘Don’t Know’ respondents answered directly while one or two hazarded a guess or talked
about other issues. A small number of ‘Don’t Know’ respondents pointed out that they were new to
the country.
Those respondents with an understanding of these basic Maori concepts were able to articulate the
concepts with strong perspectives.
Kaitiakitanga - Protecting our environment for our children and future generations. Guardianship - collective benefits
for now and for later. Mana Whenua - People of the Land. Maori place a high and special value on the land - it is very
precious - versus that whole ownership thing. How it is to be used, as well as who they are, they have a place.

A few of the respondents had a strong understanding of the concept of Kaitiakitanga, but their
understanding of the concept of Mana Whenua was not so strong.
The responsibility from this part of the legislation to consult is picked up further below in the section
on consultation.

3.3.3 Consultation with Iwi and Māori
There are specific requirements for consultation with iwi authorities. These include
considering ways in which the local authority may foster increased capacity of iwi authorities
to respond to an invitation to consult, the establishment and maintenance of processes to
provide opportunities for iwi authorities to consult, enabling iwi authorities to identify
resource management issues of concern to them and indicating how those issues have been or
are to be addressed.
Early consultation with Māori is best practice for resource consent applicants (where Māori
interests may be affected) in order to establish a working relationship with tangata whenua,
demonstrate compliance with the relevant provisions in Part 2 of the Resource Management
Act, and to reduce the likelihood of future difficulties arising, including litigation.
www.environmentguide.org.nz
There are a number of areas in the LGA and RMA where there are special and unique requirements
for Council to consult with iwi and Māori.
The legislation is explicit - requirements for Council to consult with iwi and Māori under Sections 6,
7, 8.of the RMA are special and unique requirements that do not apply to all parts of the community
but to iwi and Māori alone. Schedule 1 - process for plan changes for policy statements and plans –
also require consultation with iwi authorities (Sch 1(3)(3B)), section 32(4A) also requires a summary
of advice received from iwi and the response to give effect to that advice. These sections relate to plan
making and the principle of involving iwi in the rule making process.
When asked about the benefits of consultation with iwi, a number of respondents pointed to this
fundamental requirement in the legislation.
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LGA - We have to take on the views and desires of all Maori. RMA - Maori have a special statutory status, a place in
how decisions are made.

Despite the legislative requirements, there is still a view amongst some respondents that Council is
only required to consult and engage with iwi and Māori as much as they should with any other
segment of the community.
I’m in favour of consultation with all groups - including iwi - and meeting the requirements of all communities.

Some respondents noted the importance of a partnership approach when consulting with iwi and
Māori as the most effective approach.
It is important that you bring the other partner in the Treaty along with you in decision making. You realise the goal
much quicker - instead of not knowing, you have had their input and knowledge. So end up getting their support. Its
actually a 'win-win' for everybody.

A few respondents noted that while there is a statutory obligation to consult, the more important point
is that good consultation with Māori leads to better decisions and outcomes.
Firstly, from a statutory perspective, we have an obligation to consult. Secondly, they have an important role in the
decisions that are made. At the end of the day, we can work more effectively with good consultation

Despite the suggestion by some respondents that consultation best happens when Council goes onto
the marae, the majority of staff and ELT had not been onto a marae as part of their role at Hauraki
District Council.

3.3.4 Tangata Whenua Involvement
Previously engagement between councils and Māori in RMA planning and consenting
hasn’t been consistent across the country, and the effectiveness of existing relationships
between iwi and councils has varied.
In some regions, councils and iwi have informal arrangements, memoranda of
understanding, statutory joint management arrangements, Treaty of Waitangi settlement
arrangements, or advisory boards to council. In other regions, Māori have had limited
opportunity to engage in resource management effectively. The lack of any statutory
requirement for councils to establish working relationships with iwi can lead to
disagreements, and delays later in the planning process.
The RMA has been amended to:
-enhance opportunities for iwi input to the RMA plan-making processes
-introduce a new process for establishing agreements between tangata whenua (through
iwi authorities) and councils, called Mana Whakahono a Rohe:Iwi participation
arrangements (Mana Whakahono a Rohe).
The intent of these changes is to facilitate improved working relationships between iwi and
councils, and enhance Māori participation in resource management processes.
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/fact-sheet-3- changes-to-māoriparticipation-in-the-rma.pdf
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The Local Government Act 2002 (the Act) contains a number of provisions that relate
specifically to Māori. The Act recognises and respects the Crown’s obligations under the
Treaty of Waitangi by placing some specific obligations on councils. The Act requires all
councils to:
- Establish, maintain and improve opportunities for Māori to contribute to local government
decision-making processes.
- Ensure processes are in place for consulting with Māori.
- Consider ways to foster Māori contribution to local government decision-making
processes.
- Provide relevant information to Māori.
Taken as a whole, they have an obligation to consider what steps the council can reasonably
take to encourage and assist Māori to participate in local affairs. These provisions do not
confer special rights and privileges on Māori that are not accorded to other tauiwi (other
members of the public).
The key provision is in section 4 of the Local Government Act 2002. In order to recognise
and respect the Crown’s responsibility to take appropriate account of the principles of the
Treaty of Waitangi, and to maintain and improve opportunities for Māori to contribute to
local government decision-making processes, Parts 2 and 6 provide principles and
requirements for councils that are intended to facilitate participation by Māori in local
government decision-making processes.
Whilst section 4 clearly acknowledges responsibility for the Treaty obligations lie with the
Crown, Parts 2 and 6 of the Act are intended to facilitate participation of Māori in local
government. Local government is charged with the responsibility to promote opportunities
for Māori and tauiwi (other members of the public) to contribute to its decision-making
processes. These provisions apply to all Māori in the city, district, or region. They
acknowledge that Māori other than mana whenua may be resident in the area.

The Resource Management Act 1991 provides for local authorities to transfer
their functions, powers or duties under the Act to public bodies, including iwi
authorities – Section 33. Local authorities have generally been reluctant to
relinquish their powers in this manner.
www.environmentguide.org.nz
Respondents were asked what are the key elements in the RMA and LGA relating to tangata whenua
involvement. Although the balance of responses varied between staff, Mayor and councillors and ELT
respondents, the responses fell into three categories:
- About half of all respondents had an understanding of the broad principles and key elements of
the legislation relating to tangata whenua involvement;
- About a third of respondents had no understanding; and
16
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- The remainder were somewhere in between.
A number of the respondents provided quite full answers.
Council is required to have a strategy for engagement and development in collaboration with Māori. Māori should
have a role in decision making. A good example is the Papakāinga Reserves, they will really impact on co-governance.
One thing HDC has been very good on is the consultation around wastewater - it was a good approach. It’s about
agreeing on the process, around timeliness, and trying to achieve a consensus. There will need to be more time taken.

Some respondents had a good understanding of the RMA but not the LGA.
Under the RMA, there is Section 8. - the Treaty of Waitangi and its partnership principles. The obligation to consult
with iwi on matters of interest to them. It is required that applicants for Resource Consents consult with iwi and we
consult with them also, especially for special interest areas. I don’t know the specific provisions of the LGA but I
expect there are similar provisions.

Most members of the Executive Leadership Team had a good grasp of the legislation.
The benefits of effective consultation were echoed in the responses of a small number of respondents.
It is important that you bring the other partner in the Treaty along with you in decision making. You realise the goal
much quicker - instead of not knowing, you have had their input and knowledge. So you end up getting their support.
It’s actually a 'win-win’ for everybody.

A very small number of respondents were concerned about the requirements of the legislation vis-àvis what it meant for other stakeholder groups.
RMA - Crown requirement to consult with iwi. Now the Māori requirements trump the government requirements. As a
farmer - and Māori are farmers too - we are intently watching what is going to happen.

While most of the respondents who gave an accurate response spoke in broad terms, very few
respondents mentioned any of the key sections in the RMA and LGA that are relevant.
Section 6. of the RMA - for matters of national importance. Section 8. talks about, that in all decisions, consultation
with iwi must happen. Section 35., requires that we keep a record and maintain a record of names of iwi authorities.
The LGA covers the requirements to consult with Māori.

Although not asked to, none of the respondents took the opportunity to mention the new requirements
and opportunities available through the April 2017 amendments to the RMA, as laid out at the start of
this section, nor did they mention the requirements brought in through the range of Treaty Settlements
legislation passed over the last decade.

3.3.5

Post Treaty Settlement and Co-governance

Incorporating statutory acknowledgements into second generation RMA plans
Statutory acknowledgements are statements in Treaty of Waitangi settlements between
Crown and iwi that are intended to recognise the mana of tangata whenua groups in
relation to identified sites and areas.
Statutory acknowledgements are an acknowledgement by the Crown of the particular
cultural, spiritual, historic, and traditional association of an iwi with each statutory site
and area.
Text for statutory acknowledgements is included in the schedules to each relevant Claims
Settlement Act. The locations for statutory acknowledgement areas are shown on Survey
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Office (SO) plans. While these plans do not indicate the precise boundaries of the statutory
acknowledgement area, they do indicate the location as nearly as possible.
Statutory acknowledgements are only over Crown land and may apply to land, rivers,
lakes, wetlands, a landscape feature, or a particular part of the coastal marine area.
Where a statutory acknowledgement relates to a river, lake, wetland or coastal area, it
only applies to that part of the bed in Crown ownership or control.
There are also some settlement negotiations underway where a final settlement has not
been yet reached, but statutory acknowledgements are already in effect through
agreements in principle.
Schedule 11 to the RMA includes a list of Treaty settlements that include statutory
acknowledgements. qualityplanning.org.nz
Joint Management Agreements
The Resource Management Act provides for the development of joint management
agreements between a local authority and an iwi authority (or other group representing
hapū) that provide for the parties to jointly perform the local authority’s functions in
relation to a natural or physical resource in all or part of the region/district.
A local authority that wants to make a joint management agreement must satisfy itself that
each party to the joint management agreement represents the relevant community of
interest and has the technical or special capacity or expertise to perform or exercise the
function, power, or duty jointly with the local authority.
The Waikato River and Waipa River Settlement Acts require joint management agreements
to be entered into between iwi and the relevant councils. These provide for the local
planning, consenting, monitoring and enforcement functions under the Resource
Management Act.
www.environmentguide.org.nz
Collaboration with Iwi Post Treaty Settlement
From the perspective of many Māori, the RMA has not delivered on its promise of
enhanced participation in planning and consenting processes. As a result, many Treaty of
Waitangi settlements have included bespoke measures, designed to ensure that iwi and
hapū are more closely involved in decision making. These range from the establishment of
new joint committees and advisory boards through to extensive new planning documents
for resources of special significance to claimant groups.
These settlements call for a paradigm shift in natural resource management. Rather than
simply requiring consultation with iwi, many of the settlements will involve active and ongoing collaboration. Further, in some cases, local authorities will need to implement a
range of markedly different settlements, while ensuring overall fairness between iwi and
hapū in their region or district.
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Holm and Enright, Collaboration with iwi in the Post Treaty Settlement Era, DLA Phillips
Fox
Mana Whakahono a Rohe Mana Whakahono a Rohe provide a mechanism for councils
and iwi to reach an agreement on ways tangata whenua may participate in RMA decision
making and to assist local authorities to comply with their statutory duties under the
RMA Both councils and iwi authorities can initiate the process to form a Mana
Whakahono a Rohe.
A Mana Whakahono a Rohe must discuss:
- How iwi will participate in plan making processes
- How required consultation with iwi will be undertaken
- How council and iwi will work together to develop monitoring methodologies
- How council and iwi will give effect to the requirements of any relevant iwi participation
legislation (or agreements under such legislation)
- A process for managing conflicts of interest
- A process for resolving disputes
A Mana Whakahono a Rohe may also identify how council will consult or notify an iwi
authority on resource consents matters (where required), where an iwi authority may be
given limited notification as an affected party, how iwi authorities (if there are 2 or more)
will work collectively together to engage with council, any delegation of roles from an iwi
authority to a person or group, and any other arrangements relating to RMA processes.
Once a Mana Whakahono a Rohe has been finalised, councils must review their internal
policies and processes to ensure they are consistent with the Mana Whakahono a Rohe.
These arrangements provide examples of Treaty settlement outcomes that can provide a basis for cogovernance and co-management of key environmental resources.
There is little understanding amongst respondents of the likely implications of the Hauraki Collective
Settlement which is due to be settled soon. When asked about the changes ahead post Treaty
settlement, most respondents were unsure.
It feels like we are not sure what it is going to look like, it’s a bit unclear. Once it happens, then we will respond.

Only one or two respondents spoke to explicit post Settlement experiences.
Co-management looks like going forward. The Waikato River arrangement appeared to be overkill. In (name of
another Council) there were co-governance appointments for some of the reserves - but they were pretty minor.

3.3.6 Treaty and Cultural Awareness Training
While all of the Council members attended recent Hauraki District Council Treaty Training, only a
third of staff members and half of ELT members had participated in the 2017 training.
For staff respondents, about a third had undergone training in the last year or so. Another third had
received training at Hauraki District Council – but some time ago and up to 15 years ago. Another
third had received training prior to starting work at Hauraki District Council, but nothing since.
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For Executive Leadership Team members, three had received the recent training, three had been some
time ago, and one has not yet had any training.
One respondent noted how big an impact good training can have on the level of understanding and
knowledge people hold and the value of the training.
We had a day - a lady spent a few hours with all of us. She gave us some literature to take away with us and I have
been doing some of my own reading at home over the last few months. While I have grown up and lived with the Māori
population here all my life, I now realise I just didn’t know much about them.

Another respondent with similar views also noted how much training is required for it to be effective.
About three times - twice with Hauraki District Council. The first one really taught me how Māori think about things
differently, how totally different their values are and how they think about things totally differently.

Impact of the Benchmark Survey
One or two respondents noted their immediate response to the questions asked during the interview on
how they viewed their own understanding and knowledge.
I think one or two are particularly well informed, but most of us have a need to learn more about the likely changes. I
think it would be good if we can have more training and education - listening to your questions in this survey.
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4. ATTITUDES AND PERSPECTIVES
While the questions covered in Section 3. above focussed on the level of knowledge and
understanding amongst respondents, Section 4. focusses on the attitudes, perspectives and views of
respondents towards many of the same issues, including;
•
•
•
•

the Treaty of Waitangi;
local iwi history and development;
basic Māori concepts relevant to Council business and statutory responsibilities;
implications of legislation likely to emerge as part of the Treaty Settlement; and

This section also includes a wider, more in-depth analysis of attitudes and perspectives towards other
key aspects, including:
• consultation and relationship building;
• perceived challenges for iwi; and
• Māori and iwi representation.

4.1

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

It should be noted that the Part 1. quantitative questions in the survey are designed to provide a
benchmark of where staff, executive leadership team and council members are at in March 2018 as a
basis for measuring progress in coming years.
Perhaps the most significant quantitative trend is that there is a much higher level of support and
positive attitude towards the Treaty of Waitangi, requirements for consultation, and the likely
implications of the Hauraki Collective Settlement when compared to the level of knowledge and
understanding discussed above.
Staff
Table 7 - Staff Responses – Importance of Consultation, Treaty, Hauraki Collective Settlement
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
3
3
9

Strongly
agree
12
1
17
9

Strongly
disagree
14
15
16
17

1

1

1
4

1

3
5
4
3

Don’t
know
9
3

Table 7. above shows that staff generally have a very positive attitude and believe very strongly in:
legislative requirements for consultation with iwi and tangata whenua (Q.14); the importance of the
Treaty of Waitangi (Q.16); and the importance of the Hauraki Collective Settlement for the district
and Council (Q.17).
The only area where there was a significantly different response was the attitude of respondents to the
benefits of Hauraki District Council consultation with iwi/tangata whenua (Q.15), with almost half or
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respondents saying they didn’t know and the other half of respondents spread across the full range of
responses.
Executive Leadership Team
Table 8 - ELT Responses – Importance of Consultation, Treaty, Hauraki Collective Settlement
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree
14
15
16
17

1
1
1

2
3
3
1

7
Strongly Don’t
know
agree
4
2
1
3
5

1

Similarly, members of the Executive Leadership Team also had very strong, positive attitudes to all of
these questions.
Council Members
Table 9 - Councillors – Importance of Consultation, Treaty, Hauraki Collective Settlement
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree
14
15
16
17

1
1

1
2
1

3
1

6
2
1
5

7
Strongly Don’t
know
agree
6
4
1
10
6

1

Members of Council also had very strongly positive responses to this cluster of questions- especially
towards the importance of the Treaty of Waitangi for New Zealand.
Similar to the staff responses, there was a wider range of responses to the question asking the benefits
of Hauraki District Council consultation with iwi/tangata whenua (Q.15).

4.2

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

The qualitative responses provide a more detailed, deeper picture of the views, attitudes, and
perspectives of respondents.

4.2.1 Attitudes towards the Treaty of Waitangi
As reported above, the level of understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi was somewhat low when
considering the significant implications of Section 8. of the RMA on the work of councils – including
Hauraki District Council.
Some of the responses to the question also suggested a somewhat negative or deflective attitude to the
purpose and importance of the Treaty of Waitangi and its principles today.
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Key elements were that it created to unify the nation under the laws of the land - British justice. It was at a time when
there were rebellious Maori who needed to be controlled. There were various versions - I follow the Littlewood version
which I can understand. Iwi have existing rights that are being protected. I believe they have picked it up and taken it
further than that.

Conversely, there were those respondents who had a perspective that reflects the widely held views of
iwi and Māori as to the original intent and subsequent history associated with the Treaty of Waitangi.
The Treaty interpretations are different - there is what Māori signed up to and then what government now agree to.
Basically, it’s the right to occupy and live as one, and respecting their culture. There was no way they were expecting
the land to come to us outright. They weren’t giving us the land - they were giving co-governorship. It was designed to
stop any wars and give settlers the right to live here - not to overtake their rights and culture.

The attitude to the Treaty of Waitangi and its principles are mixed with the strongest representations
confirming the partnership principle of the Treaty.

4.2.2

Attitudes to Consultation and Relationships

There were lengthy responses to the questions regarding consultation and some strong attitudes and
perspectives were shared. Most respondents had the view that consultation with iwi and Māori was
very important.
For me, it’s vital. Its local knowledge and history they hold, if you lose that you lose a lot. It’s vital, partly for the
relationship, but also because the history and knowledge they bring is important to our work. Its history and
knowledge we want to be receiving - as staff and as a council. I find that history here in New Zealand is short - and if
we lose that we will never get it back. We need to set goals together and there are benefits to consultation if we do it
the right way.

A number of respondents had concerns about the approach to consultation used to date by Hauraki
District Council.
I feel very strongly that this is something this Council does very poorly - not just with Maori. I believe they use fairly
old, outdated processes. So we tend to get old, grey involvement and - as a result - old style decision making. Whereas
we need cross generational involvement and approaches. At the moment it is very parochial, and very male. My
biggest fear is that they will settle back into the same old process where we direct and control how it happens. We
should sit down with the Māori Collective and ask them how they would like to see consultation happen - we should
ask them.

When respondents were asked what form consultation should take, a wide range of views emerged
towards the perceived importance of consultation and best practice. Responses about how consultation
should take place elicited some of the most substantive perspectives from respondents.
There is no substitute for face-to-face contact. When it comes down to it, you have to sit down with people. It’s about
having respect, listening, hearing them. I think a lot of people in Council are early in learning about these things. It’s
about making better decisions with better information. Once you sit down and talk to people, hearing their ideas, often
decisions can be changed for the better.

For many, effective consultation with iwi and Maori was seen as the most significant challenge facing
the Council.
I think we’ve learnt that the traditional Council models of consultation aren’t relevant anymore and aren’t effective.
Just sending them a letter, then expecting them to attend a meeting at Council, that doesn’t tend to work. It’s far more
effective to go out to iwi and hapū, to go to their spaces, where they feel comfortable to give their views openly. And it
needs to happen at the same level - the Mayor and Councillors should meet with governance members of the iwi, not
staff. Marae based hui are more effective - also attending hui like kapa haka days where you can get your feedback
about their views. Go to them, where they are comfortable.
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The inability to effectively engage with iwi was also seen as the most significant challenge for
Council.
The big challenge is stuff happening late - they expect iwi to respond like 'now' - if it’s not done well like this, the
outcome is not good. And Māori have to resource themselves to take part. I keep saying to HDC to give them more
time, to communicate early, but it doesn’t always happen.

4.2.3 Relationship building
The importance of relationships and relationship building is discussed above as a cornerstone to
effective, ongoing consultation. There is a high level of commitment from all parts of the Council to
do more in order to build effective relationships with iwi and Māori.
Staff
Respondents were also asked what role they had as either staff, members of the Executive Leadership
Team, or as the Mayor and councillors in building relationships with iwi and Māori. There was a
widely held view that staff, ELT, Mayor and councillors all have a role to play in building
relationships with iwi and Maori.
Effective ways for developing relationships were raised by a number of respondents, with a clear
perspective that the current approach isn’t effective and needs to change.
I start by trying not to say 'No'. I say instead, 'Look, we can’t do that but here are some other options we could look at
towards achieving the same kinds of things'. Some staff just say ‘No, the rules say you can’t do that’, rather than
thinking about what other options could be considered towards achieving a result. We need to remember that they will
be coming back to us on numerous occasions on different issues and projects so we need to look it as more a
relationship than a one-off contact.

The need for more education and training by staff, ELT and Council in tikanga Māori, protocols, and
te reo Māori were all seen as important in order to ensure effective engagement and consultation.
Some in Council have an understanding view towards this kind of communication, others don’t. Everyone - we all need
to be on the same page. It takes a long time to build a good relationship, but it can all be undone very quickly by one
person. If you get a breach of trust, it is very difficult to get it back. And just one staff member can do that.

A few respondents saw the responsibilities on both sides of the relationship.
We should be getting on – it’s up to both sides. Shared partnership where iwi are a principal on both sides towards
that environmental sustainability.

A small number saw the role as no different to the building of relationships with other parts of the
community.
It depends on the role of the individual staff member – that’s how it is. Staff should be balanced, and treat Māori like
any other stakeholder.

One respondent raised the issue of having sufficient resources available to conduct consultation in a
more effective manner.
Personally, I would feel a like I’m doing a better job of consultation but that requires having the time and resources
and clear direction to do the work well.

ELT
Most ELT respondents saw their role in relationship building as important.
The role of ELT should be large - we have to be seen to be leading by example. We should be looking for opportunities
to lead any meetings that we have together.
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Two ELT members had a slightly different take, noting the important role of ELT Mayor and
councillors working together.
I think that the relationship with iwi should be with council members primarily, with staff in support.

Council
The majority of council members saw they had an important role in relationship building.
We have a huge role - to build partnerships up and encouraging participation in the community. Through project
partnerships, to build them up, to encourage people to get involved.

Council member responses also raised a wide range of issues and challenges Council needs to
consider as they work to build effective relationships.
Making ourselves available by going to them to meet. At the moment, we are sitting back and waiting for them to come
to us. I don’t see any real consultation until we get further down the track in a project and then Māori get upset.

4.2.4 Training in Consultation and Engagement
A number of respondents returned again to the need for more Treaty and Cultural Awareness
workshops for all parts of Council so that they could be better prepared to engage effectively and
develop strong working relationships.
It’s absolutely critical. First thing is we need to train our elected members more - in lots of things - but Treaty of
Waitangi training is critical. If elected members don’t take a lead role in this with Māoridom, we will always
struggle.

4.2.5 Talking to the Right Representatives
Several respondents raised the challenge - as mentioned elsewhere in the report – of making sure they
were talking to the right person.
We should have equivalent people in iwi and hapū we are sure are the right people to be developing relationships with.
It’s not the case here at HDC yet. We need 'active' relationships - with MOUs, working protocols, where we fund
technical work provided by iwi.

4.2.6

Perceived challenges for Iwi

Respondents were asked what they thought were the main challenges for iwi in working with Council.
Lack of Trust
A number of respondents were of the view that previous experiences on both sides of the table had led
to a perceived lack of trust.
I feel they have a lack of trust - I can understand that. But the only way it will get better is to have a go at it. Hauraki is
reluctant to get around the table. We are trying to communicate - maybe we aren’t doing it right, but they have to be a
bit more flexible.

Engagement, Relationships and Partnership
A number of respondents saw the challenge/opportunity is for the ongoing development of improved
consultation, relationship building and partnership.
For both sides, the challenge is to build platforms on which we can form partnerships and better communication.
Māori people want to be a part of the process - from the start with planning - not just consultation - so we need to
build partnerships. Both projects and other ongoing work.
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There was a view expressed that a much stronger relationship could be built if both sides engage with
an open mind and the intent to improve relationships.
We need to develop an understanding from both sides. There is a perception that Council does what they like, but
Councils are tied to very regulatory processes that bind us. That process of education of both sides is very important.
They need to understand the constraints on us and our processes. We need to understand their views and their
perspective and knowledge. Where we have effective communication, this can happen.

Resources to engage
A number of respondents noted the resource constraints within iwi that limited their ability to engage.
Resourcing this work is always an issue - if you expect people to participate in consultation, they still need to be able
to eat. They need to be resourced in some way.

The need for both sides to upskill in order to better understand the limitations and expectations each
side had for the other was seen by one respondent as an important principle to follow.
There is still some education within Hauraki District Council required, in order to have a better understanding of the
Treaty of Waitangi and why things are the way they are. I’m still learning a hang of a lot. We need to take a leap of
faith and learn why they are the way they are, AND I still think we don’t understand each other's business enough. Iwi
need training as well. We think we know but there is still a lot we don’t know. Resourcing is the big one. Commitment
is the next one.

A number of respondents suggested a major constraint for iwi and Māori is their capacity – time,
resources, and expertise – to effectively engage in Council processes.
It’s an understanding of the processes, the rationale. We are all guided by principles and guidelines - both sides.
Council processes are often seen as slow but there is a reason for that time. Both sides have similar guidelines - no one
person can stand up and talk on behalf of the whole. We need to understand each other’s guidelines and principles. We
have got to work together – that’s the bottom line if we are going to make this all work.

4.2.7

Attitudes to Maori and Iwi Representation

Since the establishment of three Māori wards at the Bay of Plenty Regional Council in 2004, there
have been few examples of other councils following suit. A lot more has happened in the
development of solutions to Māori representation in local government – the most significant of
which has been through the use of Treaty settlements as a way to achieve the representation not
provided for by the democratic process.
Māori wards may be established for cities and districts and Māori constituencies may be
established for regions. Similar to the Māori Parliamentary seats, these Māori wards and
constituencies establish areas where only those on the Māori Parliamentary electoral roll vote for
the representatives. They sit alongside the general wards and constituencies which also cover the
whole city, district or region. Those voting in Māori wards and constituencies receive only the
same number of votes as anyone else.
Māori wards and constituencies may be established through one of the following processes –
- A council may resolve to establish Māori wards or constituencies. If so, a poll on the issue must
be held if 5 percent of the electors of the city, district or region request it.
- A council may decide to hold a poll on whether or not there should be Māori wards or
constituencies.
- A poll on whether there should be Māori wards or constituencies must be held if requested by a
petition signed by 5 percent of the electors of the city, district or region.
The result of these polls are binding on the council for at least two elections.
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With many of the iwi in the district having representation and involvement on the Māori Statutory
Board in Auckland City, it should be expected that the Hauraki Collective Settlement will be
exploring all avenues to ensure improved representation, involvement in decision making and a more
active role in the business of Hauraki District Council.
A number of respondents came back to the more difficult issue of representation and involvement in
decision making as a fundamental challenge for improved relationships with iwi.
Representation is the big issue - especially without a seat at the table in HDC. Co-governance, how is it going to be
organised?

Just one respondent had the foresight to speak directly to the need for Council to be prepared for the
likely expectation from local iwi about the need for better representation.
There is stuff happening nationally - there are four councils now with Māori wards, others are being lost to the
political process. Our Council will need to do something. If they can’t get electoral wards, they will find another way
with appointments and forums.

The Mayor and councillors were also asked if iwi should have voting rights. Most thought they should
and the problem – as they see it - is that they have not been successful getting through the voting
system in place. Despite the fact that a distinct constituency with distinct and unique interests and
perspectives comprising 20% of the Hauraki District population has no representation on Council, the
predominant view is that the democratic process – one person, one vote – is appropriate for Māori
representation.
The hardest thing for them is to get representation of more than one iwi onto Council. Representation of iwi is very
light. And the work is done by volunteers who often don’t have the skills required to engage effectively - so resourcing
is key. This will improve with the resources provided by the Settlement.

Another group, while acknowledging that Māori are poorly represented, did not believe Māori should
have a voting right apart from that already afforded them by the democratic process.
Unfortunately, they are poorly represented. I would dearly love to see a separate Māori Committee or seats - but that’s
not democracy. I don’t believe they should have that. The Treaty of Waitangi is for everyone, not any particular group.

Only two Councillors mentioned the idea of a Māori Ward, with differing perspectives.
I don’t know if there should be a number. It’s open to anyone who wants to put their hand up. I’m not in favour of a
Māori Ward. Possibly down the track.
Well, I’m surprised that there is not, in my personal opinion. There should be one elected member to represent all iwi
and Māori. It’s only fair and reasonable when there are so many Māori in the community.
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5. READINESS FOR POST TREATY SETTLEMENT
The Hauraki Collective Settlement is under negotiation and is likely to be completed within the next
two years. Hauraki District Council has commissioned this Benchmark Survey in order to establish
the readiness of HDC for the post Treaty Settlement era ahead.
A series of questions were asked of respondents regarding the readiness of Hauraki District Council
and the associated challenges ahead.

5.1

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

It should be noted that the Part 1. quantitative questions in the survey are designed to provide a
benchmark of where staff, executive leadership team and council members are at in March 2018 as a
basis for measuring progress in coming years.
Perhaps the most significant quantitative trend is that there is a strong, positive view across all three
respondent groups about the positive relationship Hauraki District Council has with local iwi/tangata
whenua.
Staff
Questions were asked of respondents about their experience with consultation, engagement,
relationships and involvement of iwi/tangata whenua. Because the questions relied on the experiences
of these roles, a large proportion of staff respondents replied with a Don’t Know, as they were not
involved with those roles and processes within Council.
Table 10 - Staff Responses – Effectiveness of Engagement Processes, Relationships
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree
18
19
20
21
22
23

1

7
Strongly
agree

1

1

4
4

1
3
1
3

5
5
6
6
7
7

5
12
8
4
4
6

2
4
3

6

Don’t
know
10
3
6
6
7
2

Apart from those responses, a majority of staff had positive views about the effectiveness of Hauraki
District Council consultation with iwi/tangata whenua (Q.18), the relationships between Council and
iwi/tangata whenua (Q.19), the effectiveness of engagement (Q.20), and the acknowledgement of iwi
views in Council work (Q.23).
Staff respondents were less positive about the effectiveness of iwi involvement in resource consent
processes (Q.21) and iwi involvement in Council planning and reporting processes (Q.22).
Executive Leadership Team
The pattern of ELT member responses to this cluster of questions followed a similar pattern to staff
responses, with a more positive view about the effectiveness of Hauraki District Council consultation
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with iwi/tangata whenua (Q.18), the relationships between Council and iwi/tangata whenua (Q.19),
the effectiveness of engagement (Q.20), and the acknowledgement of iwi views in Council work
(Q.23) and a less positive view about the effectiveness of iwi involvement in resource consent
processes (Q.21) and iwi involvement in Council planning and reporting processes (Q.22).
Table 11 - ELT Responses – Effectiveness of Engagement Processes, Relationships
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Don’t
know
agree

Strongly
disagree
18
19
20
21
22
23

1

7

1

1

1
1
2
1

2
1

1
1
1
3
2
1

3
2
2
1
2

1
4
2

1

2

1
1

ELT members were also asked three extra questions relating to whether or not Hauraki District
Council Strategic and Business Objectives include tangata whenua interests and address the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi (Q.24), how effectively Council monitors and reports the impact of its work
on iwi/tangata whenua (Q.25), and how well equipped Hauraki District Council is to effectively
engage iwi/tangata whenua post Treaty settlement (Q.26).
Table 12 - ELT Responses – Effectiveness of Objectives, Monitoring, Preparedness
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Don’t
know
agree

Strongly
disagree
24
25
26

7

1
2
1

1
3
1

2
1
3

1
1
2

1

1

Views were spread relatively widely although responses to Question 25 were slightly more heavily
weighted towards a more negative viewpoint.
Council members
Overall, Council members speaking from their experiences, were less positive about the effectiveness
of Council consultation, engagement, involvement in key processes, and reporting.
As with the other two response groups, the most positive responses were respondent views about how
positive the Hauraki District Council relationship with local iwi/tangata whenua (Q.19).
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Council members were most negative about Hauraki District Council effectiveness in involving
iwi/tangata whenua in Council planning and reporting (Q.21), iwi/tangata whenua involvement in
Council resource consent processes (Q.22), and the extent to which iwi/tangata whenua views are
acknowledged in the work of HDC.
Table 13 - Councillors – Effectiveness of Engagement Processes, Relationships
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
disagree
18
19
20
21
22
23

5.2
5.2.1

7
Strongly
agree

3
2
2
1
1

4
1
3
8
6
6

4
1
3
2
3
2

2
6
1
1
1

5
4
1
1
2

Don’t
know

1

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
General Attitude and Intent

There were wide ranging views across respondents about the general attitude and intent across
Council as an organisation. At one end of the spectrum, there was a belief that Hauraki District
Council have a positive general attitude and intention that bodes well for the changes – albeit largely
unknown – ahead of them.
They seem to be quite keen - there is a good attitude. There is an air of inevitability, they just want to get on with it. In
other places, there is unease. But I think it will be embraced. I get the feeling that we will be pretty quick out of the
blocks.

Conversely, there was a smaller group of respondents who still see changes in attitudes needed at
Hauraki District Council in order to be more effective going forward.
Most people don’t see the benefit - for them, it’s a box to be ticked. For me, it’s that people don’t understand what is
required to be effective.

5.2.2

Level of Readiness

Respondents were asked about the level of readiness of Hauraki District Council for the post Treaty
Settlement changes ahead. There was a general confidence that the Council is ready to take on
whatever comes.
I don’t know. But from what I’ve seen in my time at HDC, they are willing and prepared to work with iwi. It is a more
compassionate place than other councils I have worked at.

Other respondents noted that there is a lot more work to do before Council will be ready.
Some parts of Council are ahead of other parts. There is a lot more work to do.

One respondent noted the challenges of organisational culture – including layers across the Council that adds more weight to the need for education and training to help shift the culture.
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I think there are one or two in the organisation who are very well aware of the layer upon layer of depth of
understanding required. There are a large number who require a lot more help to develop that depth of understanding.

One respondent noted the impact of community thinking on what might happen in Council.
There is a perception of non-Māori around the community, in some cases, that this a free grab of resources. But this is
an opportunity to work with iwi - involve them in the process with some resourcing. We need some positive thinking for their people and ours. There is potentially more opportunity than risk. There is some fear that the land is going
back to iwi.

5.2.3

Education and Training

A majority of respondents again highlighted the need for more training in key areas in order to
improve the chance of real progress post Treaty settlement and in order to maximise the opportunities
ahead.
For most staff, they won’t have much of an idea of what it might mean. Based on your questions, you very quickly
understand that training isn’t current - we need to get current so we need more training.

A number of respondents suggested there should in fact be an ongoing programme of training in this
area.
Honestly, I think there is a lack of knowledge. It shouldn’t just be a one-off course, it should always be a part of our
work - ongoing. It’s been pushed to the back - but I think ignorance is not good - and I take that on board for myself.

5.2.4

Liaison, Consultation, Engagement, Partnerships and Representation

Consultation, engagement, partnership and representation are all steps along a continuum of iwi and
Māori involvement in the business of Council. It is likely that expectations from the Hauraki Iwi
Collective will be lifted across this continuum to new levels as part of the Treaty settlement.
The most prevalent key challenge identified by respondents for Hauraki District Council was the need
to find a new and better way to achieve effective consultation and engagement.
I think a change of mindset (is needed) - they are a partner, not just another party to be consulted with. It is not a tickbox exercise. People should be able to speak rudimentary Māori - say a mihi. Staff should also know basic protocols of
how to engage with Māori.

In response to the question of Hauraki District Council readiness for the post Treaty settlement era
ahead, most respondents highlighted the need for improved, liaison, consultation and engagement.
We need to be more engaging, finding ways we can represent their needs. We need to engage more. We need to find
out directly from them how we should engage. There are 10 groups, and it is difficult - but I understand there is the
Hauraki Collective now. I think a good number of councillors are sympathetic and want to move this way.

A smaller number of respondents talked about the need to look at the relationship with iwi post Treaty
settlement more as a partnership.
For both sides, the challenge is to build platforms on which we can form partnerships and better communication.
Māori people want to be a part of the process - from the start with planning - not just consultation - so we need to
build partnerships. Both projects and other ongoing work.

Representation for iwi and Māori in decision making is perhaps the ‘elephant in the room’ few wanted
to talk about, with just one or two respondents raising what will no doubt be an issue that is raised by
iwi post Treaty settlement. 
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Iwi representation on Council is something Council will have to address. There is stuff happening nationally - there
are four councils now with Māori wards, others are being lost to the political process. Our Council will need to do
something. If they can’t get electoral wards, they will find another way with appointments and forums.

Just a few respondents suggested there needed to be a long term strategic approach to iwi and Māori
involvement and engagement.
We are reacting to the situation at the time a process is in place - as things come in - like the cycleway. Its missing the
overall long term strategy, a direction overall. Once things have settled after the settlement, we need to look at how we
will approach it.

5.2.5

Uncertainty about Treaty Settlement Implications

When asked about the readiness of Hauraki District Council for the post Treaty settlement changes
ahead, the vast majority of respondents had no idea what was likely to emerge from the Treaty
settlement but were comfortable that HDC would respond once it is clear.
There is a bit of a fear of the unknown. Until we all sit around the table and are talking we won’t really know where to
start. The way we have rolled for the last 20 years won’t do for the next 20 years. So we need to change the way we do
things for a better result.

A small number of respondents didn’t even know the Treaty settlement was underway.
I didn’t know that the Hauraki Settlement was underway.

A small number of respondents had already turned their mind to the practical implications of the
impending Treaty Settlement.
Resourcing will be one challenge. We have to lift our game in terms of what works when working with iwi - principally
with the language, and cultural understanding. Iwi representation on Council is something Council will have to
address. There is stuff happening nationally - there are four councils now with Māori wards, others are being lost to
the political process. Our Council will need to do something. If they can’t get electoral wards, they will find another
way with appointments and forums. There are other issues - national level policies - Water Quality, effects on water
quality. The whole environmental gamut of issues around rivers and the condition of the waterways. These are the
major ones and some councillors are getting more comfortable working through these - some have expressed a
willingness to look at changes.

There were just a few respondents who didn’t perceive any challenges or issues ahead.

5.2.6

Resourcing, Processes and Protocols

A number of respondents raised the issue of ensuring that sufficient resources were being allocated to
the new requirements on the Council post treaty settlement.
Having the resources available to do a good job. So that it’s not just lip service. We have to have the capacity to
respond.

A number of respondents suggested a need for the development of consultation and engagement
processes and protocols for Council so that everybody was clear about the approach and their role.
We still have a way to go in terms of developing good processes and protocols towards better decision making.

5.2.7

New Iwi Liaison Position and Māori Staff Numbers

A number of respondents referred to the impending establishment of the Iwi Liaison Officer role at
Hauraki District Council, with a significant emphasis on the role as having a big impact on the overall
capacity of the Council to respond and its level of readiness.
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We have established a new role - a formal Iwi Liaison person. In terms of understanding the final structure, we are as
prepared as we can be - there has been some Treaty of Waitangi training done. It’s just a case of waiting now.

Respondents were also asked to confirm whether or not they had iwi connections. The number of
respondents who identify as Māori is very small. Just one of the respondents mentioned this as an
issue.
Maori are under-represented on staff. An Iwi Liaison position is being established. There is an older group of staff
within Council that hold onto historical stereotypes - that’s the position with some staff.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The writer commends the Hauraki District Council for having the courage and foresight to
commission this benchmark survey. In a previous role as researcher (Planning Under a Cooperative
Mandate – PUCM) overseeing the implementation of the Resource Management Act 1991 over a nine
year period – there were few examples evident of councils taking the initiative to be better prepared
for the various phases of life under the RMA and LGA in relation to the requirements to work with
iwi and Māori.
Iwi settlements have been tracking since the first one in 1995, but have gained greater significance for
the work of councils since then
The prevalent view from participants in the survey was that:
 there was a real willingness on the part of Hauraki District Council to take on the new
challenges likely from the Hauraki Collective Settlement;
 there was a low level of understanding of what the Hauraki Collective Settlement might mean
for Hauraki District Council;
 dedicated resourcing within Council was required in order to be better prepared; and
 there was a need for a lot more training and professional development for staff, management
and governance in order to be better prepared.
A majority of respondents raised the need for more education and training in this area. Knowledge and
understanding about the Treaty of Waitangi and its principles was overall low.
There is a high level of expectation on the new Iwi Liaison position being established. Such a level of
expectation has the potential to overload the person in the new role while also reducing the wider
focus on building whole of organisation capability and capacity.
There is a widely held view that resourcing to the important role of consultation and relationship
building with iwi has been insufficient in the past and will be an important factor in the degree of
success HDC has in this space post Treaty settlement.
Hauraki District Council has very few Māori on staff.
Recommendations
• That regular and ongoing training be conducted for each of the three groups interviewed – staff,
executive leadership team, and the Mayor and councillors.
• That the training should involve time on the marae and cover key areas including:
o Treaty of Waitangi and its principles – history and contemporary implications;
o Māori and Hauraki history and the implications for today;
o key tikanga and Māori perspectives associated with environmental management and the
legislation;
o requirements of the RMA and LGA regarding local government responsibilities for the
interests of iwi and Māori;
o outcomes of co-governance arrangements and best practice; examples of consultation,
engagement, involvement, and representation best practice under the RMA and LGA; and
o Treaty Settlements and their implications for Council work and social and economic
development.
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• That Council meet with each of the iwi in the district to discuss the findings of the Benchmark
Survey and discuss and negotiate issues including:
o iwi expectations;
o iwi priorities post settlement;
o preferred consultation and engagement processes;
o likely outcomes from the Hauraki Collective Settlement;
o options for iwi and Maori representation in Hauraki District Council; and
o potential protocols for consultation, engagement and involvement in decision making
processes.
• That Council plan and monitor closely the resourcing and focus to the key responsibility of
consultation and partnership with iwi in the near future.
• That Council develop clear Hauraki District Council protocols and policies covering:
o consultation and engagement processes with iwi and Māori;
o clear policies towards improved representation and involvement by iwi and Māori in decision
making processes; and
o training and professional development expectations for staff regarding their capability and
capacity to effectively address legislative requirements to meet the unique and special
interests of iwi and Māori.
• That Council develop a clear position about how iwi and Māori are to be represented in Council
decision making processes.
• That Council develop a clear position about the implications, challenges, and opportunities likely
to emerge from the Hauraki Collective Settlement.
• That Council review the need for a better representation of Māori on staff and develop protocols
to lift the number of Māori staff members.
• That a follow up survey be conducted in two years time to determine progress made and further
areas for improvement.
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APPENDIX
SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS – GIVEN OVER THE PHONE
The survey is in two parts.
In the first part, I am going to read some statements and then ask you to rate your level of agreement
with the statement. The rating goes from 1. – strongly agree, to 7. – strongly disagree.
In the second part, I am going to ask you some open ended questions. Please feel free to respond
openly and take as much time as you like. I will be taking notes from what you say.
The data from the first part will be collated into aggregate form – i.e. there will only be group data
presented.
Oceania Group will use the data from the second part to help confirm the findings from the answers in
the first part as well as identify any specific issues or ideas that may emerge. A small number of
quotes from the open ended interviews may be used to capture generic trends and ideas raised but will
be reported anonymously.
The Final Report is a confidential, internal document. It will only be used by Hauraki District Council
as a benchmark for organisational, staff and governance development.
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Part 1. – Quantitative Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You have a good understanding of tribal structures, marae, whānau, iwi, hapū.
You have a good understanding of Māori history of the HDC region.
You have a good understanding of the Māori world view and key concepts.
You have a good understanding of Māori/tangata whenua decision making processes.
You have a good understanding of marae protocols and tikanga.
You have a good understanding of te reo Māori.

7. You have a good understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi and its principles.
8. You have a good understanding of the Waitangi Tribunal and its processes.
9. You have a good understanding of the Office of Treaty Settlements and its processes.
10.You have a good understanding of Treaty Settlements and the implications for governance by
TLAs.
11.You have a good understanding of HDC legislative requirements and responsibilities under the
RMA and LGA regarding iwi/tangata whenua.
12.You have a good understanding of co-governance between TLAs and iwi/tangata whenua.
13.You are strongly commited to iwi/tangata whenua interests in the work of HDC.
14.The legal requirements for consultation with Iwi/tangata whenua by TLAs is important.
15.HDC consultation with iwi/tangata whenua is beneficial.
16.The Treaty of Waitangi is an important document for New Zealand.
17.The upcoming Hauraki Collective Settlement will be important to HDC and the development of
the district.
18.HDC consultation with iwi/tangata whenua is effective.
19.HDC has a positive relationship with local iwi/tangata whenua.
20.HDC effectively engages with iwi/tangata whenua.
21.Iwi are effectively involved in HDC planning and reporting processes.
22.Iwi are effectively involved in HDC resource consent processes.
23.The views of iwi/tangata whenua are acknowledged in the work of HDC.
24.HDC Strategic and Business Objectives include tangata whenua interests and address Treaty
of Waitangi principles.
25.Iwi/tangata whenua are involved in HDC planning.
26.HDC effectively monitors and reports the impact of its work on iwi/tangata whenua.
27.HDC is well equipped to engage effectively with iwi/tangata whenua post Treaty Settlement.

Part 2. – Qualitative Questions
1. What is your understanding of the concept of Mana? Kaitiakitanga? Tangata Whenua? Mana
Whenua?
2. What are the key elements of the Treaty of Waitangi?
3. What percentage of the HDC population is Māori?
4. Name the iwi in the HDC district?
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5. What are the key elements of the RMA and LGA that relate to iwi/tangata whenua
involvement? Are these reflected in HDC engagement with iwi/tangata whenua?
6. What are the benefits of consultation with iwi? What form should consultation take? Why?
7. Do you have any tribal or whānau connections/affiliations? If so, how so?
8. Have you been involved with Treaty of Waitangi or cultural awareness training? Explain.
9. Have you participated in a hui on a Marae as a staff member or elected representative?
Explain.
STAFF AND ELT ONLY
10.Have you been involved in projects/processes that featured consultation or engagement with
Iwi? Was it worthwhile? Why, why not?
11.What do you see are the benefits (if any) of consultation with Iwi/tangata whenua? How, why?
12.What form should consultation take? (how do you undertake consultation?)
13.What do you think the role of staff/ELT/Council is in relationship building with Iwi?
14.What are the key issues/problems/interests for iwi in regard to local government?
15.What are the likely key issues/problems/interests for local government in the post treaty
settlement era?
ELT ONLY
16.What resources and knowledge can Iwi assist local government with?
17.What resources and knowledge can local government assist iwi with?
ELECTED MEMBERS ONLY
9. What are the key issues/problems/interests for iwi in regard to local government?
10.What are the likely key issues/problems/interests for local government in the post treaty
settlement era?
11.What representation do you believe Iwi/Maori should have on Council e.g. Council, Council
Committees, advisory panels?
12.Do you believe Iwi/Maori should have voting rights?
13.What do you think the role of elected members is in relationship building with Iwi?
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Appendix C – Summary of local government legislation applicable to
iwi and Maori
Local Government Act, 2002
4 Treaty of Waitangi
In order to recognise and respect the Crown’s responsibility to take appropriate account of the principles of
the Treaty of Waitangi and to maintain and improve opportunities for Māori to contribute to local government
decision-making processes, Parts 2 and 6 provide principles and requirements for local authorities that are
intended to facilitate participation by Māori in local authority decision-making processes.
77 Requirements in relation to decisions
(1) A local authority must, in the course of the decision-making process, (a) seek to identify all reasonably practicable options for the achievement of the objective of a
decision; and
(b) assess the options in terms of their advantages and disadvantages; and
(c) if any of the options identified under paragraph (a) involves a significant decision in relation to
land or a body of water, take into account the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions
with their ancestral land, water, sites, waahi tapu, valued flora and fauna, and other taonga.
81 Contributions to decision-making processes by Māori
A local authority must—
(a) establish and maintain processes to provide opportunities for Māori to contribute to the decisionmaking processes of the local authority; and
(b) consider ways in which it may foster the development of Māori capacity to contribute to the
decision-making processes of the local authority; and
(c) provide relevant information to Māori for the purposes of paragraphs (a) and (b).
Resource Management Act, 1991
6 Matters of national importance
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to
managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall recognise and
provide for the following matters of national importance:
(a) the preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment (including the coastal marine
area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and the protection of them from
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development:
(b) the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate subdivision,
use, and development:
(c) the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna:
(d) the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the coastal marine area, lakes,
and rivers:
(e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites,
waahi tapu, and other taonga:
(f) the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development:
(g) the protection of protected customary rights:
(h) the management of significant risks from natural hazards.
7 Other matters
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to
managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall have particular
regard to—
(a) kaitiakitanga:
(aa) the ethic of stewardship:
(b) the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources:
(ba) the efficiency of the end use of energy:
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(c) the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values:
(d) intrinsic values of ecosystems:
(e) [Repealed]
(f) maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment:
(g) any finite characteristics of natural and physical resources:
(h) the protection of the habitat of trout and salmon:
(i) the effects of climate change:
(j) the benefits to be derived from the use and development of renewable energy.
8 Treaty of Waitangi
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to
managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall take into account
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi).
58L Definitions (For Mana Whakahono a Rohe provisions)
area of interest means the area that the iwi and hapū represented by an iwi authority identify as their
traditional rohe
initiating iwi authority has the meaning given in section 58O(1)
iwi participation legislation means legislation (other than this Act), including any legislation listed in
Schedule 3 of the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975, that provides a role for iwi or hapū in processes under this
Act
Mana Whakahono a Rohe means an iwi participation arrangement entered into under this subpart
participating authorities has the meaning given in section 58O(5)
participating iwi authorities means the iwi authorities that—
(a) have agreed to participate in a Mana Whakahono a Rohe; and
(b)have agreed the order in which negotiations are to be conducted
relevant iwi authority means an iwi authority whose area of interest overlaps with, or is adjacent to, the
area of interest of an initiating iwi authority
relevant local authority means a district or regional council whose area of interest overlaps with, or is
adjacent to, the area of interest represented by the initiating iwi authority.
58M Purpose of Mana Whakahono a Rohe
The purpose of a Mana Whakahono a Rohe is—
(a) to provide a mechanism for iwi authorities and local authorities to discuss, agree, and record
ways in which tangata whenua may, through their iwi authorities, participate in resource
management and decision-making processes under this Act; and
(b) to assist local authorities to comply with their statutory duties under this Act, including through the
implementation of sections 6(e), 7(a), and 8.
58N Guiding principles
In initiating, developing, and implementing a Mana Whakahono a Rohe, the participating authorities must
use their best endeavours—
(a) to achieve the purpose of the Mana Whakahono a Rohe in an enduring manner:
(b) to enhance the opportunities for collaboration amongst the participating authorities, including by
promoting—
(i) the use of integrated processes:
(ii) co-ordination of the resources required to undertake the obligations and responsibilities
of the parties to the Mana Whakahono a Rohe:
(c) in determining whether to proceed to negotiate a joint or multi-party Mana Whakahono a Rohe, to
achieve the most effective and efficient means of meeting the statutory obligations of the
participating authorities:
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(d) to work together in good faith and in a spirit of co-operation:
(e) to communicate with each other in an open, transparent, and honest manner:
(f) to recognise and acknowledge the benefit of working together by sharing their respective vision
and expertise:
(g) to commit to meeting statutory time frames and minimise delays and costs associated with the
statutory processes:
(h) to recognise that a Mana Whakahono a Rohe under this subpart does not limit the requirements
of any relevant iwi participation legislation or the agreements associated with that legislation.
58O Initiation of Mana Whakahono a Rohe
Invitation from 1 or more iwi authorities
(1) At any time other than in the period that is 90 days before the date of a triennial election under the Local
Electoral Act 2001, 1 or more iwi authorities representing tangata whenua (the initiating iwi authorities) may
invite 1 or more relevant local authorities in writing to enter into a Mana Whakahono a Rohe with the 1 or
more iwi authorities.
Obligations of local authorities that receive invitation
(2) As soon as is reasonably practicable after receiving an invitation under subsection (1), the local
authorities—
(a) may advise any relevant iwi authorities and relevant local authorities that the invitation has been
received; and
(b) must convene a hui or meeting of the initiating iwi authority and any iwi authority or local authority
identified under paragraph (a) (the parties) that wishes to participate to discuss how they will work
together to develop a Mana Whakahono a Rohe under this subpart.
(3) The hui or meeting required by subsection (2)(b) must be held not later than 60 working days after the
invitation sent under subsection (1) is received, unless the parties agree otherwise.
(4) The purpose of the hui or meeting is to provide an opportunity for the iwi authorities and local authorities
concerned to discuss and agree on—
(a) the process for negotiation of 1 or more Mana Whakahono a Rohe; and
(b) which parties are to be involved in the negotiations; and
(c) the times by which specified stages of the negotiations must be concluded.
(5) The iwi authorities and local authorities that are able to agree at the hui or meeting how they will develop
a Mana Whakahono a Rohe (the participating authorities) must proceed to negotiate the terms of the Mana
Whakahono a Rohe in accordance with that agreement and this subpart.
(6) If 1 or more local authorities in an area are negotiating a Mana Whakahono a Rohe and a further
invitation is received under subsection (1), the participating iwi authorities and relevant local authorities may
agree on the order in which they negotiate the Mana Whakahono a Rohe.
Other matters relevant to Mana Whakahono a Rohe
(7) If an iwi authority and a local authority have at any time entered into a relationship agreement, to the
extent that the agreement relates to resource management matters, the parties to that agreement may, by
written agreement, treat that agreement as if it were a Mana Whakahono a Rohe entered into under this
subpart.
(8) The participating authorities must take account of the extent to which resource management matters are
included in any iwi participation legislation and seek to minimise duplication between the functions of the
participating authorities under that legislation and those arising under the Mana Whakahono a Rohe.
(9) Nothing in this subpart prevents a local authority from commencing, continuing, or completing any
process under the Act while waiting for a response from, or negotiating a Mana Whakahono a Rohe with, 1
or more iwi authorities.
There are further provisions for Mana Whakahono a Rohe that are not needed to be repeated here.
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Appendix D – Glossary
• Mana Whakahono: Mana Whakahono a Rohe are Iwi Participation Arrangements and are a tool
designed to assist tangata whenua and local authorities to discuss, agree and record how they will
work together under the Resource Management Act. This includes agreeing how tangata whenua
will be involved in decision making processes. Agreements made using this tool are referred to as
Mana Whakahono.
• Tikanga: correct procedure, custom, habit, based on experience and learning that has been handed
down through generations.
• Waiata – song
• Mihi – to greet, pay tribute, acknowledge, thank
• Pepeha – the way you introduce yourself in Maori
• Karakia –prayer or ritual chant
• Whakataukī – proverb, significant saying,
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Decision Report
To:

The Mayor and Councillors

From:

Policy Analyst

Date:

Monday, 10 September 2018

File reference:

Document: 2446197
Appendix A: 2412546 – Job Description

Portfolio holder:

Councillor Milner

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Appointment of list members to the District Licensing Committee

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT in accordance with section 192 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012, the Council
reappoint Mary Carmine, Denis Taylor and John Goodman to the list for the Hauraki District
Council District Licensing Committee for a further five years from 1 October 2018, and
THAT in accordance with section 192 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012, the Council
appoint Brent Holmes and Ross Murphy to the list for the Hauraki District Council District
Licensing Committee for a period of five years from 1 October 2018, and
THAT section 9.6 ‘District Licensing Committee’ of the Hauraki District Council Delegations
Manual be amended to reflect the increase of independent District Licensing Committee list
members from 3 list members to 5.

1

Purpose

This report asks the Council to appoint two new independent members to the list for the
Hauraki District Council District Licensing Committee (DLC) and reappoint three existing
independent list members.
The matter or suggested decision does not involve a new activity, service, programme,
project, expenditure or other deliverable.
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Background

In accordance with the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (the Act), the Council established
a DLC in November 2013.1 A DLC is responsible for all alcohol licence and managers’ certificate
applications, renewals and temporary authorities, regardless of whether these are opposed or
unopposed. The Council can have a combined list with one or more territorial authorities2
however, this report is not a review of the existing DLC list structure, and therefore does not
present options for a combined DLC list with other councils.
DLC composition and quorum
There are two distinct roles within a DLC; a chairperson who must be either an elected
member of the council or a commissioner and DLC members appointed from the list.
A chairperson/commissioner makes decisions on uncontested applications as a quorum (by
themselves). DLC members are selected from the list by the Chairperson to form a quorum for
contested applications. A quorum for contested applications is two DLC members and the
chairperson. The list ensures the DLC membership is flexible and can accommodate changes in
the availability of members.
An appointment to the DLC is for up to five years and may be approved for one or more
further terms of up to five years. The Council may at any time remove a member of the DLC or
a commissioner appointed to the DLC for inability to perform the functions of office,
bankruptcy, neglect of duty, or misconduct, proved to the territorial authority’s satisfaction.3
Current Appointments
The current Chairperson is Councillor Milner and the Deputy Chairperson is Councillor Leonard,
who acts as Chair in the absence of Councillor Milner. Councillor Carole Daley is also appointed
to the DLC list. There are currently three independent list members (non-elected members)
who will automatically be removed from the list if they are not reappointed by 1 November
2018. The elected members are not due for reappointment.
There have been four alcohol licence hearings for three premises since the DLC was formed.
DLC list members received training when they were initially appointed and ongoing training is
provided when needed.
Expressions of interest to be on the DLC
Because the current independent list member’s initial five-year appointment has nearly lapsed,
the Council sought expressions of interest for the DLC list in order to have a fair and
transparent process. The period for expressions of interest ran from Friday 10 August to
Monday 3 September 2018. It was advertised in the Hauraki Herald and posted on the
Council’s website. Staff also advised the list members of the Matamata-Piako District Council
and Thames-Coromandel District Council DLCs. Four new applications were received, all of
which were from people who are currently on either the Matamata-Piako District Council or
Thames-Coromandel District Council DLC list. See Appendix A for the DLC list member position
description.

1
2
3

From 18 December 2013 the DLCs took over the role of District Licensing Agencies.
Section 192 Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012.
Section 194 Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012.
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Issue and options

Issue – Appointments to the DLC list
List members must be reappointed/appointed by the Council; it is then at the discretion of the
chairperson to call upon list members to form a quorum when required. This appointment
process is only for independent list members as the elected members currently on the DLC are
not due for reappointment.
In accordance with section 192 of the Act the Council has to be aware of the following matters
when appointing list members:
• the Council must not approve a person to be included on the list unless that person has
experience relevant to alcohol licensing matters, and
• a person must not have any actual or perceived conflict of interests, as decisions must
be made with no perception of bias, which reduces the risk of legal challenge, and
• the person cannot be a constable, a Medical Officer of Health, an inspector, or an
employee of the Council.
Reappointment of existing independent list members
The three current independent list members, Mary Carmine, Denis Taylor and John Goodman
have requested to be reappointed to the DLC list. The Council appointed them in 2013. Since
then no new conflicts of interest have arisen that the Council is aware of.
The current members were not asked to submit updated CVs. Their CVs from 2013 have been
circulated to Councillors separate from this agenda.
Appointment of new independent list members
The four new applicants are already appointed to either the Matamata-Piako District Council or
Thames-Coromandel District Council DLC lists and subsequently have alcohol licensing
experience. No applicants appear to have a conflict of interest. All four applicants would be
suitable list members, but because the Council does not have many meetings/hearings that
require a full quorum, Councillor Milner and the Group Manager – Planning and Environmental
Services believe it is only necessary to appoint two new list members.
The applicants’ CVs have been circulated to Councillors separate to this agenda.
If the Council decides to appoint two additional people to the list, Councillor Milner and the
Group Manager – Planning and Environmental Services recommend the Council appoint Brent
Holmes and Ross Murphy.
Options
The following options are available to the Council:
1.

Do not appoint any independent list members to the DCL

The Council could appoint only elected members to the list for the DLC. Previously this option
was not considered the most appropriate option as there is no guarantee Councillors will want
to be on the DLC and having independent members provides continuity in membership
regardless of election cycles.
2.

Only appoint existing list members

The Council could appoint existing list members to the DLC without appointing two new
members. However, there is a risk the Council will not be able to form a DLC if current list
members are unwell or engaged with other matters. While there may be a small cost saving
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from having less DLC members to train and upskill, any savings would be very minimal,
especially as the new list members are already members of other DLCs. This potential benefit
does not outweigh the risk of not having enough list members available for the DLC.
3.

Appoint existing members and new applicants to the DLC

If the three existing independent members are reappointed to the list and two new members
are also appointed, there will be a total of seven list members (including two Councillors), plus
the Chairperson. This is considered an appropriate number of list members as it mitigates the
potential of not having enough list members available for the DLC.
Issue – Amend the Delegations Manual
If the Council appoints an additional two independent list members, increasing the number of
independent DLC list members from 3 to 5, section 9.6 of the Council’s Delegations Manual will
need to be amended accordingly.

4

Significance and Engagement Assessment

This decision does not trigger the Significance and Engagement Policy Assessment Tool and
therefore is not considered significant under the Significance and Engagement Policy 2014.
The level of engagement considered appropriate for this matter, at this point in time, is to
inform (i.e. one-way communication disseminating information) the DLC list members of their
appointment.

5

Budget Implications

There are no direct budget implications with the decision to appoint independent members to
the DLC list, however some ongoing training may be required. This is already budgeted
expenditure within the Community Protection budget for DLC Committee expenses.

6

Recommendation

Councillor Milner, Chairman of the DLC, and Council’s Group Manager Planning and
Environmental Services recommend the Council appoint two new independent members to the
list for the DLC and reappoint the three existing independent list members.

Charan Mischewski
Policy Analyst
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Appendix
A

POSITION DESCRIPTION
DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE MEMBER

POSITION PURPOSE
The purpose of this position is to consider and determine contested applications made under the Sale and
Supply of Alcohol Act 2012. The functions of the District Licensing Committee (DLC) are:
To consider and determine contested applications for:
•
•
•

new and renewed licences and manager’s certificates.
variation of licences.
temporary authorities and special licences.

The Committee may also be required to:
•
•
•

conduct inquiries and make reports required of it by the Alcohol Regulatory and Licensing
Authority (ARLA).
consider suspension or variation of special licences.
undertake any other functions conferred on the DLC under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act
2012.

The specific functions, powers and duties of the Committee are contained in Subpart 6 of the Act.
A DLC consists of three members appointed by the Council (the chairperson + two members). The
chairperson of the committee may determine uncontested licence and manager certificate applications
and renewal applications alone, while contested applications and other application types must be heard
by the full committee.
Where meetings of the full DLC are required the committee members will be appointed from the list of
members, as is deemed most appropriate by the Council. Therefore, no guarantee of regular hours can
be given to list members of the Committee. List members will be contracted to Council under a contract
for services and will not be employees of Council.
REMUNERATION
As determined by the Minister of Justice in accordance with the Cabinet fees framework, the current fees
are $408/day or $51/hour.
DURATION OF APPOINTMENT
The appointment will be for an initial period of five years and may be approved for one or more further
terms of up to five years.
PERSON SPECIFICATION
Essential
•
•
•
2412546

Previous experience relevant to alcohol licensing matters
Knowledge of alcohol related harm and its impact on communities
Awareness of community expectations around licensing
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Ability to understand and apply legislation
Strong verbal and written communication skills
Strong investigation skills
High ethical and professional integrity standards

Desirable
•
•
•

Knowledge of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
Able to interpret case law
Knowledge and understanding of hearings procedure

IMPORTANT FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Internal

External

DLC Secretary

Police

Licensing Inspectors

Medical Officers of Health

Other staff of the Council

Alcohol Regulatory Licensing Authority

Hauraki District Council
PO Box 17, Paeroa 3600
1 William Street, Paeroa
Ph 07 862 8609 or 0800 734 834 (within the District)
Email info@hauraki-dc.govt.nz

2412546
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Decision Report
To:

The Mayor and Councillors

From:

Policy Analyst

Date:

Friday, 17 August 2018

File reference:

Document: 2439790

Portfolio holder:

Mayor Tregidga and Councillor Milner

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Revocation of the Council’s fire bylaws

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT in accordance with section 152B(1) of the Local Government Act 2002 the Hauraki
District Council Fire Prevention Bylaw Involving Vegetation 1993, and the Franklin District
Council Fires in the Open Air Bylaw 2008 are revoked, and
THAT in accordance with section 152B(1) of the Local Government Act 2002 the Council is
not required to undertake public consultation and will publicly notify the decision, and
THAT section 6.10 Fire Control be removed from the Delegations Manual as the Council no
longer has the power to remove fire hazards or declare fire seasons.

1

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to revoke the:
 Hauraki District Council Fire Prevention Bylaw Involving Vegetation 1993, and
 The Franklin District Council Fires in the Open Air Bylaw 2008.
The matter or suggested decision does not involve a new activity, service, programme,
project, expenditure or other deliverable.

2

Background

The ten-year review of the Hauraki District Council Fire Prevention Bylaw Involving Vegetation
1993 and associated review of the Franklin District Council Fires in the Open Air Bylaw 2008
(the fire bylaws) was placed on hold in late 2015 pending the review of the New Zealand Fire
Services and associated legislation. The central government review resulted in the Fire and
Emergency Services New Zealand Act 2017 (FENZ Act), which came into effect on 1 July 2017,
Page 1 of 9
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with some provisions not coming into effect until 1 July 2018. The Act amalgamated urban
and rural fire services under one organisation; Fire and Emergency New Zealand (FENZ).
The legislative changes mean FENZ now govern and administer:
 rural and urban fire seasons,
 the removal of fire hazards,
 controlling the lighting of fires in the open, and
 preventing the spread of fires involving vegetation.
These matters were previously governed by local authority bylaws, however councils no longer
have the legislative mandate for these.1 Nevertheless, FENZ has advised councils will need to
consider if they wish to provide controls over:
 smoke nuisance,
 fires in parks and reserves, and
 fires in public places.
While FENZ will manage fire considering the fire risk conditions and for the purpose of fire
control, it is restricted to only considering the fire risk conditions as they relate to the proposed
fire and not things such as nuisance caused by smoke. Councils still have the power to make
these ‘nuisance’ bylaws2, but they cannot be inconsistent with any provisions in the FENZ Act.
The Council has fire related nuisance bylaws in Part 3: Public Safety of the Council’s
Consolidated Bylaw. These bylaws can be viewed in Appendix A along with a summary of the
content of the Council’s fire bylaws. The fire related nuisance bylaws will be reviewed as part
of the review of the public safety bylaw.
The full version of the fire bylaws can be viewed on the Council’s website at
http://www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/our-council/bylaws/ or can be sent to elected members on
request.

3

Issue and options

Issue
The Council’s fire bylaws need to be revoked as the Council no longer has the legislative power
to make or enforce these bylaws. This is now the role of FENZ. However, before a fire bylaw
can be revoked without public consultation the Council must consult with FENZ and determine
that the clauses in the bylaw are ‘relevant’ fire bylaws. 3
Relevant fire bylaw means a bylaw that—
 relates to the removal of fire hazards; or
 declares prohibited or restricted fire seasons; or
 prohibits or otherwise regulates or controls the lighting of fires in open air; or
 relates to the prevention of the spread of fires involving vegetation.
Council staff have assessed the Council’s fire bylaws and have determined the Council can
revoke the entirety of the fire bylaws as they are ‘relevant’ fire bylaws. This information can be
found in Appendix B. The table in Appendix B also outlines the role and powers of FENZ and
the rules relating to fires and air quality in the Waikato Regional Plan.
Council staff have liaised with FENZ and they are in agreeance that both of the Council’s fire
bylaws can be revoked via Council resolution, publicly notified, without undertaking public
1

Section 146(c) of the Local Government Act 2002 has been repealed which empowered local
government to make fire prevention bylaws.
2
Section 145 Local Government Act 2002
3
Section 152B Local Government Act 2002
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consultation. The Chief Executive has received confirmation of this from the Chief Executive of
FENZ.
Issue
Section 6.10 Fire Control needs to be removed from the delegations manual because from 1
July 2018 the Council no longer has the power under section 183 of the Local Government Act
2002 to remove fire hazards. From 1 July 2017 it no longer had the ability to set fire seasons.
The following delegations will be removed from the Council’s Delegations Manual:
6.10.1 Forest and rural fires
As Principal Rural Fire Officer, pursuant to Section 22 of the Forest and Rural Fires Act 1977, to declare or
remove any restricted or closed fire season as and when necessary in accordance with the Hauraki
District Council Fire Plan.
Sub-Delegation



Principal Rural Fire Officer

6.10.2 Removal of fire hazards
To exercise the powers contained in Section 183 of the Local Government Act 2002.
Sub-Delegation

4




Principal Rural Fire Officer
Deputy Principal Rural Fire Officer

Significance and Engagement Assessment

Section 152B(1) of the Local Government Act 2002 prevails over the consultation requirements
in other sections of the Act. It permits the council to revoke a relevant fire bylaw by resolution
publicly notified without being required to undertake public consultation.4
Staff recommend the Council work with FENZ to have consistent communications about each
organisations role.

5

Budget Implications

There are no budget implications associated with this report.

6

Recommendation

It is recommended the Council’s two fire bylaws be revoked and the decision be publically
notified.

Charan Mischewski
Policy Analyst

4

Either consultation in accordance with s82 or s83 of the Local Government Act 2002.
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Appendix A
Hauraki District Council Bylaws
The following matters are contained in the Hauraki District Council Fire Prevention Involving
Vegetation Bylaw 1993 and relate to urban fire districts:
 Setting of fire seasons in urban fire districts – e.g. prohibition of fires during periods of
extreme fire hazard
 Permits must be obtained for fires in the open during restricted fire season and adhere to
associated conditions.
 Fires in the open air must be in a ‘fireplace’ approved by the Council.
 Provisions about the use of barbeques and traditional cooking fires.
 Rules around the disposal of live ashes.
 Removal of rank growth (if rank vegetation constitutes a fire hazard)
The following matters are contained in the Franklin District Council Fires in the Open Air Bylaw
2008:
 Setting of restricted fire seasons
 Setting of prohibited fire areas
 No lighting of fires in the open air unless in an ‘incinerator’
 No lighting of fires with 32 meters either side of power transmission lines.
 Rules about the disposal of live ashes
 Storage of combustible materials
 Storage of Hay
 Managing fire risk on rural land related to vegetation
The following bylaw clauses are contained in Part 3: Public Safety of the Hauraki District
Council Consolidated Bylaw:
 Section 2.0 Safety in Public Places; clause 2.5 ‘Fires and Camping’:
No person shall in any public place:
a) light a fire, except at fireplaces specially provided or in an appliance designed for
outdoor cooking, and in accordance with any restriction imposed by Council on the
lighting of fires.
 Section 3.0 Nuisance on Private Property; clause 3.2 ‘Restrictions’:
No person may:
a) burn, or cause or permit to be burnt, any matter or thing in such a manner as to
create a nuisance.
Section 4.1.1 bylaws and enforcement in the Council’s Reserve Management Plan states:
 A number of bylaws have implications for reserve management (this includes the ‘fire
bylaws’ in the public safety bylaw above). There are no separate statements about
whether the lighting of fires is permitted on Council reserves.
Section 4.4.7 events and fireworks displays in the Council’s Reserve Management Plan states:
 Use of any reserve for an organized event requires the approval of the Manager Parks
and Property, HDC.
 Event organizers for any approved event will be fully responsible for securing in advance
all consents and approvals for the operation of the event and will ensure they respect
any relevant bylaws or District Plan requirements (such as noise controls).
 Council may place whatever conditions it finds appropriate on an approval for a fireworks
display, for example conditions may relate to the management of fire risk, safety and
noise.
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Appendix B:
The following table explains which provisions are now the responsibility of which organisation; Hauraki District Council (HDC), Waikato Regional
Council (WRC) or FENZ and what changes are needed.
Fire control
issue

Legal responsibility of
FENZ (FENZ Act)

Legal responsibility of
HDC (bylaw)

Legal responsibility of
WRC (Regional Plan)

Changes

HDC follow up
actions

Rules
in
relation
to
fires in the
open

FENZ
has
powers
to
extinguish fires where these
are threatening persons or
property or any road. This
does
not
cover smoke
nuisance
unless
it
is
threatening visibility along a
road.

The HDC and FDC fire
bylaws
put
many
restrictions
on
when,
where and how people
may light a fire regardless
of the fire season.

Presently
emissions
from
outdoor
burning
including
burning of vegetation from
land clearing operations (“pine
to pasture”) are permitted by
the Waikato Regional Plan,
subject to compliance with
conditions that essentially
control nuisance. The Regional
Plan (6.1.13) states it is illegal
to burn the following:
 Rubber and tyres
 Metal from cables
 Treated timber (using CCA
or PCP chemicals)
 Tar and bitumen
 Hazardous materials
 Waste oil and ‘sludge’
 Motor vehicle parts etc.

FENZ and WRC have
sufficient powers to act
where needed.

Remove
relevant
matters from bylaws as
they
prohibit
or
otherwise regulate or
control the lighting of
fires in open air.

Garden
backyard
fires

Garden / backyard fires are
permitted as long as they are
not dangerous, are during an
open fire season or have a
permit.

The HDC and FDC fire
bylaws currently have
numerous controls and
restrictions
regarding
where and how fires can
be lit.

The provisions of the Regional
Plan apply to fires in backyards
with some different rules
about what you can burn if it is
‘personal’ material.

Control of garden /
backyard fires is to be
passed over to FENZ.

/

FENZ is able to put out
dangerous fires, including
fires which should have a
permit but do not.
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These provisions can be
removed from HDC’s
General Bylaws.

However, FENZ will not
be able to act on issues
of
smoke
nuisance,
however WRC can as
outlined below.

Remove
relevant
matters from bylaws as
they regulate or control
the lighting of fires in
open air.
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Fire control
issue

Legal responsibility of
FENZ (FENZ Act)

Legal responsibility of
HDC (bylaw)

Legal responsibility of
WRC (Regional Plan)

Changes

HDC follow up
actions

Smoke

Smoke nuisance is not
addressed under the FENZ
Act.
FENZ can only take
action where a fire threatens
persons or property or any
road. This does not cover
smoke nuisance unless it is
threatening visibility along a
road.

In Council’s Public Safety
Bylaw clause 3.2 states;

If
nuisance
effects
are
occurring, then the Regional
Plan is not being complied with
and those responsible are
committing a criminal offence.
Noticeable levels of smoke
over wide areas, especially
urban
areas,
can
cause
adverse health effects and
cause a nuisance.

FENZ has no ability to
respond
to
smoke
nuisance. They only put
out fires which pose a
risk to persons or
property or a road.

The
more
general
nuisance provision in
the Public Safety Bylaw
will be reviewed as part
of the wider bylaws
review
work
programme.

No person may:
a) burn, or cause or
permit to be burnt, any
matter or thing in such a
manner as to create a
nuisance.
The Council has a further
avenue of control over
smoke nuisance in the
nuisances provisions of
the Health Act 1956 and
persons responsible for
causing a smoke nuisance
may be prosecuted under
the provisions of either
the Health Act or the
Bylaw.

Fires in parks
and reserves

When putting out fires a
dangerous
fire
is
a
dangerous fire regardless of
whose land it is on.

Under clause 3.2 of HDC’s
Public Safety Bylaw, no
person shall in any public
place:

The Council could refer
complaints about smoke
nuisance to WRC if the
matter is covered in the
Regional Plan.

Breaches of the outdoor
burning rules can result in
enforcement
action
being
taken by WRC. These actions
include $300 and $1000
infringement
notices
for
domestic and industrial/trade
premise breaches and more
serious penalties for serious
breaches.

N/A

a) light a fire, except at
fireplaces
specially
provided
or
in
an
appliance designed for
outdoor cooking, and in
accordance
with
any
restriction imposed by the
Council on the lighting of
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FENZ will need to
consider if they want to
be the agency who
responds to fires which
WRC and/or HDC has
deemed
to
be
a
nuisance,
environmental risk or
health risk.
Even without the bylaw,
Council
retains
the
ability to make rules
about what activities it
will allow on its land;
including
the
rules
around lighting fires in
parks.
FENZ does not consider
land
tenure
when
issuing fire permits. This
means
anyone
can

Rules
about
which
reserves Council will
allow fires should be
specified in Reserve
Management Plans and
on the Council website.
RMPs
cannot
be
enforced in the same
way bylaws can and it is
recommended
the
Council take this into
consideration when it
reviews the relevant
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Legal responsibility of
FENZ (FENZ Act)

Legal responsibility of
HDC (bylaw)
fires.

Legal responsibility of
WRC (Regional Plan)

apply to have a fire on a
Council reserve and
unless it is dangerous a
permit will be given.
However, this does not
excuse the applicant
from the need to obtain
landowner
permission
from HDC as well as the
permit. FENZ should be
clear on this when asked
to issue permits for
public land and direct
the applicant to the
Council.

Please note the Bylaw
effectively
bans
the
lighting of fires in parks
and
reserves
(unless
cooking using a BBQ or
other ‘appliance’). The
should be consistent with
Reserve
Management
Plan policies for each
reserve.

Restricted
and
Prohibited
Fire Seasons
and
Fire
Permits

FENZ now does this under
section 56 of the FENZ Act.

Both the HDC and FDC
bylaws have provisions in
relation to the setting of
urban fire seasons.

Changes

N/A.

As of 01 July 2017
FENZ, not the Council,
has been responsible for
setting all restricted and
prohibited fire seasons
and issuing fire permits.

HDC follow up
actions
‘nuisance’ clauses in the
public safety bylaw as it
may be important to
retain the ‘fire’ clauses.

Remove from bylaws as
relates
to
declaring
prohibited or restricted
fire seasons.

Council should revoke
the relevant sections of
its Bylaws.
Council may
Extinguish
Fires

FENZ
has
powers
to
extinguish fires where these
are threatening persons or
property or any road.

Under the fire bylaws the
Council (including FENZ
on behalf of Council)
could extinguish fires
which breach its bylaws.
This
includes
extinguishing fires which
are causing a smoke
nuisance.

WRC can require the person
responsible for a fire to
extinguish that fire if it
breaches their Regional Plan.
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Given the powers of
FENZ to extinguish fires,
and that WRC addresses
smoke nuisance, HDC
can
revoke
these
provisions of its Bylaw.

Remove from bylaws.
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Fire control
issue

Legal responsibility of
FENZ (FENZ Act)

Legal responsibility of
HDC (bylaw)

Legal responsibility of
WRC (Regional Plan)

Changes

HDC follow up
actions

Live Ashes

Covered under section 61 of
the FENZ Act.

The Councils bylaws place
restrictions
around
placing and handling live
ashes on a property.

N/A

This is now covered
under the FENZ Act.

Remove
from
HDC
bylaws as contained in
FENZ Act and relates to
the removal of fire
hazards.

Removal of
fire hazards

Section 200 of the FENZ Act
repeals sections 183 and 184
of the LGA 2002. This came
into force on 01 July 2018.

The
Council’s
bylaws
cover the matter of
removal of rank growth or
vegetation on private
property which may pose
a fire risk.

N/A

Since 01 July 2018 FENZ
can remove gorse and
other growth on private
property.

Remove from Bylaws as
FENZ has had the ability
to undertake this as of
01 July 2018.

Sections 65 to 68 and clause
39 of Schedule 1 of the FENZ
Act relate to the removal of
things that increase fire risk.
These came into force on 01
July 2018.
Under section 65, FENZ may
require the occupier or
owner of land to remove or
destroy any vegetation or
other thing if FENZ consider
it likely to increase the risk of
fire.
Under Section 67(2), if the
owner or occupier fails to
comply with the notice, FENZ
may enter the land and do
the thing or things required
by the notice.
Fireworks

Not mentioned in the FENZ
Act.

There is no need for
Council to continue to
have a bylaw on this.

The
Franklin
District
Council Fires in the Open
Bylaw puts restrictions in
place
for
storing
combustible material.
Note: Councils no longer
have power under section
183 of Local Government
Act 2002 to require the
occupier of land, by
notice, to remove any
growth or matter that is
likely to become a source
of danger from fire.

Not mentioned in the
Council’s Fire Bylaws.

N/A
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FENZ would see value in
councils banning the use
of fireworks in public
places
e.g.
parks,
streets,
roads.
The

HDC
could
consider
restrictions on fireworks
in the public safety
bylaw as part of the
review.
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Legal responsibility of
FENZ (FENZ Act)

Legal responsibility of
HDC (bylaw)

Legal responsibility of
WRC (Regional Plan)

Changes
definition of “fireworks”
should include chinese
lanterns and exclude
professional
displays.
The use of fireworks on
private land would not
be affected.
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Information Report
To:

The Mayor and Councillors

From:

Policy Analyst

Date:

Thursday, 13 September 2018

File reference:

Document: 2451180
Appendix A: Grading system
Appendix B: Draft Engagement Plan (2453099)

Portfolio holder:

Mayor Tregidga MNZM JP

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

CouncilMARK programme

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received.

1

Summary

The Council has signed up to the CouncilMARK local government excellence programme and
two independent assessors will be on-site on 18 and 19 October 2018. Meetings have been set
between elected members and the assessors. The assessors will also be meeting with Council
staff and a small number of stakeholders.

2

Background

The Council has signed up as a participating council for the CouncilMARK local government
excellence programme. The participation in the programme has the full support of the Council,
confirmed by a resolution passed at its meeting held on 25 October 2017. With 12 new
councils signed up to the programme this year, over 40 per cent of the sector will have either
been assessed, or will be assessed by 2019.
The CouncilMARK programme was established to help councils demonstrate and lift the value
and services they provide to their local communities. The 2015 New Zealand Local Government
Survey and recent Colmar Brunton research for the programme found residents, ratepayers
and businesses under-value council services and see low value in service delivery. The
programme is driven by councils, with the aim of providing residents, businesses and
communities with clear and independent information on how councils are performing. The aim
is to lift both council and sector performance and reputation.
Page 1 of 4
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CouncilMARK is not a search for failure or individual poor performance, but a means for
establishing continuous improvement based on reliable data showing where value sits and
where improvements can be made. An underpinning principle of the programme is poor
performance should be transparent to inform debate about areas of improvement.

3

Content

Council Assessments
The programme incorporates an independent assessment system that assesses how councils
are performing and the work they are undertaking to grow the value they deliver. Councils
receive an overall performance rating from a team of independent assessors and commentary
on their performance across four priority areas;
• governance, leadership and strategy,
• financial decision-making and transparency,
• service delivery and asset management,
• communicating and engaging with the public and business.
Each priority area is given a ‘priority grading’ from exemplary to struggling. The overall ratings
range from AAA to C. The interpretation of each priority grading and overall rating can be
viewed in Appendix A.
The full CouncilMARK Performance Assessment Framework can be found at:
http://www.lgnz.co.nz/assets/Uploads/Final-Local-Government-Excellence-Programme-PAF10.2.17.pdf
When councils receive their assessment rating and report, councils have the opportunity to
correct any factual errors in the report. The assessment rating and supporting report is then
released publicly on the CouncilMARK website www.councilmark.co.nz at an agreed
time, following council consideration. In general councils are reassessed every three years.
It is expected that each participating council, with support from LGNZ and external agencies,
will develop an action plan or strategy to address the areas for improvement identified in their
individual assessment report.
Hauraki District Council Assessment
Two independent assessors will be on-site in the Paeroa Council office on 18 and 19 October
and will be meeting with elected members, various staff and a small number of stakeholders.
The assessors are Peter Crow and James Lockhart. Their biographies can be viewed on the
Excellence Programme website.
The themes to be covered in the meeting with elected members include:
• what the Council vision/goals/strategies are, and the rationale behind them,
• the relationship the Council seeks to have with the community,
• how elected members operate amongst themselves, and with staff, to achieve
vision/goals,
• how elected members acquire/maintain the necessary knowledge and skills to undertake
their roles, and
• how Council manages audit and risk; probity; conflicts; transparency; and accountability
with the community.
Prior to the on-site visit the Council is required to send through pre-reading material for the
assessors and a self-assessment of CouncilMARK Performance Assessment Framework.
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Communicating CouncilMARK Results

A key benefit of CouncilMARK and the assessment ratings is it helps to inform council
customers and communities of the value of services being delivered. Participating councils are
encouraged to engage with the public on the assessment results, as criteria of joining the
programme. CouncilMARK has advised engagement will work best when results are:
• communicated proactively at an early stage,
• explained as being independently assessed and valuable to the council, its customers and
its communities,
• placed in a context of transparency and being customer and community-focused,
• accompanied by the council’s action plan in response to strengths and weaknesses
identified in the results,
• discussed in terms of community and business input now and during a continuous
improvement process,
• briefed to all local media by councillors and executives,
• briefed to local business and key stakeholders by the council team,
• communicated in a wide range of media channels,
• ensure that the release of CouncilMARK results also includes the council’s next steps
(with timetable) to engage the community and business.
A draft engagement plan is attached as Appendix B for the information of the Council.

5

Budget Implications

As a general principle, the CouncilMARK programme will run on a cost-recovery basis, with
participating councils paying a set fee for the independent assessment process and the
resulting assessment report. The table below sets out the indicative cost for an assessment,
with the average cost expected to be in the range of $15,000 to $22,500 plus GST and
disbursements.

Because the Council only requires a 2 day on-site visit the cost will be approximately $15,000
plus GST and disbursements.

6

Conclusion

The Council will be assessed over two days in October for the CouncilMARK Excellence
programme. The assessment is based on criteria in the Performance Assessment Framework.
After the assessment a report will be produced and a CouncilMARK overall rating given to the
Council.

Charan Mischewski
Policy Analyst
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Appendix A:
The four priority areas are given an overall ranking as follows:

After the assessment councils are given an overall rating from AAA to C.
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Appendix
B
Communications Plan – CouncilMARKTM
Purpose:
Hauraki District Council has signed up for Local Government New Zealand’s
CouncilMARK™ excellence programme in 2018. The CouncilMARK programme was
established to help councils demonstrate and lift the value and services they provide to
their local communities.
The purpose of this communications plan is to aid engagement in the programme both
from an employee and community perspective.
This plan covers the initial assessment phase of the project. A separate communication
plan will be developed once the council has been assessed and has a better idea of next
steps.
Key Messages:
These are general key messages for the overall programme. More specific messages will
be developed when promoting specific dates and actions in the plan.
External
•

•
•

The purpose of the CouncilMARK™ programme is to give communities a clear and
independent picture of how well their council is performing in serving the
community
The programme also gives the council a clear understanding of what we are doing
well, and what we could do better
Joining the programme is a positive step for the community and the council

Internal
•
•
•
•
•

The CouncilMARK programme is not about looking for failure or individual poor
performance
The programme provides an opportunity to identify the areas where we’re
working well, and areas where we could do better
The programme is about making positive change and finding our untapped
potential
The programme is about the performance of the organisation as a whole, not
individual performance
The programme provides an opportunity for us to be more innovative and try new
things

Important dates:
•
•

18 -19 October – assessors on site
? – results received

How we’ll approach this / Engagement strategy
At a high level, our communication plan for engaging staff and the community in the
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CouncilMARK programme is as follows:
External
•
•
•
•
•
•

Face to face community group meetings
Direct email/letters to stakeholders where relevant
Facebook, for two-way engagement from the wider community
HDC website – for access to further information about the programme, updates on
HDC progress, and links to the CouncilMARK website.
Paid print and radio advertising – make use of council’s regular news pages and radio
spots
Media releases

Internal
• Langley to champion the project
• Clear and honest face to face communication with individual staff
• Face to face meetings
• Email
• iNet blog and CouncilMARK page
What do we want to achieve / Objectives
We want to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discover and appreciate the current strengths of the organisation
Identify what we could be doing better
Make positive change
Reduce risk and identify opportunities
Be more innovative
Improve employee engagement
Improve community engagement
Improve our reputation

What do we need to be aware of / Risks
RISK
Lack of organisational buy-in. Staff feel
demoralised and that they don’t measure up.

The Council receives a low score

MITIGATION
• The CE is actively involved and inspiring staff
throughout the process
• Communication and support is provided
directly from the CE
• Inspire staff by setting exciting, innovative and
meaningful goals
• Ensure positive focus i.e. what are we doing
well? What could we do better?
• Empower staff to succeed by ensuring they
have the tools and resources they need to
achieve the desired outcomes
• Ensure there is a tangible benefit to staff so
they can see there is a return on investment
for investing extra time and energy into
activities outside their business as usual roles
and responsibilities.
• Be honest and own the results – don’t try to
cover them up
• Ensure strengths are included as well as
weaknesses when results are communicated
• Ensure councils next steps and action plan are
included when results are communicated
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RISK

Participation in the programme places extra
demands on staff time and overloads staff

OPPORTUNITY
A better understanding of our core competencies

Improved staff engagement and innovation

Improved community engagement and
reputation
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MITIGATION
• Communicate directly with relevant staff
before releasing results more generally
• Be transparent and provide progress updates
regularly to the wider community via Council
owned channels and media channels so they
can see we’re trying to improve
• Identify and make available supporting tools,
systems and information from the outset
• Take into account current workloads, project
involvement and daily responsibilities when
selecting staff to be involved in the programme

TACTICS
• Report positive feedback to staff and community
first – what do we do really well?
• Ensure there is a tangible benefit to staff so they
can see there is a return on investment for
investing extra time and energy into activities
outside their business as usual roles and
responsibilities.
• CE actively involved and inspiring innovation
and positive change
• Empower staff to succeed by ensuring they have
the tools and resources they need to achieve the
desired outcomes
• Encourage feedback on the programme
• Have good measures in place and recognise and
celebrate successes and improvements
• Set up community focus groups to give
feedback on the programme.
• Communicate updates regularly to the wider
community via Council owned channels and
media channels so they can see progress
• Encourage feedback on the programme
• Ensure all communication is relevant to the
community

Stakeholders, how they are communicated with and by who:
•
•
•

Staff – face to face, email, phone, iNet blog, project champions
o Spokespeople - CE, policy analyst, CO
External stakeholders – face to face meetings, email, phone, video conference
o Spokespeople - Mayor and councillors, CE and policy analyst
Wider community – social media, community influencers, targeted community
groups, website, paid print and radio advertising
o Spokespeople – Mayor and councillors
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Media – via communications contacts
o Spokespeople – Mayor and councillors

Communications channels:
External
•
•
•

•

•

Direct email and face to face meetings with relevant community groups
HDC owned media
o Websites, Facebook, newsletters
Council pre-paid media
o Communications teams' regularly scheduled ads in local papers, eg
Hauraki Herald
o HDC’s two-weekly radio spots
Council earned media
o Media outlets pick up on media release and publish/air on their channels
i.e. Coromandel MoreFM, Hauraki Herald, Waihi Leader
Potential to book print and radio ads if necessary and if budget is available

Internal
•
•
•
•

Face to face meetings
Email
iNet – blogs, news items
iNet page

How are we going to say it / The details
#

TACTIC

TIMEFRAMES

WHO?

1

Email to all staff and
councillors

CE with
support from
CO

2

Face to face meetings
with relevant staff

3

iNet page

Beginning of
October and
the week
before
assessment
As required
leading up to
assessment
and after the
assessment
Before
assessment

4

Web page

5

Report to council

6

Direct communication
with relevant staff
Council staff event i.e.
lunch
Direct communication
with relevant
stakeholders

7
8

Before
assessment
Once results
are released
Once results
are out
Once results
are out
Once results
are released

CE and
policy
analyst as
appropriate
CO and
policy
analyst
CO and web
administrator
Policy
analyst
CE
Led by CE
Councillors
and staff as
appropriate

DOC
#

ACTIONS
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#

TACTIC

TIMEFRAMES

WHO?

8

Media release

CO

9

HDC news page in
Hauraki Herald and
Waihi Leader

After report to
Council
After report to
council

DOC
#

ACTIONS

CO

Success measurements:
• The organisation has a better understanding of its core competencies – what it does
really well
• The organisation is making positive changes
• The organisation is more innovative
• There is an improvement in employee engagement
• There is an improvement in Council’s reputation
Budget
?
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Decision Report
To:

Councillors

From:

Mayor John Tregidga

Date:

Tuesday, 18 September 2018

File reference:

Document: 2452949
Appendix A: 2444540

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Request for financial assistance – Paeroa Pipe Bands Tattoo
Committee Inc.

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT Council contribute the sum of $3,000 from the District General Fund towards the 26th
Highland Games and Tattoo event to Paeroa Pipe Bands and Tattoo Committee Inc.

1

Purpose

To advise Council of a request from Paeroa Pipe Bands and Tattoo Committee Inc. for financial
support for the 26th event to be held in 2019, and seek Council’s support for the request.
The matter or suggested decision does involve a new activity, service, programme, project,
expenditure or other deliverable.

2

Background

The Paeroa Pipe Bands and Tattoo Committee Inc. have held the annual highland games and
tattoo on the second Saturday in February for the last 25 years and are planning to hold the
next event in Paeroa on the 9th February 2019.
Other activities being planned will involve utilising more of the domain for a variety of daytime
entertainment involving the local schools as well as restarting the Junior highland games
competition.
The organiser seeks financial assistance of up to $10,000 towards the expenses for the event.

3

Issue and options

The event is the only one within the district that is known to the Mayor, and as such is
considered a district initiative.

Whaarangi 1 of 2
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Options in considering this request include declining the request, however as it is one event
that attracts many visitors, participants and supporters to the district so it is more appropriate
to support it in some way.
As the activity will occur within Paeroa the Ward Chair has indicated that they will be making a
contribution of $1,000 from their community assistance fund as well.

4

New deliverable

The Local Government Act 2002 now requires that all local government deliverables (whether
it be an activity, service, project, programme, grant or involve any other form of expenditure)
must align to the purpose of local government as outlined in Section 10 of the Local
Government Act.
For Council’s information, the decision involves a new expenditure or other deliverable. It is
therefore considered to be aligned with the purpose of local government as it provides:
•

5

local public service

Significance and Engagement Assessment

This decision does not trigger the Significance and Engagement Policy Assessment Tool and
therefore is not considered significant under the Significance and Engagement Policy 2014.
The level of engagement considered appropriate for this matter, at this point in time, is to
involve (i.e. a participatory process to identify aspirations prior to decision-making) all elected
members.

6

Budget Implications

The request would be funded from the District General Fund budget, and partially funded from
the Paeroa Ward’s Community Assistance Fund budget.

7

Recommendation

Council should make its decision on which option to choose based on that option being the
most cost effective, and good quality option for the Hauraki District (s10 of the Local
Government Act 2002).
It is recommended that Council contribute the sum of $3,000 from the District General Fund.

J P Tregidga, MNZM JP
Mayor

Whaarangi 2 of 2
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Information Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Transportation Manager

Date:

Wednesday, 12 September 2018

File reference:

Portfolio holder:

Document: M2450982
Appendix A:
Capital Works Programme
Appendix B:
Financial reporting
Councillor Adams

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Transportation Report August 2018

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received

1. Introduction
This report provides the latest information on the Hauraki District Council’s
Transportation activities for the period ending 31 August 2018.

2. Discussion
2.1 Capital Projects
2.1.1

Key Capital Project Achievements

Table 1 below shows the progress on the main capital projects scheduled for the 2018
/ 19 financial year.

Table 1: Main Capital Projects – 2018/19
Project and Description

Reseals – 2018/19
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Progress
% complete

10%

Comments / explanations (if
off track)
2018/19 pre-reseal repairs have
been partially completed, with
the remainder of pre-reseal
repairs to commence in
November 2018. The Tender
Document is complete and will
be advertised in September
2018.
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Project and Description

Progress
% complete

Pavement Rehabilitation –
2018/19

5%

LED Streetlight Renewals

Minor Improvements (2018-19)

90%

2%

Torehape Rd West Slip

95%

Rahu Rd Embankment Failure

80%

Hopai West Bridge Repair

65%

Non-subsidised work 2017/18

0%

Non-subsidised projects
2018/19

0%

Mahuta Rd North Underslip

25%

Paeroa Kindy drop-off Zone

60%

Waihi East Primary School

90%

Page 2 of 7

Comments / explanations (if
off track)
Decision report submitted to
Council.
Work is progressing in
accordance with the agreed
programme. Up to 31 August
approximately 73% of lamps
were installed. Approximately
140 LED lights are being
installed per week.
Project selection to be done.
Projects selected will be
presented to NZTA to verify
alignment with the NLTP.
Some smaller projects have
already started.
WSP-Opus assessed the need for
a resource consent. A resource
consent is only needed for the
culvert and bypass road installed
during the initial event. WSPOpus were requested to progress
the resource consent application.
Draft Design Drawings received.
Minor site works completed.
Contractor appointed and work
plan received. TMP approved.
H+S submitted to council for
approval.
Carry forward requests for some
budgets will be done by Finance.
Projects not covered by the carry
forward requests will be
assessed individually.
Project selection to be done.
Land take option in principle
agreed with land owner.
Investigation of a fourth lower
cost option underway.
C&M was requested to
commence with the work at the
drop-off zone.
Remaining works to be included
in Minor Improvements
programme for 2018-19 financial
year.
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Progress Key:
..... = Off track / behind schedule / over budget
..... = Rescheduled
..... = Off track but will be back on track soon
..... = On track
... . = Completed

2.1.2

Key Capital Projects Planned for September 2018

The work scheduled for September 2018 is shown in Table 2 below.
The capital programme for the financial year is shown in Appendix A attached.

Table 2: Capital Work Programme for September 2018
Project

Ward

Comments

Reseal Contract 2018/19
Pavement Rehabilitation –
2018/19

District

Tender to be advertised.

District

Project designs to commence.

Minor Improvements (2018-19)

District

LED Streetlight Renewals

District

Torehape Rd West Slip

Plains

Mahuta Rd North

Plains

Rahu Rd Embankment Failure

Paeroa

Hopai West Bridge Repairs

Plains

Waharau Bridge Scour Repairs

Plains

Non-subsidised projects 2018/19
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District

Project list to be completed,
circulated and to be presented to
NZTA.
Installations according to
programme
Resource consent on the bypass
road and culvert to be
progressed.
After investigation of a fourth
lower cost option, an options
report will be presented to the
Council to discuss budget
implications of repair options.
Finalising detail design with
Pinnacles Consultant.
Construction to commence in
September.
Construction to be done in
February 2019.
Discussions with wards to be
initiated.
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Key Issues and Risks

The following major risks associated with the capital programme have been identified.

Table 3 – Capital Programme Risks
Issue or Risk

Failure of the Hopai West Bridge

LED Replacements (customer
concerns)

Budget
implicatio
ns
Medium

Low

3. Financial reporting
The financial reports are included in Appendix B.

4. Conclusion
All major projects are progressing.

Lukas de Haast
TRANSPORTATION MANAGER
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Mitigation Measures
Speed limits and load restrictions
remain in place. Monitor the
situation while the procurement
process commences.
Several customer complaints
raised the issue of LED lights
being more focussed and not
providing the same level of light
spread as before. The
background to this issue is that
the NZTA funding was only
allocated for like for like
replacements in terms of
wattage. Standardised
responses were formulated to
explain this background to
customers and this was
circulated to the customer care
teams. It is noted that specific
areas such as Whiritoa will
require further investigation after
completion of the project to look
at further improvements which
might be required.
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Appendix A
Capital Works Programme

Reseal Contract

July
2018
xxxx

Pavement Rehabilitation

To be programmed

Minor Improvements

To be programmed

Non-subsidised projects

To be programmed

LED Streetlight Renewals

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

Torehape Rd West Slip

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

Rahu Rd Embankment Failure

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

Hopai West Bridge Repair

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

Project

Aug
2018
xxxx

Sep
2018
xxxx

Waharau Bridge Scour Repairs

5

Oct
2018

Nov
2018
xxxx

xxxx

Dec
2018
xx

Jan
2019
xxxx

Feb
2019
xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

March
2019
xxxx

April
2019

May
2019

June
2019
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Appendix B
Roading Financial Measures
Key Indicators for the 2 months ending 31/08/2018
Operating Revenue (excluding Rates)

Operating Expenditure

Capital Expenditure

250,444 - $

$
Unfavourable YTD

-$

YTD budget

$

52,856
303,300

Full year budget

$

Full year forecast

$

636,648

Unfavourable YTD

-$

10,024

YTD budget

$

626,624

3,918,700

Full year budget

$

3,865,844

Full year forecast

$

41,809

Favourable YTD

$

YTD budget

$

575,953
617,762

8,438,783

Full year budget

$

3,706,600

8,448,807

Full year forecast

$

3,130,647

Revenue
Roading capital programme for Pavement Rehabilitation is behind schedule and it is
unlikely that we will catch up in the current year.

Operating Expenditure
Public Transport
Professional Services

Expenditure
No significant variances to report on to date.

Pavement Maintenance
Other Subsidised

Capital Expenditure
Capital expenditure is tracking below the current budget profile. The majority of this
variance is considered to be a profiling matter.

Non-Subsidised Works

Amenity Maintenance
Administration
0

50

100
YTD Actual

150

200

250

300

Thousands

YTD Budget

Capital Expenditure

Roading

0

$

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Thousands
YTD Actuals

YTD Budget

6
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Roading – Major Capital Projects 2018/19
Project

Minor Improvements
New Road Extensions

Status

project cost
(actual)
2018/19

Project
budget to
30/6/2019

11,211

474,000

4,691

150,000

Minor Improvements Ren

Design work is underway on the Bradford Street
extension. A Council resolution has provided
approximately $80k towards the new road extension
at Hauraki Industrial Park. The budget will be
exceeded this year and we may be required to bring
forward future the 2019/20 allocation and limit
expenditure in that year.

158,000

Sealed Road Resurfacing

1,234,000

Pavement Rehabilitation

910,000

LED Replacement

Comments or risks

27,819

-

7

A report on a strategy for Pavement Rehab is being
presented to Council. The Council resolution on the
strategy will determine the status.
Project approved by Council in 2017 spread over two
years.
Unspent budget from 2017/18 of $325,670 needs to
be carried over to current year.

